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Tomatoes •  Cucumber Beetles •  Green Manures  
Old-Fashioned Homemade Ice Creams and Sherbets 
Vaccinating Your Domestic Animals •  M ake  a Hammock
SEE IT... EXPERIENCE IT!
And you’ll know you’ve made the right choice. It’s a 
decision that says you know quality when you see 
it. And it says you know the pure feeling of power 
to do whatever your land demands. A feeling that 
says the special time you call your own is now 
more productive and more rewarding.The small 
chores and the heavy hauling all go easier with 
YANMAR’s full featured line of diesel tractors 
...tractors that set standards that endure.
YANMAR is the right choice...the value choice 
...the choice of experience that you can 
experience. See them at your YANMAR Dealer.
Shown: Y M 1 8 7 D -1 8  HR 
4 wheel drive. Choose from 
8 series, 14 to 33 HP 
(Turf tires and front PTO 
are optional.)
A WORLD LEADER IN TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATIVE PRODUCT DESIG
YANMAR TRACTOR (U. S. A.), INC.
2060 South Carboy
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 ©1986 yan
The Greenleaf Garden Sprayers
Completely Portable, Battery 
Operated, Rechargeable Sprayers
AVAILABLE IN 5, AND 15 
GALLON CAPACITY UNITS
• Rechargeable Sealed Battery.
Sprays 60 gallons on a single charge.
•Quick Flush System allows rapid, easy 
cleaning of the sprayer.
• Wand of lightweight, high-impact plastic. 
Won’t tire you out.
•Adjustable Nozzle goes from a solid stream 
to a fine mist with a twist.
• 5 gallon tank easily removed for cleaning.
• Big 12" Cart wheels.
• Only 15" wide. Fits into tight spaces.
• Power to reach 25 ft. plus.
• Free Battery Charger included.
Ask for your 10% Society 
Member Discount
Available Now at 1986 Prices!
Controls aphids, slugs, weevils, red spider 
mites, rodents, molds, fungi, viruses, weeds 
and more with this rugged portable, high qual­
ity instrument.
Always even application of pesticides, herbi­
cides and fertilizers for your shrubs, vegetables 
and flowers.
Try the Green Leaf Garden Sprayer for 30 
days. If during that time you aren’t completely 
satisfied, return it for a full refund. No ques­
tions asked.
ATTENTION GARDEN CART OWNERS:
Save $25.00 on the 5 and 15 gal. models.
Adapted and ready to mount in your 
garden cart!
(901) 521-1758
T U H N O L O  ( i  I  K  S
F
PLEASE RUSH ME:
_  A FREE COMPLETE INFORMATION PACKET
__A 2.5 gal. GreenLeaf Sprayer @ $246.50+$12 s&h
__A 5 gal. GreenLeaf Sprayer @ $279.50+$12 s&h
__A 15 gal. GreenLeaf Sprayer @ $327.50+$15 s&h
__EXTRA 2V2 gal. Tanks @ $9.95+$3 s&h
__EXTRA 5 gal. Tanks @ $11.95+$3 s&h
Name_________________________________________
Address______________________________ _________
City____________________________ State__________
Zip____________ Phone____________________ .
Payment by: Personal Check MasterCard VISA
Cardholder’s Name______________________ _
Signature________________________________
Card #__________________ _____ ________________
Exp. Date______________________________________
Mail check and order to: GreenLeaf Technologies
P.O. Box 12726 
Memphis, Tennessee 38182
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LETTERS
For the Birds
I enjoyed your article, “ For the 
Birds,”  in the Garden 1987 issue. 
Many helpful tips for feeding birds 
were included. In the article, you list 
several books and magazines for 
bird-feeding enthusiasts. I suggest 
that you left one out: The Living 
Bird Quarterly, an award winning, 
full-color magazine of the Cornell 
Laboratory of Ornithology. The 
magazine covers not only bird 
feeding, but bird biology, behavior, 
conservation, art and travel. It is 
sent to all lab members; member­
ships start at $25.00 per year.
Rick Bonney 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14850
Advice, Not Seeds
We just received your Garden 
1987 issue of FARMSTEAD. Thank 
you for the mentions of the “ Year of 
the Tomato and Marigold”  in your 
“ What's New for 1987”  article.
Your coverage of new varieties of 
vegetables was very extensive and 
well done. Please note, however, 
that All-America Selections should 
not be listed as a source for seeds; 
we do not sell them. We promote the 
AAS Winners which gardeners can 
purchase from mail-order seed com­
panies.
Even though I am presently an 
apartment dweller, I enjoy your 
magazine. It gives me a feeling of 
the country, trees, rolling hills, 
peace and quiet.
Carol Hamacher 
All-America Selections 
Downers Grove, IL
A Great Read
You put out a superior magazine. 
We read it from cover to cover. 
Thank you for a great read.
Jim Rice 
Naylor, MO
Steep Sledding
Commendations to FARMSTEAD 
for daring to publish an article as 
comprehensive and detailed as Dr. 
Sideman’s on the physics, chemistry 
and biology of soil.
With reference to Martin Chris­
tianson’s article in the Winter issue, 
page 24, in this part of the Delaware 
Valley, a 90-degree incline is usually 
a vertical drop or ascent, such as on 
a wall or cliff face. Maybe in his 
section of the valley an incline of 
that severity is sleddable.
Jonathan Gell 
Trenton, NJ
Good for you to catch our mistake. 
We were coasting right through and 
missed the obvious error. Our hills 
are about 45-degree angles here.
Picking Poultry
I have been raising and showing 
poultry for seven years and found 
Luttmann’s story on “ Choosing the 
Perfect Chicken”  complete and 
informative. As always, there is the 
perfect chicken breed for everyone. 
My chickens bring such pleasure 
that I can’t imagine life without 
them. Anyone needing more infor­
mation on choosing a breed for their 
needs and personality can write to 
me.
Kitty Kennedy-Hodgetts 
Box 197 
Richmond, VT 05477
Dream Farm
My daughter and I have enjoyed 
your magazine very much. My 
daughter has already moved to a city 
in Washington where we will live for 
the next few months while we locate 
our farm. This has been my dream 
for a very long time. (I am 65 years 
old.) We will be depending on you 
and your magazine to help us.
Rachel Marie Collier 
Renton, WA
ARE YOUR 
TOMATOES 
^CHEM ICALLY  
P  DEPENDENT?
IP ?
chemical fertilizing 
in your garden! ALL-NA1 
TOMATO BOOSTER™ impro\ 
seedling growth and reduces 
transplant shock. A special blend 
of micro-organisms, enzymes 
and other Natural materials 
supplies all the nutrients your 
tomatoes need. Develop strong, 
fruitful plants...Naturally! Without 
the harmful effects of chemicals. 
University proven.
THE 
RINGER 
MURAL  
SYSTEM
Send for our FREE CATALOGUE: 
Ringer’s Natural Lawn & Garden 
Products. Indoor & outdoor 
gardening, composting, lawn care 
and more...all completely Natural!
r— ------------------- ---------- —-
□  Send FREE color catalogue!
NA M E______________________
ADDRESS  
C IT Y _____
STATE
RESEARCH
I
Ringer Research — Dept. 7000  
9959 Valley View Road 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344-3585
■ ■waj
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N O W I SPECIAL SALE
12-KW DIESEL
DIRECT FROM FACTORYI
*
GENERATORS
JUST
$2995.0 0 *
|S9000 RETAIL VALUE)
Top-of-line, no 
defects
2-cylinder, water- 
cooled
Winco brushless 
alternator 
No middlemen, 
factory-direct 
Built to last a 
lifetime
• 30-day money back 
guarantee
• Extra heavy-duty
•  Extra smooth, quiet
• Many other models 
available
• Millions sold 
worldwide
LIMITED SUPPLY! 
CALL NOW I (619) 464-6030
* (Shipping extra, California Residents add 6 %  tax)
C D I IM PO RTS
WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST 
FACTORY-DIRECT SUPPLIERI
15749 Lyons Valley Rd. FREE 
Jamul, CA 92035 COLOR LITERATUREI
N AM E_________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS______________________________________________________________
CITY STATE _____ ZIP
COI Diesels • Mitsubishi Diesels • Winco Generators • Hardy Marine Diesels F
We offer you extraordinary value in a log home that is 
truly authentic and engineered to meet the most 
advanced building techniques. Our piece-on-piece construction is 
available in a variety of systems. You may choose any one of our 
standard designs or your own custom home. In addition, we offer 
nationwide construction and on-site technical assistance.
Call or write today for our new 60-page catalog—only $8.00. 
Distributor inquiries welcomed.
JIM BARNA LOG SYSTEMS
Oneida, TN 37841-1011 
1-800-962-4734 
1-800-223-3696 TN
'Trade Name Of Barna And Danner Company
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The Lost Ice Worm
The Garden 1987 issue suggested 
the Cordova Ice Worm Festival as a 
remedy for cabin fever. Residents of 
Arkansas must have been puzzled 
by tourists asking directions. After 
all, they may never have heard of 
Robert Service, who wrote about 
Alaska, the state where Cordova and 
its Ice Worm Festival really is.
Susan Dixon 
Fort Greely, AK
Grasshoppers 
in Retreat
With regards to a reader’s ques­
tion about organic control for grass­
hoppers in Kansas, we have found 
that grasshoppers do not like the 
spirea bush. In a blender, I puree 
one gallon of spirea leaves with one 
quart of water. Strain the mixture 
and combine one-half cup of the 
mixture with two tablespoons of 
dishwashing soap and two gallons of 
water. This repellant can be sprayed 
on fruit trees, shrubs, flowers and 
gardens. The grasshoppers won’t 
come within 30 feet of where it is 
sprayed.
Foster W. McClellan 
Hutchinson, KS
The Proper Perspective
You have a fine publication. I am 
amazed that it “ slipped through the 
cracks”  and I just discovered all of 
its goodness, wrapped up in some 60 
pages. Please continue to keep 
things in proper perspective and be 
in touch with reality, which you are 
doing now.
John Frye 
St. Paul, MN
A Growing Family
It is a privilege to subscribe to 
your magazine. I thoroughly enjoy 
it. I thank you and all your staff for 
producing such a fine family maga­
zine. I live alone except for two dogs 
and two cats. One of my cats has just 
had four solid white kittens, so my 
family is growing.
Harold Barry 
ijj ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J a sp e r , FL
Restore, strengthen, seal 
and protect.
Ahrens unique two-liner chimney lining process.
• First liner 
strengthens 
and insulates.
• 6 0  years ol 
chimney 
experience.
• Quick, easy, 
no mess.
• Homeowner and  
contractor 
inquiries invited.
• lO year 
warranty
Second liner 
seals and protects - 
prevents 
deterioration.
• Reline at a  
traction ot the 
cost ot 
rebuilding.
( AHRENS
ctimey
© L I S T E D Ahrens Chimney  
Technique, Inc.
2 0 0 0  Industrial Ave., 
Call or write lor a  free brochure Sioux Falls, SD 57104
For your local authorized an d  trained d e a le r call. 1-800-843-4417
LEADER OF 
THE PACK.
You don’t stay out in 
front by resting on your 
haunches. Husqvama 
becam e the professionals’ 
choice because H usky 
saws are bom to work and 
bred to last. And every 
year we improve the breed.
N ow  you can get Husky 
pow er for no more than 
y o u ’d pay for som e puppy 
saw.. .just $219.95* for 
the new  model 33. Its 2.1 
cu. in. engine is packed 
with pow er from many 
Husqvama professional 
components. And it’s 
9.25 lbs. (powerhead) lean.
W hether y o u ’re trim­
ming limbs or cutting 
firewood, rem em ber... 
nothing works like a 
Husky. Come see the new  
breed today at your 
Husqvama dealer.
* Manufacturers suggested list with 16" bar.
© H u s q y g m a
The chain saw professionals.
HtfSOVARNA
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Goslings, Ducklings,
^  ^  Bantams, Chickens,
SgTg* Turkeys, Guineas, Game Birds
D avid  C . H artm an  
C lea rv iew  Stock Farm  &  H atch ery  
Box 399-FS , G ratz , PA  17030  
[717)365-3234
The Bark Is Worse
I am planning on using my small 
sapling thinnings as fence posts. Is 
there an easy way to remove the 
bark?
Removing the bark from saplings 
is essential in order to prevent 
decay. The best time of year to 
remove the bark is in the spring and 
early summer. The tool to use, 
according to Dan Ramsey, author of 
The Complete Book o f Fences, is a 
barking spud. You can also use a tire 
iron, or a shovel with a flat or 
concave cutting edge.
A barking spud is an 11-inch long 
tool, with blade and handle one 
piece. Both sides of the spoon­
shaped blade are sharpened. One 
source we know of is Snow and 
Nealley, 155 Perry Rd., Bangor, ME 
04401. Their prices range between 
$19.00 and $22.00.
Weeds Are Winning
Is there a good, quick way to kill 
burdock and Canadian thistle? 
These weeds have taken over a 
1/2-acre plot of land.
Even though these pesty weeds 
grow side by side, their treatment is 
different. Burdock is a biennial, only 
vegetative growth occurs the first 
year; flowering and fruiting occur 
the second year. You do not have to 
pull up the weeds of burdock in 
order to eradicate it. Instead concen­
trate on removing the flower stalks, 
preferably before the seed head 
matures. This will stop the burdock 
from reproducing. Canadian thistle 
must be eradicated by starving the 
storage roots. Since it is not compet­
itive early in the spring, Eric 
Sideman of the Maine Organic 
Farmers and Gardeners Association 
suggests planting oats which can be 
planted early. The oats grow and 
shade the thistle. By shading the
leaves from the sun, the food source 
is cut off. Eventually, over two or 
three years, the storage roots use up 
all their energy and the plant dies. 
Although this may seem like a long 
time, the end result merits the 
effort.
Banana Squash Blues
Could you tell me where I can get a 
banana squash seed? They are the 
best squash I ever ate^
This prolific and large-fruiting 
species of Cucurbita maxima is 
listed as blue banana squash in The 
Garden Seed Inventory, edited by 
Kent Whealy. He describes the 
squash as having grayish-green 
skin, 18 to 30 inches long by 6 to 8 
inches in diameter, weighing 25-30 
pounds. He lists two retail sources: 
De Giorgi Co., Inc., P.O. Box 413, 
Council Bluffs, IA 51502 and Seeds 
Blum, Idaho City Stage, Boise, ID 
83707.
Geese Relief
I am raising geese for pets but the 
males are killing each other out of 
mating season and the females in 
mating season. This has been going 
on for four years. Do you have any 
solutions?
There comes a time in livestock 
management to assess the problems 
and weigh them against the bene­
fits. Geese can be vicious. For this 
very reason, some people use geese 
as guard dogs. It seems that your 
geese have carried the trait of 
viciousness to the extreme. I spoke 
with Mahmoud El-Begearmi, poul­
try expert at the University of Maine 
Cooperative Extension Service. He 
could offer only one solution: fill 
your freezer and start again. We all 
feel that you have been exceedingly 
patient for four years. It’s time to 
make a change.
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guaranteed
You'll NEVER WASH WINDOWS ACAIN
WINDOW M M
THE ONCE A YEAR 
WINDOW TREATMENT 
THAT WORKS
...OR IT'S ^  m
fX & f
YES - WE DO WINDOWS 
ANY WINDOWS
HOME... OFFICE or FACTORY W INDOWS- 
WINDOW  MAID does it all-One application, just one treat­
ment, that’s it... Your windows stay sparkling clear and spot­
lessly clean... FREE of DIRT, DUST and GRIME. NOTHING  
STICKS TO WINDOW  MAID-NOT DIRT-NOT GRIME-NOT  
INSECTS-NOT DUST-NOT EVEN ACID RAIN.
Window Maid is the same type formulation used by most air­
lines to aid a Pilots visibility in any weather. And now en­
hanced for home windows too-You’ll be amazed as you watch 
the elements hit and just bounce and roll off your windows... 
month after month-season after season.
Works "like Magic”.
You can also use Window Maid on your Shower, walls, and 
doors-on mirrors to keep them from fogging up on any surface 
that could smudge and show dirt. This “MIRACLE” -product 
will help end house cleaning drudgery forever-giving your 
home a sparkling appearance at all times.
thank you
DAVID HOROWITZ FOR 
YOUR UNSOLICITED 
PRAISE ON YOUR
NBC-TV SHOW
“FIGHT BACK”
GLASS SHIELD IT REALLY WORKS 
and now a new formulation 
— WINDOW MAID—  
for home windows too!
NOTHING STICKS TO WINDOW MAID
•N O T  D IR T#N O T G R IM E -N O T  R A IN -S N O W - 
SLE ET-B IR D  D R O P P IN G S -IN S E C TS ...N O TH IN G !
We are so positive that Window Maid will do 
everything we claim it will do and more, we
need cleaning, up to one year (1 or 2 regu­
lar applications), return the unused portion 
for a full product refund, no questions 
asked... THAT’S A “WINDOW CLEAR" 
GUARANTEE! © NCC CORP. 1986
HOTELS-
OFFICE BLDGS. AND 
INDUSTRIAL 
INQUIRIES INVITED
ALL ORDERS PROCESSED 
PROMPTLY
Shipment guaranteed within 60 days.
are giving you an unheard of FULL YEAR 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. If after ap­
plying Window Maid-your windows ever
-------------------- —  ONE YEAR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE—  —  —  —
W IN D O W  M AID , Dept.
10-10 44th Ave., L.I.C., N.Y., N.Y. 11101 I
Please rush me________ bottle(s) of Window
Maid. 8 Oz. bottle (enough for 20 Reg. Home 
Windows) Only $7.95 plus $1.50 Post. & Hdlg.
SAVE: Two bottles $13.95 + $ 2  P & H. SAVE 
MORE: Four bottles $24.95 +  $2 P & H. N.Y. resi­
dents add sales tax.
N AM E.
A D D R E S S .
C ITY .
Enclosed is check or M.O. for $ . STATE Z IP .
____________ I
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Asparagus Tips
I have an asparagus bed about 10 
years old. It is quite weedy. Can I 
use Roundup to kill the weeds? 
Someone told me to sprinkle salt on 
the bed in March to keep down 
weeds. Is that a good idea?
It is not necessary or possible to 
have a completely weed-free aspara­
gus patch. If you do want to control 
the weeds, do not use Roundup or 
salt. Larry Myott of the Vermont 
Cooperative Extention Service ad­
vises that Roundup is a systemic 
chemical. A systemic kills by being 
absorbed by the plant. In order to 
kill the weeds, you would have to 
apply the chemical when they were 
growing, which would be the same 
time as the asparagus. This means 
the Roundup would just as effective­
ly kill your asparagus.
Salt has been used on asparagus 
beds for generations with seemingly 
positive results, but with an actual 
cumulative negative effect. Dick 
Villamil, another Vermont extention 
agent, explains that salt releases 
magnesium in the soil which bene­
fits the asparagus. Eventually the 
soil becomes saturated, and the bed 
seems to slow down or wear out. He 
recommends hand weeding in com­
bination with heavy mulching with 
well-watered, composted manure in 
the fall after the frost. Another 
suggestion to calm your aching 
back, is to let chickens graze in the 
asparagus bed after your harvest is 
finished for the spring. They will not 
only keep down the weeds, but they 
will provide additional fertilizer.
Squab Squatters
Don’t misunderstand me, I love 
birds, except pigeons. I have a flock 
of pigeons which lands on my roof. 
Their droppings are causing a mess 
on my front steps and they are 
building nests in the eaves of the 
roof. How can I get rid of them?
Pigeons which cause problems are 
labeled vagrants by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Department. It re­
commends you check the local and 
state laws before you take any 
action.
There are several steps you can
take to stop pigeons from being a 
nuisance on the roof. According to 
Linda Bauman of the Sulfolk County 
(Massachusetts) Cooperative Exten­
tion Service, traps, glue, electric 
wires and bristly wires are some of 
the methods. The most permanent 
solution appears to be the bristly 
metal wire. Attach these barbed- 
wire-like fences to the roof of the 
house and the pigeons will not be 
able to rest their feet. Rust-proof 
screens should be placed over any 
openings and under eaves to pre­
vent nesting. Both of these solutions 
will involve some expense, but the 
end result—no pigeons—should 
warrant it.
Repelling Mosquitoes
We would appreciate any ideas you 
have for repelling mosquitoes. We 
have two bug lamp candles and a 
few pennyroyal plants.
There are a couple of things you 
can try if you don’t want to go the 
aerosol bug spray route. First, 
there’s citronella, an herbal oil that 
can be rubbed on the skin. It’ s 
rather concentrated, so you may 
want to dilute it with baby oil, 
otherwise you may drive away more 
than the mosquitoes. Check your 
local health food store for it.
Second, be aware of what you 
wear. Dark clothing seems to be an 
attractant for mosquitoes, as are 
perfumes and scented personal pro­
ducts, so avoid wearing them.
As you probably know, mosqui­
toes breed in standing water. If you 
live in a swampy area or have a pond 
you’re bound to have 'squeeters. (If 
not, check to be sure you’re not 
sitting atop a pool of stagnant water; 
a drainage problem could be nurtur­
ing the pests to life.)
B.t. [Bacillus thuringiensis] is 
helpful in detering large pest popu­
lations, provided it is applied just 
prior to the larva stage. A microbial 
insecticide, B.t. is nontoxic to hu­
mans and the environment. It comes 
in several forms and is marketed 
under the brand names Attack, 
Dipel or Thuricide. Most garden 
supply shops and mail order seed 
companies carry it. Remember that 
when you use measures such as B.t. 
you will disrupt the food chain some­
what. Birds and fish feed on bugs, 
so by drastically debugging you 
could wind up with less wildlife. □
Computer-aided design flexibility that 
lets your imagination be the architect, 
wider logs, and a patented mitred mor­
tise and tenon joining technique set 
the Country Log Home Building System 
a world apart from the competition.
rLOC HOMES•
P.O. Box 158, Dept. /F , Ashley Falls, M A 01222 
or call (413) 229-8084.
Read the Fine Print.
Yes, I want to see for myself the C ountry  
Log Home difference. I’ve enclosed a check 
or money order for $10. Please send me 
your all new color planning kit.
Name_____________________________
Address___________________________
City________ State- Zip.
Phone ( ).
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Asparagus thicker than 
a man’s thumb!
All-M ale Hybrid Asparagus Never 
Goes to Seed,..Puts A ll IPs Energy Into 
Growing Colsa, Succulent Spears.
Farmers in Amish communities and 
parts o f  Holland had a little trick to grow­
ing extra-large spears o f  asparagus that 
fetched top prices. They would go down 
their rows and remove all the female 
plants — those that produce red berries — 
leaving only the males to produce stalks. 
Since the males never “ go to seed”  they 
put all their energy into growing fat, suc­
culent spears.
Plant scientists took this idea a little 
further and produced a variety o f  aspar­
agus that would grow only  males, also 
making it a HYBRID so the productivity 
o f  the males could be increased even more. 
We call our variety “ Ben Franklin’ ’ in 
honor o f  an energetic American patriot.
3 to 4 Times M ore Yield 
Than Regular Asparagus 
We send you plants — not seeds or 
roots. These plants are already green and 
leafy with healthy root systems, ready to 
plant into garden soil. The resulting yields 
o f  asparagus are 3 to 4 times more than 
regular asparagus. A  higher percentage o f  
thick spears is assured, many as thick or 
thicker than a man’s thumb. What’s 
more, these hybrids have inbred disease 
resistance and they are true perennials, 
coming up year after year, with no 
replanting. They are hardy in subzero 
weather, tolerate poor soil (even salty or 
alkaline) and thrive with no special care. 
First Public Offering o f  
These Succulent Giants 
We have secured almost all the 
available supplies o f  “ Ben Franklin,”  and
Male asparagus (above left) grows top 
quality flavorful spears, thick and suc­
culent. Female (above right) has thin, 
seedbearing stems. New Ben Franklin is a 
Hybrid with all male stem, and 4 times the 
yield. Harvest more top quality spears, 
like these.
Harvest bunches o f  ‘Grade A '  spears like 
these, each plant o f  ‘Ben Franklin ’  yields 
up to 4 times more spears than old 
varieties.
this is the first public offering o f  plants. 
Until now only a few professional growers 
and university researchers have had access 
to them. Be one o f  the first to grow these 
succulent giants. Our vigorous young 
plants cost no more than regular asparagus 
roots — you can grow as few as six plants 
to test — or plant a whole patch o f  100 
plants, but remember that they can yield 
up to fou r times what the old varieties did. 
Where you needed 100 plants before to 
feed a family o f  four, you only need 25 
“ Ben Franklin” . Supplies are limited, so 
be sure to send your order in today.
| MAIL TO:
I Spring River Nurseries, Dept. DFA87 
j Spring River Road, Hartford, MI 49057
| □  6 plants for $2.98 plus 754 postage
and handling.
| □  12 plants for $ 4 .98p lu s$1 .00P & H . 
j □  25 plants for $ 8.98 plus $1.25 P &  H. 
I □  50 plants for $14.98 plus $2.00 P & H .  
I □  100plants for $24.98plus$3.00P & H .
Send (total plants) _  
Amount enclosed $ 
N a m e____________
I Address
I City_
State. .Zip.
M l residents add Sales Tax.
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Teaching the “Culture” of Agriculture
The Malachite Small Farm School looks just like the other small farms nestled along the Huerfano River 
near Gardner, Colorado. Like them, 
it’s a working farm, but it’ s also a 
teaching tool for traditional small 
farm skills.
discussion and a great deal of 
hands-on work and includes such 
subjects as organic gardening and 
experimental crops, beekeeping, 
small animals, dairy, farm horse 
power, field crops and land 
management, and woodworking 
shop. Students may continue in a
Malachite began in 1978 when the 
environmentally active Mace family 
of Aspen, Colorado, decided to 
actively oppose the steady drift 
away from sustainable agriculture. 
With their own funds and those of 
other contributors, including singer 
John Denver, they acquired an old, 
400-acre farm. For five years, the 
land was restored and the buildings 
upgraded. In 1983, the rejuvenated 
farm began a new life as the 
Malachite Small Farm School.
“ Our approach emphasizes the 
physical, cultural and spiritual ties 
between man and the natural world. 
We think of it as restoring the 
‘culture’ to agriculture,”  explains 
Kent Mace, Malachite's director.
Malachite’s 17-person staff 
centers instruction around the 
five-week-long Farm Introduction 
Course which is offered twice a year. 
Teaching is a balance of reading,
one- to six-month apprenticeship 
program or in an eight-month 
internship program. Eight three-day 
weekend workshops offer expert 
instruction in topics such as draft 
horse use, cheesemaking, 
marquetry, the Philosophy of the 
Green World, and high-altitude 
organic gardening.
New in 1987 are a week-long 
Family Program designed to permit 
families to experience farm life 
together and the October Farm 
Festival, a harvest celebration which 
includes guest speakers, staff 
presentations, farm tours, art and 
music. Two scholarship funds have 
just been established to assist needy 
students who might otherwise be 
unable to attend Malachite. In 
emphasizing the importance of the 
family to the small farm, Malachite 
has not forgotten children. Summer 
activities for children include arts
and crafts, nature discovery, hiking 
and athletics, cooking, gardening 
and related farm projects.
Malachite has been developing 
into a self-sustaining entity. Like the 
farming it teaches, “ Between 
educational grants, tuitions and 
income from marketing farm 
produce,”  says Kent Mace, “ we’ll 
not only support ourselves, but be 
able to expand our programs and 
facilities.”
Asa working farm, Malachite 
grows both traditional and exotic 
crops, most notably quinoa. 
Malachite is a major participant in 
an international cooperative project 
to improve the domestic cultivation 
of quinoa, a South American cereal 
grain with remarkably well-balanced 
nutritional qualities. The 1986 
quinoa crop provided a wealth of 
research data and 250 pounds of 
grain that will be sold in health food 
stores and seed outlets, and 
consumed on the farm. Malachite 
staffers, citing prices of over $3 per 
pound, believe the strains now 
being developed have excellent 
potential as an unusually lucrative 
cash crop for small farms in the 
American West.
Malachite is located about 70 
miles southwest of the city of 
Pueblo. At an elevation of 7,500 
feet, its remote, rural setting is 
idyllic enough for a picture postcard.
“ Malachite is high, dry and faced 
with a relatively short growing 
season,”  says Kent Mace. “ Anyone 
who masters small farming skills 
here will have little trouble farming 
anywhere else.”
For further information, contact: 
Malachite Small Farm School,
A.S.R. Box 21, Gardner, Colorado 
81040. Phone: (303)746-2389. □
—Steve Voynick
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A  Newspaper Dome
lot of people recycle 
newspaper. Some put it to 
use in their homes—lining 
bird cages or walls to be 
painted. Others cart it to 
neighborhood recycling centers. But 
probably very few use it like John 
Star does. He built a house out of 
the stuff.
The brainstorm struck while Star 
was helping a contractor friend build 
a conventional home. At the end of 
each day, the contractor flung empty 
concrete bags into the cement 
mixer. By the next morning, the 
bags had all but disintegrated. A 
day later, the combination of paper 
and cement that had been dumped 
on the ground had hardened to a 
grayish mass resembling Styrofoam. 
John picked up a piece of the 
lightweight concoction and 
wondered whether it couldn’t be 
used for a building material.
The idea lay dormant for a couple 
of years until the day he spotted a 
small dome-shaped basket made out 
of interlocking rings that a friend’s 
wife was using as a macrame frame. 
It occurred to him that overlapping 
circles make up the structure of the 
atom, shells, flowers, and trees and 
that interlocking rings could create 
an extremely rigid framework for a 
house. And what better way to cover 
the structure than with the 
newspaper/concrete combo?
Star, with the help of several 
friends, built a conceptual prototype 
of a home on some desert land in 
Tucson. After two years in the 
punishing Arizona sun, the building 
stands pure white and unscathed 
among the cactus.
John Star built this newspaper dome 
not only to prove newspaper makes 
a good building material, but also to 
test his ideas about dome framework.
The model, which is 12 feet wide 
and 9 feet tall, stands on a 12-foot- 
square wooden platform foundation. 
“ But you could pour a cement 
foundation if you wanted,”  Star 
says. '*>
The framework for the dome was 
put together on the ground. In an 
opfen area, Star drew a circle 10 feet 
in diameter. Using a pipe bender, he 
curved 3A ’ ’ electrical conduit to 
match the circle and closed the two 
ends with conduit couplings. His 
dome consists of six rings, but a 
larger room could be constructed by 
using more. “ For a 30-foot dome 
with a circumference of about 95 
feet, I would use| 10 rings, ’ ’ he 
explains, adding, “ There should be 
no more than a 10-foot span across 
a ring at the base of the dome. ’ ’
After the ring framework was 
bolted together, the roof was 
attached. At this point window and 
door frames were added and then a 
wire screen was tied over the 
framework. The electrical wiring 
was put into place before the 
“ paper-crete”  was applied.
The National Country
Looking for gardeningideas? The place to look is in Washington, D.C. where the National 
Arboretum has created a three-acre 
National Country Garden. Within 
this garden you will find showcase 
after showcase of ideas for personal 
flower and vegetable plots.
The displays are particularly 
strong in the area o f vertical
gardening and use of recycled 
materials for garden aids and 
accents. Some of the gardens you’ll 
find within the “ rooms”  of the 
Country Garden are: historic, 
townhouse, varietals, $50 yield, 
$100 yield, $400 yield, greenhouse, 
exotics and ornamentals, herbs, 
clothesline—even a gazebo.
Not many public gardens are 
devoted to home vegetable and
Home
Star’s formula is equal parts 
paper and cement. He starts with 
three gallons of water in a cement 
mixer and then adds the paper, 
allowing it to dissolve. He feeds 
newspaper into the mixer until it is 
full and then adds the equal part of 
cement (by weight).
One of Star’s most convincing 
arguments for this type of shelter is 
price. The waterproofed, sealed 
shell cost less than $3 a square foot. 
In addition, because it is built in one 
piece, the finished dome is virtually 
airtight. The model took only 40 
hours to build.
Star is anxious to build a full-scale 
model of the house, but has not 
found land far enough out into the 
county to avoid problems with 
building codes. Although he is 
convinced that the rings provide 
more than adequate structural 
support, it would take an expensive 
study to prove this to the satisfaction 
of inspectors.
Eventually Star plans to market 
his invention in kits, but for the 
moment, he is content to simply 
share the ideas with other people. 
While he has not proven that you 
can create a 1,500-square-foot home 
out of conduit and newspaper, he 
has created a low cost, simple 
means for anyone to construct very 
energy efficient outbuildings such 
as garages, sheds and one-room 
offices.
For more information or help in 
building your own newspaper dome, 
contact John Star at Polarity 
Research, 3740 Ironwood Hill, 
Tucson, AZ 85745. □
—Lynn H. Cowell
Garden
flower gardens. As part of a visit 
to the nation’s capital, a stop at the 
National Country Garden should be 
as refreshing as it is inspiring. The 
National Arboretum is open April 
through October and is located at 
3501 New York Avenue, N.E., 
Washington, DC 20002. Hours: 8:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekdays, 10:00 
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. weekends. 
Admission is free. □
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cWildemess!
Beauty and superior insulative qualities go hand in 
hand in Wilderness Log Homes. Our exclusive Insulog 
provides insulation values to R-40, guaranteed to 
maintain year-round com fort in your home at an 
affordable cost. Our exciting Insulog construction 
makes Wilderness Homes easier to build, with twice 
the energy efficiency o f  typical log homes. Over 15 
years experience says so! Complete pre-cut packages in 
either northern white cedar or quality pine. Select 
from 52 models and 570 floor plan options. Free 
shipping anywhere in the continental U.S. Quality 
dealerships available.
Certificate for free book  on building your home 
when you send for our planning guide, VISA &. MC. 
C A L L  T O L L  FREE 1 -8 0 0 -8 5 2 -5 6 4 7  IN  W I 
1 -8 0 0 -2 3 7 -8 5 6 4  N A T IO N W ID E
[ □  $6.00 for 70-page beautiful full-color planning guide J
I □  $9.00 dealer kit
} Name __________________________________________________j
I Address
! C ity ------
! Phone L-
State .Zip
I □  Own land Building date _____________________
I Mail coupon with check or money order to:
j cWildemesg L og  Hom es
i Rt. 2, FP67, Plymouth, Wisconsin 53073
You and I share a great love of this earth.
The ocean’s pounding surf, Spring covering the 
earth with that season’s newness, a bird’s song 
reaching o u t .. . and we are moved.
We enjoy the earth’s beauty, its grandeur. The 
endless sweep o f colors, and sounds, and 
everywhere, the excitement of life.
And we of the Sierra Club join together to pro­
tect the earth.
We invite you to join with us. To explore, to 
enjoy. To protect this wondrous earth. For all of 
u s . . .forever.
For membership information, write Sierra Club, 
530 Bush Street, San Francisco, CA 94108, (415) 
981-8634.
Bruce Bambaum
T o  E x p lo r e , E t\ joy , 
a n d  P r o te c t. . .
Rural Word 
Wizard
Donald Wixtrom, WitchLake, Michigan, is a word wizard. The self-taught linguist can read, write 
and understand 22 languages. He 
speaks many of them fluently.
He is by profession an interpreter 
of the written word. In 23 years he 
has translated more than 13 million 
words into English. . . about the 
equivalent of 350 books.
Wixtrom lives one mile east of 
Highway M-95, at the end of a 
charming country lane. Growing up 
in a small village hardly left 
Wixtrom the chance to meet or hear 
people speak foreign languages.
But by the time he was eight he 
was an avid reader, and was 
introduced to strange words and 
phrases while browsing through the 
Bible and reading newspaper 
accounts of the Spanish Civil War.
His only formal language training 
was two years of Latin in high 
school. He attended college for a 
year, but felt he wasn’t gaining 
enough practical knowledge, so he 
quit.
Wixtrom decided to study 
languages on his own. ‘ ‘I spent 
hours pouring over grammar books, 
Reader ’s Digest in foreign editions, 
listening to my shortwave radio, and 
using a recorder,”  he said.
In 1965, Wixtrom became a 
full-time translator after having 
mastered 10 languages. Since then 
he has become skilled in 12 more.
Wixtrom began translating 
personal letters from overseas 
penpals of area residents. Later he 
deciphered articles from foreign 
metallurgical journals for a nearby 
iron-ore mining company.
Presently, Wixtrom is employed
During an especially difficult 
translating assignment, Wixtrom, 
57, consults one of the 175 
dictionaries in his library.
by a private scientific agency in 
Washington, metallurgical 
companies, and patent attorneys. 
But the major suppliers of work are 
several East Coast translation 
agencies.
A vital link with these companies 
is Wixtrom’s rural mailbox, for it 
enables him to live in the rustic 
region he loves instead of a large 
city where such corporations are 
based.
If the proficient linguist works 
steadily for eight hours, he can 
translate 4,000 words, or 16 typed 
pages. Much of his intepreting is 
taped. Pay varies from $25 to $40 
per 1,000 words, depending on the 
degree of difficulty.
In the winter the linguist spends 
his free time doing what else? 
Studying a new language! Each 
spring, he and his wife, Marilyn, 
make maple syrup for three weeks 
as a refreshing pause from the deep 
concentration translating demands. 
Summers find Wixtrom cutting 
firewood for a wood heater and 
caring for a large vegetable garden, 
in addition to his daily translating. 
Each autumn, the Wixtrom’ s home 
becomes headquarters for about 20 
deer hunters, and he becomes a 
guide and helps with the 
accompanying chores.
His talents span many areas, but he 
does admit to an Achilles heel—his 
memory. ‘ ‘Funny thing, I can’t 
seem to remember faces,”  he 
admits. □
—Shirley DeLongchamp
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^ 0  ny adult who has tried to
deal with a three-year old’s 
B 0  questions about insects 
A  A  knows how hard it is to find 
the answers. Most adult references 
have too much information, and 
usually don’t include the things the 
kids want to know. The ones written 
for children often tell too little, and 
some of them are just plain wrong.
Fourteen insects are covered in 
But Will It Bite M e?, and the book 
tells all the neat stuff the kids really 
want to know: how and where the 
insects live, what they eat and what 
eats them, and—of primary 
importance to a kid—will it bite and 
what happens if it does.
Too many children—and too many 
adults, for that matter—are afraid of 
insects. As a result every bug they 
see gets stepped on or sprayed with 
some chemical. This book shows 
how each insect fits into the natural
Another 
Good Bug
The Colorado potato beetle has a new foe. Researchers at the Beltsville, Maryland Agriculture Research 
Service report 100 percent biological 
control of the pest on eggplants 
using the parasitic wasp, Edovum 
putteri. On potatoes, the 
wasp—aided by applications of 
insect pathogens and insect growth 
regulators—gave good protection 
against the beetles. □
But 
W ill it 
Bite?
YES YOU CAN!
__makt $11.0 to $31.11 an laoaar!
—  wort lull tlmo or part lima, right at homo.
__oparate a CASH businau wham M$ of ovory
dollar it CASH PROFIT!
world, and why we need the insects 
even though they may make us 
temporarily uncomfortable. Authors 
Edith G. Bailes and Louis J. 
Lipovsky hope the book will spark an 
interest in and respect for insects in 
people of all ages.
You can purchase But Will It Bite 
M e?  by sending a check for $9.95 to 
Cardamom Press, Box D,
Richmond, ME 04357. □
W e’ll send you a FREE Lifetime Security 
Fact Kit —  yours to keep with no obligation 
—  that gives you the details on being your 
own boss with a Folcy-Belsaw Full-service 
Saw and Tool Sharpening Shop.
Y ES YOU CAN have independence and 
make good money. But you have to WRITE 
N OW  to get your FREE Lifetime 
Security Fact Kit.
Mail the 
coupon below .
FREE
UFehme
w H W T W  SECURITY 
x  '  FACT KIT
20478 FIELD BUI10ING 
KANSAS CITY. MO 84111
Till Feley-Belsiw Co.
20478 Field Bldg 
Kanso! City. M0 84111
□  YES, I want to know more! Please rush my 
FREE Lifetime Secunty Fact Kit
Nami
Address
City Stole ZIP
Area Cede Pbeai
“ AMERICA’S FINEST LOG HOME COMPANY”
Are You Researching 
Log Home Companies 
for a Log Home???
We suggest you use these factors:
[p f  Quality [E * Price U f  Reputation 
[v f Personal Service
If you use any or all of these factors in making 
your decision, we feel you will pick a winner 
with R&L LOG BUILDINGS, INC.
Call or write:
TTY SfiniSSos INC.
P.O. Box 237 • Mt. Upton, NY 13809 • [607] 764-8118
JOIN OUR TEAM AS WE KICK OFF OUR 18TH YEAR!!!
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Country
Comfort.
Rugged. Cozy. Practical. Affordable. |  
Energy-Efficient. Unique. Exciting.
Conveniently located to serve the 
N.E. and Mid-Atlantic States.
SUBMATIC
A  IRRIGATION 
(J) SYSTEMS
20% DISCOUNT 
ON ALL ORDERS 
OF $100 OR MORE.
SUBMATIC 
PRODUCTS ARE 
NOW AVAILABLE 
AT MANY LEADING 
HOME AND GARDEN 
CENTERS.
Systsms dssignsd without charge.
Try our product* In your gardan lor 30 day*; 
If not satisfied, return lor relund.
T V cuf fo  T iS a ten f
p SUBMATIC EMITTERPack oM 00 .................................  $15.00Pack of 5 0 ...................................  7.50Order #E2 (2 G.P.H.) for GARDENS Order #E4 (4 G.P.H.) for SUBSURFACE
INSERT TOOL
Used to install Submatlc emitters into 
poly hose without prepunching hole. 
#IT3................................................. $8.75
POLY FLEX HOSE—NOT COUPLED
3/8" x 100' - #PH38100 .............. $ 9.75
3/8" x 500' - #PH38500 ..............  47.50
1/2" x 100’ - #PH12100..............  12.75
1/2" x 500' - #PH 12500 ..............  62.50
FEMALE HOSE COUPLING
With Gasket and screen
3/8" Hose - #FHC38........................$1.25
1/2" Hose-#FHC12.......................  1.25
MALE HOSE COUPLING
3/8" Hose - #MHC38..................... $ .50
1/2" Hose - 4MHC12...........................SO
REPAIR COUPLING
3/8" Hose - #RC38.........................$ .60
1/2" Hose - #RC12...............................60
1/2" x 3/8" Reducer - #RC1238...........60
SWIVEL HOSE TEE
3/8" Hose - #ST38 .. 
1/2" Hose - 4ST12 ..
$1.50 
. 1.50
MALE HOSE TEE
3/8" Hose - #MHT38 
1/2" Hose - #MHT12
$1.25
1.25
HOSE Y SHUT-OFF
With 2 Ball Valves
Celcon - #HY2.........
Metal - #HY2M.........
$3.25 
. 5.00
SUBMATIC
A  IRRIGATION 
(Jo SYSTEMS
P.0 BOX 246 •  LUBBOCK, TX 79408 
ORDER SUBMATIC PRODUCTS BY PHONE-
TO LL FREE 1-800-858-4016
(Texas: 1-800-692-4100)
Texas Residents add 5%% Sale* Tax
Charge to Visa. MasterCard, or American Express 
Shipping charges paid on all orders of $25.00 or more. 
Please add $2.50 if order is less than $25 00.
West Coast Office 
SUBMATIC OF CALIFORNIA
3611 Lemon Grove Ave. 
Lemon Grove, CA 92045 
619-464-6602
Canadian Distributor 
SUBMATIC OF CANADA
7620 Woodbine Ave 
Markham. Ontario. 
Canada L3R 2N2 
416-475-3270
HOSE CAP / I  HOSE GASKET
With Gasket I r S  With Screen
#HC34 $ 25 Pack of• ^  #HSG40.. $2-50
ECONOMY TAKE-APART EMITTER
Least expensive take-apart we’ve 
ever offered. Good for orchards, vine­
yards, row crops.
LB4/50 (pack of 5 0 )............  $15.00
STAKES FOR DRIP TUBING
Makes good base for mini-sprays 
and risers
#AGP-S1 (for 1/2" Poly Hose) $1.00 
#AGP-S2 (for 3/8" and smaller 
diameter tubing)—pack of 10 3.00
MICRO-TUBING EMITTERS 
WITH HEAVY ENDS
Ideal for large containers and iso­
lated plants.
Pack of 10 5-ft. lengths.
#041255HE...............................$4.50
HOSE STRAINER
With 80-mesh stainless steel screen.
#HS80........................................$7.75
#SS80 (screen only)................  3.75
MINI-SPRINKLER 
KIT MS15
Ideal for covering more area—up to 
20 ft. diameter with only 15 GPH. 
Furnished with Mini-Sprinkler, Stake, 
2 ft. of 1/4" Tubing, Connector. 
Order Kit MS15........................$2.50
FOGGER 
KIT F5GPH
An effective aid in providing frost and 
heat protection. Creates mini-atmos­
phere in your garden, greenhouse, or 
orchard. Furnished with 5 GPH Fog- 
ger on spike with 2 ft. of 1/4" Tubing 
and Connector.
Order Kit F5GPH..................... $1.65
JET NOZZLES
1/4 GPM Flow Rate. Ideal for green­
houses. landscaping, sandy soil Can 
be inserted into any size poly hose 
Specify full or half circle.
Order #SN-50 (pack of 50)... $6.00
SPECIAL
BATTERY OPERATED TIMER
Attach to hose bib or garden hose. 
Can be programmed for up to 8 water­
ings a day—1 minute to 12 hours per 
watering Batteries included.
Order #BOT 24 . *67.50
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
Comfrey 
Is a Comfort
Comfrey
Comfrey, an old herbal remedy to stimulate healing, has been revitalized by research at 
Brigham Young University.
Comfrey for centuries has been used 
to stimulate healing externally (cuts, 
sores and sprains) and internally 
(ulcers and colitis). Pulverized 
leaves or roots are applied 
externally, and teas from the leaves 
and roots are taken internally.
Dr. Richard Heckmann, research 
scientist at Brigham Young 
University, has completed 
experiments with a patented 
comfrey extract on laboratory rats, 
demonstrating that comfrey 
does, indeed, stimulate the healing 
of damaged skin.
Dr. Robert Bryner, a physician 
from Logan, Utah, treated 12 
patients with persistent stasis ulcers 
at Morman medical missions in 
Belize and Guatemala in April,
1986. During his 3-week stay, all of 
Dr. Bryner’s patients responded 
favorably to the comfrey extract 
treatment. Some showed a definite 
improvement within 48 hours.
Comfrey extract is reported also 
effective in treating bedsores, 
athlete’s foot, dermatitis, cuts and 
insect bites. The extract used in 
these studies is produced and 
marketed under the name, Comfrey 
Skin Care, which can be ordered 
from Steuart Laboratories, 32 E. 
Fillmore Ave., Dept. F, St. Paul,
MN 55107. Postpaid cost of a 
one-ounce bottle is $4.95. □
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Cutting Back on the Bite
You have only to readthrough three major seed catalogs to see that the American gardener’s 
palate is geared to the sweet side. 
Each year we want sweeter sweet 
corn and less bitter cucumbers. Now 
that European gourmet vegetable 
varieties are making inroads in the 
home garden and with the American 
palate, we have to cultivate a more 
sophisticated sense of taste.
Chicory
Heirloom Garden Seeds, one of 
several seed companies specializing 
in rare and gourmet seed varieties, 
recommends this way to better the
Endive
bitter side of your salad bowl:
Tear some endive or radicchio leaf 
into a separate salad bowl. Add 
enough olive or fine salad oil to coat 
the bitter leaves entirely. Once the 
leaves are well coated, add them to 
the main salad bowl and toss. The 
oil coating will greatly reduce the 
sense of taste and render the leaves 
more palatable. You will be able to 
gradually work your way into 
enjoying the bitter flavor, reducing 
the amount of oil you use each time.
Start by buying some of these 
salad vegetables in the 
store—endive, escarole, chicory, 
dandelion, radicchio—and then, 
when you have developed a taste for 
one or more, take the next step and 
grow them in your garden.
For a seed catalog with these and 
other gourmet vegetables, send 
$1.00 to Heirloom Garden Seeds, 
P.O. Box 138, Guerneville, CA 
95446. □
Gardening Keeps Growing
GARDENING 
IS TOPS!
Am etico s Favorite Outdoor Leisure Activities
Source: National Gardening Association rwt
Qardening ranks asAmerica’s number one outdoor leisure activity for the third year in a row. 
According to the 1986-1987 National 
Gardening Survey just released by 
the National Gardening Association 
based in Burlington, Vermont, more 
American households participate in 
gardening (44%) than jogging 
(28%), playing golf (12%), fishing 
(33%), tennis (12%), bicycling 
(35 %) and other outdoor leisure 
activities.
The 1986-1987 National 
Gardening Survey shows that 44% 
of America’s households have 
vegetable and/or flower gardens. □
A utho rized  L iqu ida to r
GENERATORS
B e prepared  
for storms 
all year 'round.
Now you can enjoy m oney-saving prices 
on these powerful energy sources. M a n u ­
fa c tu re r’s o v erru n s  a t FA R  B E L O W  
dealer cost! For cam ping, hom e em er­
gency use or com m ercial use. Provides 
power for lights, sump pump, pow er  
tools, furnace, etc.
L im ite d  F a c to ry  W a rra n ty .
O n e -Y e a r o n  P a r ts  &  L a b o r.
1,200 Watt Continuous Duty
RECOIL START GASOLINE C A A Q
C o m p a re  A t :  * 6 9 5 .0 0  . .
Item H -2 2 5 8 -5 4 7 7 -0 0 5  Ship, hand: $18 .50  ea.
2 ,500  Watt Continuous Duty 
RECOIL START GASOLINE $  A A A  
C o m p a re  A t: * 8 4 5 .0 0  . . 0 0 9
Item  H -2 2 5 8 -1 0 4 3 -3 1 4  Shipped freight collect
4 .000  Watt Continuous Duty
RECOIL START GASOLINE U A A  
C o m p a re  A t: * 9 2 5 .0 0  . . .  ■ f A s r  
Item  H -2 2 5 8 -1 0 4 3 -3 55  Shipped freight collect
4 .000  Watt Continuous Duty
ELEC. START GASOLINE $ ^ L Q  Q
C o m p a re  A t: * 1 1 0 0 .0 0  . .  " f O O
Item  H -2 258 -10 43 -371  Shipped freight collect
4 .0 0 0  Watt Continuous Duty 
MULTI-FUEL ELEC. START $ / £ O Q  
C o m p a re  A t: * 1 1 9 5 .0 0  . .
Item  H -2 258 -10 4 3 -3 4 8  Shipped freight collect
Credit card members can order by 
phone, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
Toll-Free: 1-800-328-0609
Sales outside the 48 contiguous states are subject to 
special conditions. Please call or write to inquire.
C.O.M.B. Direct Marketing Corp. Item H-2258
1405 Xenium Lane N/Minneapolis, MN 55441-4494
Item No. Price S/H
(Minnesota residents add 6% sales tax. Sorry, no C.O.D. 
orders.)
□  My check or money order is enclosed. (No delays in 
processing orders paid by check.)
PLEASE r - f B a p l  
CHECK: ^  f e j
Acct No_______________
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Name_________________
Address_______________
C ity--------------------------------
State _________________
□  □  
----------------Exp
Phone__L
Sign Here
C O M BP ) Direct Marketing Corp. 
A u th o riz e d  L iq u id a to r
1405 Xenium Lane North 
Minneapolis, M innesota 55441-4494
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COUNTRY LIVING CATALOG
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MAKE 
YOUR GARDEN A SUCCESS AND 
YOUR LANDSCAPE BEAUTIFUL ! 
Let Mellinger’s help you, with one of 
the most complete catalogs offered 
today. Over 4,000 items!
Ask for your FREE copy today! 
RUSHED BY 1 ST CLASS MAIL $1.50
MELLINGER’S
2378M B Range Rd North Lima, OH 44452
JO IN  TO D A Y
Contact Your County Extension Office
J J a n J  W a J .
l e w
England
Wooden
Bnckots
This handcrafted replica of an old- 
time North Country bucket makes a 
perfect planter, fruit or gardening 
basket — and lends itself beauti­
fully to many other uses. Made of 
pine staves with oak bands, easy to 
paint or stain. Soak it for 24 hours 
— it’s watertight! In 3 sizes, each 
with manila poly rope handle. 
Shipped ppd., satisfaction guaran­
teed.
8” H(3 qt.) $19.95 • 10” H (10 qt.)
$22.95 • 14” H( 18 qt.) $27.95 
Set of 3: $64.95
Free brochure: Traditional wood 
products made by hand for home 
and garden.
JAFFREY MANUFACTURING 
P .0 . Box 226F 
Mont Vernon, NH 03075 
Credit card phone orders: 
(603) 673-8466
Build Your
n our neck of the woods, 
there is a long-standing 
tradition of having summer 
and/or hunting camps. 
These camps are rugged one-room 
buildings, usually made of wood, 
especially logs. They include a sink 
for wash-up and a bed or a bunk, a 
wood stove and a couple of chairs. 
Part of “ camp”  is in the style of life 
there. You have to rusticate—sweep 
with a broom, light with a kerosene 
or propane lamp, use a privy. And 
because of that you are free to do 
more hunting, fishing, hiking and 
playing.
Not too long ago, Maine writer 
and illustrator Tom Hennessey 
wrote an editorial for the Bangor 
Daily News in which he lamented 
the passing of this tradition in the 
Maine woods. At the same time, 
Northern Products Log Homes was 
designing a camp kit. Because 
Hennessey’s picture of the camp 
was so like the design on the 
drawing boards, Northern asked for 
and received permission to name 
their camp design after this 
loved and respected Maine artist.
What intrigues me about this 
package is that it is very sensibly
Own Camp
priced—$4,058—considering it 
includes the logs, the roof framing, 
the first roof, the shingles, roof 
felting, floor framing, foundation 
posts and pads, flooring, three 
windows with screens, 
interior/exteriortrim, one exterior 
door, caulking, spikes, gaskets, roof 
edge drip, stain and starter nail 
package, sink base, one stainless 
steel sink bowl, two single bunks, 
and an airtight shepherds stove. 
(Price is F.O.B. Bangor, Maine.)
This kit not only offers the chance 
to create your own recreational 
camp by your pond or in your woods, 
but it provides an excellent 
opportunity to discover how to build 
a log home without making the 
large-scale commitment.
The structure wouldn’t 
necessarily have to be a camp 
either. You could modify it to serve 
as a sauna—nice near the pond—or 
as a sugarhouse. You could probably 
come up with more, and I dare say, 
better ideas. To learn more about 
the Hennessey, write to Northern 
Products Log Homes, Inc., P.O. Box 
616-FM, Bomarc Road, Bangor, ME 
04401-0616. Or call (207)945-6413. □
—H.N.B.
Tickle for Guinea Fanciers
WK/0 here is little in published 
literature about guinea 
fowl, but that’s about to 
V  change thanks to the newly 
organized American Guinea Club. 
Angie Papp, founder of the 
organization, cites its main goal: “ to 
get the guinea fowl admitted into 
the Standard o f Perfection so that 
guinea fanciers can compete right 
along with other fowl at poultry 
shows.”
At present, the American Poultry 
Association does not recognize 
guineas. ‘ ’They consider them to be 
game birds,”  says Papp. According 
to H. Charles Goan, Tennessee 
Extension poultry specialist, guinea
fowl are classified as poultry by the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Through the efforts of the 
American Guinea Club, guineas are 
now being shown around the 
country at those poultry shows that 
allow them. “ Sometimes they 
outnumber a lot of birds that are in 
the Standard,'’ says Papp, whose 
organization sponsored its first 
national meet in November 1986.
Membership in the American 
Guinea Club, which includes 
receiving its bimonthly newsletter, 
costs $5.00 a year. Contact Angie 
Papp, 620 Payne Road, New Albany, 
IN 47150. □
—Gail Luttmann
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When the Lights Go O u t . . .
In many areas of the United States, summer is the time of power problems. Heavy rains with high winds, 
tornadoes, early hurricanes—all 
take down power lines and interrupt 
service. And if you live in the 
country, service may be interrupted 
for days. That’s why generators are 
an important piece of power 
equipment for the country 
dweller—especially for the folks 
with livestock reliant on ventilation 
or artificial lighting.
Today’s generator doesn’t have to 
be a large unit housed in its own 
structure or noisily churning out 
power in your basement. The 
market has opened to include a 
selection of fuels and a selection of 
styles and power ranges.
If you are interested in a large 
capacity generator and still want 
economy of operation, you should 
consider a diesel-powered 
generator. What about the noise? 
China Diesel Imports, the longest
standing importer of diesel engines 
in the United States, publishes a 
brochure that explains how to 
achieve “ whisper-quiet”  operation 
of any diesel generator for a modest 
investment of $300. Hardy Day, 
president of CDI, will mail you a 
copy if you write him at 15749 Lyons 
Valley Road, Jamul, California 
92035. Include $1.00 to cover his 
costs. Once your qualms about the 
potential racket are quieted, you can 
consider diesel generators for their 
fuel efficiency and for the fact that 
they are easier to maintain because 
the diesel engine is mechanically 
simpler than a gasoline engine. If
CDI’ s Day notes that an 
8,000-watt generator is capable of 
meeting all the power needs for the 
average family of four. As a sole 
source of power, it will require some 
sort of battery storage system and 
some clever timing to ration peak 
use periods, he points out.
This large-capacity bracket of 
generators are available with gas
engines, too. The gas-powered 
models are not as fuel efficient, but 
tend to be quieter when in use.
Generators are making inroads 
with folks who don’t want to be 
independent power companies, too. 
Nowadays people are using small, 
portable generators to temporarily 
have power in a remote location. For 
this type of occasional or sporadic 
need, a small horsepower 
gasoline-powered generator is more 
inviting. The generators, often 
called package types, are 
introducing a whole new generation 
of consumers to the notion that you 
can control the power. Companies 
producing package generators are 
too numerous to mention. You can 
sample what these types of 
generators offer by writing to Echo, 
Incorporated, 400 Oakwood Road, 
Lake Zurich, IL 60047 or Ag-Tronic, 
Inc., 125 Airport Road, Kearney, NE 
68847 and asking to see their 
catalogs. □
— H.N.B.
SAVE 39 - 45% ON GENERATORS 
by DYNA PRO
•  Reliable portable power plants. Made in USA. Economically priced 
with plenty o f power fo r all types o f jobs. Contractor quality. Choose 
from lightweight standby power units to run any home or small business 
during outage.
•  A ll models produce standard 60 cycle single phase power. Driven by 
4 cycle gas engines featuring solid state ignition. Steel carrying frame. 
Full instruction manual.
•  Prices do not include shipping.
4 2 0 0  Watt
ITEM 6-953  
List $729.00
$ 3 99 .99
• Extremely popular size for home 
standby use. Dual voltage output 120/240 
to run large and small appliances. Easy starting
BRIGGS & STRATTON recoil start 8 HP engine. Tw o 120 volt, one 
240 volt outlets.
SPECIFICATIONS . BRIGGS & STRATTON
• 120/240 VAC • 32/16 amp. 8 HP engine
• 3800 watts (cont.) • Start xh  HP motor .* 25” x 18” x 18”
• 4200 watts (surge) • 1.7 hr. run time [V 2 load) • Shpg. 150 lbs.
6 0 0 0  Watt List $1079.00
ITEM 6-954  $ 599 .99
• Run several loads at the same time. Larger generator to power most 
any tools. Tw o 120 volt, one 240 volt outlets.
SPECIFICA TIONS .  BRIGGS & STRATTON
• 120/240 VAC • 46/23 amp. 11 HP motor
• 5500 watts (cont.) • Start 1 HP motor • 28” x 201/2" x 19”
• 6000 watts (surge) • 2 hr. run time (V 2 load) • Shpg. 2 0 8  lbs.
9 5 0 0  Watt 
ITEM 6 -955  
List $2149.
$ 1299 .
• Large, plenty o f power 
home or business in operation dunng 
an outage. 12 volt circuit charges battery when 
generator runs. Five 120 volt, one 240 volt outlets
SPECIFICATIONS
• 120/240 VAC * 76/38 amp.
• 9000 watts (cont.) • Start 4 HP motor
• 9500 watts (surge) • 1.2 hr. run time (V 2 load)
• TECUMSEH 18 HP 
electric start motor
• 35” x 18” x 23”
• Shpg. 335  lbs.
3 0 0 0  Watt List $649.00
ITEM 6 -952  (Not Pictured) $ 3 6 9 .9 9
• Lightweight, under 100 lbs. Run power tools, refrigerators or furnace 
blowers. Recoil start 5 HP BRIGGS & STRA TTO N  engine. T w o 
120 volt outlets.
SPECIFIC A TIONS .  BRIGGS & STRATTON
• 120 VAC • 21 amp. 5 HP engine
• 2500 watts (cont.) • Start V 2 HP motor • 25" x 15” x 16”
• 3000 watts (surge) • 2 hr. run time ('/2 load) • Shpg. 115 lbs.
For Fast Order Processing 24 Hours, 
7 Days A Week, In All 50 States
CALL TOLL FREE
800- 228-3407
1000 West “O ”
P.O. Box 82209-FS 
Lincoln, NE 68501-2209 
F.O.B. Lincoln
Ask For Our Free Equipment CatalogI
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SPANISH 
RED GARLIC
Our pungent gourmet garlic 
features all large cloves that are 
easy to peel, and a fine flavor 
that is best appreciated fresh 
from harvest. Beautiful bulbs, 
an excellent cash crop. Order 
now for fall planting. One 
pound select sets, $7.50 post 
paid. (WA residents add 45 
cents tax.)
GOOD SEED 
Box 702-M6 
Tonasket, W A 98855
BIGGER BETTER 
EARLIER
TOMATOES
GUARANTEED
For 21 years I have grown tomatoes arid tomato 
plants exclusively, for the market, but for 45 years 
I have been in love with backyard tomato 
gardening. Let me teach you a unique system that 
will cut your workload while doubling production. 
Elim inate weeding and wet rot. Drastically curtail 
sunscald, fungus amd insect pests with a 
maintenance-free support system that allows you 
to pick tomatoes like grapes.
Large color photographs illustrating all proce­
dures plus a detailed easy-to-follow booklet 
entitled "G row ing  Tomatoes M y  W a y "  ©1987, 
enables any gardener to implement this system at 
little or no cost. I 'l l G U A R A N T E E ,  if you love 
tomato gardening as I do, you will never make a 
better investment for this amount of money.
Send $10.00 check or money order plus $2.00 for 
postage and handling to: Herm an Cron. P.O. Box 
233, Heavener, O K  74937, Phone (918) 653-7285.
Original Log Homes
Quality, handcrafted, custom built.
Residential, commercial, 
vacation log structures.
•Large logs—14-16" in diameter. 
•Full length (no butt joints). 
•Scribe fitted (no need for caulking). 
•Re-erection by O.LH.'s own crew  
(1-2 days).
•All log buildings are custom 
designed to m eet your needs, or 
choose from over 400 stock plans. 
For a  plan book with 25 designs, 
mail $4 to:
@  Original Lag liu
Box 1301 •  100 Mile House 
British Columbia 
Canada VOK 2EO 
Phone: (604) 395-3868 
Fax: (604) 395-2750
COWTRYWflYJ
Something 
New 
Under 
the Sun
Last year saw the last days of Green River Tool Company, a Vermont firm dedicated to providing 
quality gardening tools and aids. 
The company was purchased by 
another good catalog firm, Plow and 
Hearth, which also has a quality line 
but one that is much broader than 
gardening tools. The result was a 
loss of selection in the number and 
types of fine tools available in the 
United States—especially by mail 
order.
Enter Jersey Village Gardener to 
fill the gap. This new mail-order 
firm carries a full line—more than
200—of high-quality gardening 
supplies including Felco shears and 
pruners; Gardena watering systems 
and tools; Sheffield Pride spades, 
rakes, forks and shovels; Safer 
natural pesticides and more. The 
catalog also features my personal 
favorite trowel, the Wilcox, which 
has a durable stainless steel blade 
and plastic handle grip with wrist 
thong.
Send for the Jersey Village 
Gardener free catalog (P.O. Box 
40526, Houston, TX 77240), Be sure 
to note how favorably the prices 
compare with other firms’ offering 
the same products. —H .N.B.
Energy Efficiency Increases Sale Value
n aking your home more energy efficient, and thereby reducing its thermal integrity factor, 
increases its sales value. That's 
what a study by Joe Laquatra of the 
New York State College of Human 
Ecology at Cornell University 
reveals.
Thermal integrity—a home’s 
ability to retain a heated or cooled 
interior temperature, its air 
tightness and overall energy 
efficiency—will probably become 
one of the major factors that future 
home buyers will consider, just as 
today’s buyers consider space, 
location, condition and amenities 
before making an offer.
What does this mean for 
homeowners? Don’t rely on payback 
as the sole means of justifying the
worth of an energy improvement. 
The investment potential of energy 
improvements is also an important 
factor.
Most newly constructed homes 
have a thermal integrity of 6 to 8.
The lower the number the more 
energy-efficient a home is. Highly 
efficient homes have thermal 
intergrity factors of 3 or less.
Adding insulation—for example—to 
decrease your home's thermal 
integrity factor from 4 to 3 can 
increase your home’s value by as 
much as $2,500.
Of course, thermal integrity 
alone will not automatically increase 
the value of your home. Resale value 
depends on many complex factors. 
But, says Laquatra, “ In general, 
increasing the thermal integrity of a 
home does increase its value. ”  □
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Green Manures
by Dr. Eric Sideman
Synthetic chemical fertiliz­ers are a relatively recent innovation to farming and gardening. They are now 
widely used for two main reasons. 
First, they are easy to use and 
require little labor. Second, they 
somewhat accurately supply the 
mineral needs of particular crops.
Organic farmers and gardeners 
shy away from such fertilizers 
because they believe their disadvan­
tages, such as the energy demand of 
their production and their immedi­
ate solubility, outweigh their advan­
tages. Their solubility raises the 
potential risks of leaching and runoff 
with lost fertilizer ending up in 
waterways. Furthermore, the im­
mediate solubility of such highly 
concentrated fertilizer may disrupt 
natural nutrient cycles maintained 
by soil microorganisms.
To maintain soil fertility organic 
farmers and gardeners turn to slow 
release fertilizers such as rock 
powders, manures, and compost. 
Farm practices such as rotating 
crops and growing green manures 
maintain mineral availability from 
year to year and are at the heart of 
organic farming because they re­
duce the need for off-farm sources of 
plant nutrients.
Besides controlling soil-born dis­
eases and insects, rotating crops 
varies the type and amount of 
nutrients drawn from the soil. If the 
same crop is grown in the same soil 
year after year, you run the risk of 
depleting the soil of particular 
minerals. Rotating crops with dif­
ferent nutrient needs equalizes the 
drain on the soil.
A simple basic rule to follow in 
rotating crops is to follow heavy
feeding crops with light feeders and 
then with soil builders. Never follow 
light feeders with heavy feeders 
without some sort of soil replenish­
ment. Some heavy feeders are corn, 
spinach, squash, and tomatoes. 
Light feeders include carrots, pep­
pers, radish and lettuce. The soil 
builders are all in the same family of 
plants known as legumes and in­
clude alfalfa, beans, clover and 
peas. Due to a symbiotic relation­
ship with bacteria, legumes actually 
add nitrogen to the soil by taking it 
from the air as they grow.
Green manures fit well into a crop 
rotation because they are soil build­
ers. A green manure is a crop grown 
solely for turning under while it is 
lush and green for its soil condition­
ing value. Any type of plant can be 
grown as a green manure, even 
weeds. But the best are those that 
are fast growing and produce succu­
lent topgrowth.
There are three major benefits 
derived from green manures: add­
ing organic matter, feeding micro­
organisms and other soil life, and 
increasing mineral availability. The 
major portion of the green manure 
added to the soil is lost to decomp­
osition, so the actual increase in 
stable organic matter is small. But if 
you have no other source of organic 
matter to add, such as animal 
manure or compost, then growing 
green manures is very important. 
Remember: organic matter is the 
key to good soil.
The fresh organic matter of a 
green manure lost to decomposition 
is not wasted. It feeds the organisms 
living in the soil such as earth­
worms, bacteria, fungi and insects. 
This may be the most important
NOW! Get in  on th e  PROFITS in 
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR j C W
Work part tlma, full tlma —
you avary step of the way. f_*
No doubt about it. . .  as a small engine'-^ 
pro, you can cash in on the huge de­
mand for qualified men in one of Amer­
ica’s fastest growing industries. You’ll 
be able to command top hourly rates of from 
$25.00 to $30.00 per hour —  and that’s just 
for labor.
Plenty of business waiting for qualified men.
65,000,000 Small Engines Are In Use Todayl
That’s the official count from the Engine Service Assn., and 
one-million new engines are being built eafch month With 
Foley-Belsaw training, you can soon have the skill and 
knowledge to make top money servicing these engines.
CITY.
PLUS 4 hp Engine . : . .
Extra Coat.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
You don’t need to be a ’born mechanic’ or have^ny prior 
experience. Lessons are fully illustrated. . .  so clear you 
can’t go wrong, and with our famous ’learn-by-doing’ 
method you get practical ‘hands-on’ experience.
|~ F o l«y-B « itaw T na titu te•  !s iT s s ’ Fleid Bldfl.-  
Kansas City, Mo. 64111
[ ] YES please send me the FREE booklet that gives lull de­
tails about starting my own business in Small Engine Repair 
I understand there is No Obligation and that No Salesman will 
call on me
FRES
■a*
I # 1
your copy
today!
These two country boys have warmed the 
hearts of people all across the country. 
Now for the first tim e these two famous 
farmers are produced on a fine porcelain  
collectors plate, ready to hang on your 
wall or to set on that favorite stand. Actu­
al size of this plate is a full 8 V i"  in dia. 
and the edition is lim ited to a 90-day fir­
ing period. The plate is accom panied by a 
certificate of authenticity, both sequen­
tia lly hand-numbered. You can have this 
limited edition collectors plate for only 
24.50 ea. plus $1.75 shpg. Send check or 
money order to: ERNST Inc., 148 So. Vine- 
wood St., Escondido, CA 92025 or, for 
faster service, phone in VISA or MASTER­
CARD to (619) 745-5556.
. *** 30-day money-back guarantee ***
l_STATE
LONG?
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gardens because they are killed 
during the winter cold, leaving a 
vegetative mat easily tilled in 
spring.
The best crops for weed control 
are those that grow dense and tall 
and simply smother weeds, e.g., 
buckwheat, Japanese millet, or Su­
dan grass. But don’t allow the green 
manure to go to seed or you will 
have another weed problem.
Green manuring in the garden is 
as important as on the farm. One 
way is to grow an early season 
legume like peas in a section of 
garden and to plant a green manure 
after harvesting and turning under 
the peas. If your garden can be 
divided into three sections, you can 
rotate heavy feeders, light feeders, 
and then peas or other green 
manures over three years. □
Dr. Eric Sideman is Director of 
Technical Services for the Maine 
Organic Farmers and Gardeners 
Asociation. Recognized as a leader 
among alternative agriculture or­
ganizations, MOFGA is known 
worldwide for its bimonthly news­
paper, annual Common Ground 
Country Fair, assistance to farmers 
and gardeners, organic crop certifi­
cation and financial support for 
research and education. Write to 
MOFGA, P.O. Box 2176, Augusta, 
ME 04330 for membership and 
program information.
JOIN AND SUPPORT
The M aine Organic Farmers 
and Gardeners Association
□ The best gardening assistance available
□ Six issues of the M aine Organic Farm er 
6t Gardener
□ Discounts on gardening supplies and soil 
amendments
□ Reduced admission, Common Ground 
Country Fair
□ AND an opportunity to be part of the 
only agricultural organization in Maine 
dedicated to production, good nutrition 
and environmental protection
M em bership Rates: Fam ily $30.00; Individual $20.00; Subscription $8.00 
283 W ater Street, Box 2176F, Augusta, M aine 04330
MOFGA...Next to what you do at home, your most important
contribution to Maine agriculture
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function of green manures because 
the living component of the soil is 
vital for successful organic farming 
and gardening.
Roles organisms play in the soil 
include: 1. aerating the soil by 
earthworms; 2. initial breaking 
down of plant matter by earthworms 
and insects; 3. continued breaking 
down of plant matter by micro­
organisms (which returns minerals 
back to the soil for use by the next 
crop); 4. creating biochemical path­
ways including nitrification and 
nitrogen fixation, and 5. taking 
initial steps in the formation of good 
soil structure. The bodies of micro­
organisms are the major constituent 
of humus. Green manures fuel these 
biological processes.
Green manures maintain and 
increase your soil’s fertility. Green 
manures catch minerals that poten­
tially would leach away. Many 
varieties have very deep roots that 
can tap resources out of the reach of 
typical crops. Some species of green 
manures scavenge for nutrients; 
they have the ability to accumulate 
certain minerals beyond the capabil­
ity of typical crops. And finally, 
legume green manures can fix 
atmospheric nitrogen. Alfalfa is a 
high-protein forage crop with excel­
lent nitrogen fixation potential, and 
its roots reach down 20-30 feet. Like 
most legumes, it is best to grow for 
two seasons to obtain full benefits.
In addition to improving soil 
fertility and structure, green man­
ures are grown as winter cover 
crops, in between rows of com or 
under crops of grain, as perennial
\w
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Alfalfa as a green manure can 
improve soil fertility and structure.
pasture, and for smothering weeds 
in preparation for the next season’s 
crops.
Winter cover crops are planted 
after harvesting the main crop. 
Annual ryegrass or oats are suited to
Enzymes a Growth Miracle?
by Pat Branin (Branin was the organic gardening 
columnist for the San Diego Union.)
Some readers will remember a story published in 
the San Diego Union April 6 reporting a new soil con 
ditioner made from enzymes. The first inkling I had 
concerning this product for gardening and commer­
cial agriculture came from Acres, USA, a farmer’s 
newspaper published monthly in Raytown, MO.
The editor and publisher, Charles Walters, Jr., 
gave permission to quote the story about Frank 
Finger, a biodynamic farmer near Larned, Kan., and 
his experiments with enzymes on his soybean and 
alfalfa fields.
The difference between an inkling of information 
and an in-depth probe is about the same as Mark 
Twain’s definition of the difference between a light­
ning bug and lightning. So when the opportunity of­
fered, I made a trip to Frank Finger’s farm.
There I set foot on the first enzyme-treated soil I 
have ever knowingly trod upon. All of central and 
eastern Kansas looks like a beautifully planned and 
meticulously maintained park, and Frank Finger’s 
farm seemed to have an extra glow of well-being.
To understand what agricultural enzymes are and 
what they do, you must first know what they are 
not. Enzymes are not a fertilizer nor a plant nutrient.
They are a catalyst in the form of positively 
charged electrical particles called ions. They have 
been on Earth since the beginning of time. Without 
enzymes, life could not happen in any form, so 
there's no question of which came first, as in the 
chicken or the egg argument. Enzymes came first.
The importance of enzymes to animal life has 
been known for centuries, but their adaptation for 
improving the soil is a very recent discovery. Re­
search on enzymes for many different uses is going 
on at a fast rate throughout the world under the 
general name of enzymology.
Used over a period of time, enzymes can relieve 
problems of shallow soil by penetrating hardpan and 
even marl. Finger demonstrated this on a field 
where he had hardpan near the surface. He pushed 
a 3 /8  inch steel rod its full length of 36 inches into 
the ground without effort. This could be a boon to 
hundreds of thousands of acres of land in Southern 
California.
Agricultural enzymes also will detoxify soils that
have been chemicalized to death with inorganic fer­
tilizers, herbicides and pesticides. They also will 
adjust the acid-alkaline balance to a favorable pH 
6.5 to 7, which nearly all plants prefer. Even high 
alkali soils can be restored to production.
They will cause heavy soils to flocculate (to loosen 
and break down) so the structure is loose and 
plants can develop a more massive root system and 
irrigation water or rain can penetrate more quickly, 
evenly and deeply.
Perhaps the most important thing of all that en­
zymes do is improve the soil’s "cation-exchange” 
capacity. Cation-exchange means the release of the 
natural minerals and plant nutrients by unlocking 
them and converting them to a form the plant can 
use to make its food by photosynthesis.
No matter how bad your soil is, it is almost certain 
that you have considerable ancient minerals and 
trace elements which it needs but which are locked 
in by an imbalance caused by a lack of organic ma­
terial and enzymes. By adding both to the soil, the 
enzymes supply the magic key to unlock these 
things and thereby adjust the cation-exchange 
capacity.
Researchers have identified about 8,000 types 
and species of enzymes and all of them serve dif­
ferent purposes. No doubt mankind is just begin­
ning to understand life processes, and learning to 
control them will be beneficial. We will likely see en­
zymes at work in medicine, animal husbandry, pol­
lution control and sewage purification.
Whether you are a giant agricultural producer or 
just a little guy like me with a small city lot, you can 
be sure that enzymes are going to make your soil 
healthier and more productive.
More meaningful to you will be the following ex­
periences of hard-headed farmers with a “ show- 
me” attitude. These are all exact quotes, because 
some of the reports are spectacular and I don’t 
choose to be accused of stretching things.
Joseph B Mahaney of the Colorado-New Mexico 
Land Co. in Pueblo says:
"Nitron was applied to a 50-acre, second-year 
hay field; the east one-third was poorly drained. The 
year following alfalfa planting we cut 800 bales the 
first cutting and considered plowing it out. I decided 
to test Nitron on the bad side of that field. The next 
season the field had alfalfa in places we had seeded
twice, and we got more penetration in the same ir­
rigation time with less runoff. The happy part was
4,000 bales the first cutting.”
Robert Herlocker of Girard, Kan.:
" I applied Nitron to 200 acres of soybean ground 
at the rate of V2 gallon per acre in two applications. 
They received approximately IV 2 ”  of rain before 
harvest; the normal for this period is 5 inches. Even 
though these beans were hailed on, there was no 
ledging (bruising or loss of foliage), and the 200 
acres averaged 35 bushels per acre.”
Frank Finger's wife, Gay, takes care of the 
vegetable garden, shrubs and house plants:
"Last spring I sprinkled my row of carrot seeds 
with IV 2 gallons of water with 'A cup of Nitron 
added before covering the carrots. In five days the 
carrots were up so thick I had to thin them several 
times. We ate them through the season and mulch­
ed them when freezing weather came. We have 
been digging and eating them all winter.”
Also, she has a cucumber story: “ I accidentally 
over-treated one of my cucumber plants with a mix­
ture of half water and half Nitrorv which I had in­
tended to dilute; however, I watered the area deeply 
and that cucumber plant took over the whole patch. 
One day in July I picked 79 from it and picked 50 on 
each of three other days that week. I pulled up all 
my other cucumber plants to give this one room to 
spread."
There are many other stories about enzymes that 
border on fantasy. Perhaps I can tell about them 
later. Richard G. Wellman, my wife’s brother, farms 
several thousand acres near Alden, Kansas. He 
visited the Finger farm with me and listened to 
Frank’s rapid-fire enthusiasm.
When we were ready to leave for home, Wellman 
had decided to treat a problem field down on the 
bank of the Arkansas River which is so alkaline it 
has never produced anything. I hope to report his 
experience with enzymes on that land. I expect it 
will be positive.
For complete information, write:
NITRON INDUSTRIES, Dept. 660 
100 W. Rock, P.0. Box 400 
Fayetteville, AR 72702
or call: 1-800-835-0123 
(in Arkansas: 1-501-521-0055)
WET FLEX HOSE - When we first heard about this 
new hose that "leaks” and "sweats” from 
thousands of pores, the idea seemed too good to 
have been so long in coming. When we learned fur­
ther that it was made of recycled automobile tires, 
the idea seemed even better. Several hundred thou­
sand feet later, our customers continue to give us 
feedback on the qualities of Wet-Flex Hose. Wet- 
Flex Hose works best on low pressure, reduces 
water usage and eliminates evaporation. Buried 
subsurface (2 inches to 12 inches, depending upon 
the crop), Wet-Flex Hose conserves even more
water and is "tough” enough to last for years.
100 ft. of Wet-Flex goes for *32.98 plus *4.00 shpg; 
50 ft. Wet-Flex is *19.98 plus *3.50 shpg; 25 ft. 
Wet-Flex is *12.00 plug *2.50 shpg. Included with 
each order is an instructive 8 -page Wet-Flex 
brochure.
Our 32-page catalog contains more details about 
Wet-Flex Hose in addition to many natural soil 
building products from Bat Guano to Fish Meal and 
from Blood Meal to Liquid Humic Acid. And of 
course, our primary product, Nitron, Formula A-35,
enzyme soil conditioner.
Write to us or call toll free at 1-800-835-0123 for 
a catalog or to place your order. We honor Visa, 
Mastercard, and American Express.
NITRON INDUSTRIES, Dept. 660
100 W. Roc.k, P.O. Box 400 
Fayetteville, AR 72702
NITRON INDUSTRIES • P O Box 400 • Fayetteville. Arkansas 72702 In form ation & O rdering . C a lf TOLL FREE 1 -800-835-0123
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The 
Magical 
Tomato
by Greg McManus
You put the magic into them, because 
the best tomatoes are the ones you grow yourself.
Originating in the American tropics, tomatoes were in­troduced into Europe by Spanish conquistadors and 
were brought to North America by 
European colonists. Belonging to 
the nightshade family, Solanaceae, 
tomatoes were thought to be poison­
ous and magical. Not until the early 
1800s were tomatoes widely ac­
cepted as food, and then they really 
began to work their magic.
Low in calories, tomatoes taste 
good and are rich in potassium and 
Vitamins A, B1 and B2. Eat them 
raw off the vine and you consume 
every bit of Vitamin C cooking takes 
away.
Many tomato varieties produce 10 
to 15 pounds of fruit per plant. 
Beefsteak tomatoes are the largest 
varieties, weighing from 10 to 32 
ounces, are globular to oblate in
shape, and are good either fresh or 
canned. Standard tomatoes weigh 
four to eight ounces, are globular to 
oblate, are good fresh or canned and 
have the widest color selection. 
Cherry tomatoes weigh an ounce or 
less, are perfectly round, thin- 
skinned and sweet. Plum and pear 
tomatoes are shaped like their 
namesakes, weigh two to six ounces, 
are thick walled and meaty and best 
for cooking, canning and paste.
Tomatoes come in yellow, white, 
golden, pink, and orange as well as 
red. Pink, yellow, and orange varie­
ties taste milder and are less acid 
than red varieties.
From the day plants are set out in 
your garden, early tomatoes take 45 
to 65 days to mature; mid-season 
tomatoes take 66 to 80 days, and late 
tomatoes take 81 to 100 days. Home 
gardeners in all states can produce
early to late summer crops, depen­
ding on the length of the growing 
season.
Planting and 
Transplanting
Tomatoes are a warm-season 
crop. Plant them outdoors after all 
danger of frost is past. Only in warm 
climates should you sow your seeds 
directly in your garden.
In cooler regions start your plants 
under glass or in beds indoors six to 
eight weeks before planting. If 
you’re in a short growing season 
region, start your plants 10 to 12 
weeks before putting them in the 
ground. The plants may blossom 
before you transplant.
In warm, moist soil most tomato 
seeds germinate in 5 to 12 days. 
Water your seed bed carefully and
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Relish Your Green Tomatoes—,
Don’t leave your green to­matoes in the garden to freeze. I usually pick all sizes of green tomatoes 
before a frost with intentions of 
letting them ripen, but I have so 
many ways of using them I never 
seem to have enough. One whiff of 
the appetizing odors of spices 
spread throughout the house, and 
I’m busy chopping vegetables for 
relishes.
Can your relishes by the hot-pack 
method in hot, sterilized pint jars. 
After packing the relishes hot, seal 
and process the jars for 10 minutes 
in a boiling water bath, beginning 
your count when the water boils. 
Remove jars from bath, seal, and 
cool on a wire rack.
Try these five green tomato 
recipes and enjoy the fruits of your 
garden year round.
Green Tomato Relish
4 pounds chopped green tomatoes
5 pounds chopped onion 
1 cup sugar
2/3 cup chopped green pepper 
Va cup mustard seed 
Va teaspoon black pepper 
Va teaspoon cloves 
1 cup vinegar
Mix all ingredients together in a 
large kettle. Bring to a boil and 
simmer for about 25 minutes until 
tomatoes are tender. Pack in steril­
ized jars and process.
by Clarice L. Moon
Chicago Hot
1 peck green tomatoes 
4 ripe red peppers
2 cups celery 
2 cups onion
1 cup salt
6 cups vinegar
2 cups sugar
Vi cup white mustard 
Chop green tomatoes, red pep­
pers, celery and onion. Pour salt 
over vegetables and let stand over­
night. In the morning drain and 
rinse.
Put vinegar in a kettle and add 
sugar and white mustard. If too 
sour, cut vinegar with water. Stir to 
dissolve sugar. Heat to boiling. Add 
vegetables and simmer for 10 min­
utes. Pack in sterilized jars and 
process.
Hot Dog Relish
12 quarts green tomatoes 
12 green peppers 
6 red peppers 
4 cups ground onion
1 medium cabbage
2 cups water
2 cups cider vinegar 
6 cups sugar 
Vi cup coarse salt 
2 tablespoons celery seed 
1 Vi teaspoons tumeric 
Grind all vegetables and add salt. 
Let stand overnight. In the morning 
drain and rinse. Add water, cider 
vinegar, sugar, celery seed, and 
tumeric. Mix well. Heat to a boil and 
simmer 10 minutes. Pack in steril­
ized jars and process.
Piccalilli
1 quart chopped green tomatoes 
1 cup chopped small pickles 
1 chopped green pepper 
1 chopped large onion
1 cup cider vinegar
2 tablespoons salt
2 tablespoons sugar 
Vi tablespoon peppercorns 
Vz teaspoon mustard seed 
6 whole cloves
Mix vegetables with salt and let 
stand overnight. Drain well in the 
morning and then press out extra 
liquid. Heat vinegar with spices. 
Add vegetables and bring to a boil. 
Cook for 10 minutes. Pack in 
sterilized jars and process.
India Relish
2 quarts green tomatoes 
12 large onions
12 large cucumbers 
1 quart vinegar
3 cups granulated sugar
1 tablespoon ground mustard
1 scant tablespoon black pepper
2 tablespoons mustard seed
1 tablespoon tumeric
2 tablespoons celery seed
Chop tomatoes, onions and cu­
cumbers and salt to taste. Let stand 
overnight and drain. Add vinegar, 
sugar, and spices. If vinegar is too 
strong, dilute with water. Heat to a 
boil and simmer for 10 minutes. 
Pack in sterilized jars and process. □
Clarice Moon is a garden writer 
from Delavan, Wisconsin. Illustra­
tions by Valerie Almond.
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cover with plastic or glass to keep in 
moisture and heat.
Tomatoes love sunlight. Once 
your seedlings have sprouted, move 
them to a sunny place. Separate 
them to avoid crowding. When your 
plants are about two inches tall, 
transplant them to small pots. 
Disturb the roots as little as possible 
and bury the seedling to the first 
true leaves so that roots may 
develop from the buried part of the 
stem.
Tomatoes need to be acclimatized 
gradually to cool nights, the sun, 
and the elements. Put your plants 
out on the porch, for longer and 
longer periods each day, before 
transplanting them into their per­
manent garden site.
You can grow tomatoes in all 
types of soil, but in areas with a 
short growing season, lighter, 
warmer soils are better. Your soil 
should have good drainage. Apply 
limestone or calcium amendments 
before planting. After transplanting 
apply phosphorus rich amendments 
such as bone meal, phosphate rock, 
or soft phosphate to help develop 
the root system and improve yield. 
Organic matter will increase the 
moisture holding capacity of coarse 
soils and improve the drainage of 
fine, heavy soils.
When conditions are favorable for 
transplanting, allow for the plant’s 
deep root system. A well-developed 
system enables the plant to with­
stand temperature extremes and 
heavy rainfall. In a cold, harsh 
climate with a short growing season, 
use cloches or hot caps to protect 
your individual plants from freezing. 
To protect your whole crop, cover 
with plastic, nonwoven polyester 
(such as Reemay or Agronet) or 
some other protective material.
Growth Habits
Tomatoes may be indeterminate 
or determinate.
Three leaf stems growing be­
tween flower clusters from the main 
stem identify indeterminate varie­
ties. Indeterminate plants grow, 
flower, and produce fruit throughout 
your growing season until the frost 
kills them.
This constant growth means you 
must be vigilant about pruning. 
Select one to three main stems for 
growing and cultivate them. Prune 
by pinching out shoots from the axils
of the leaves—the U between the 
main stem and the branch—with 
your fingers (blades and shears can 
spread disease). Pruning will result 
in larger tomatoes.
To support growth and to keep 
your fruits off the ground, train your 
indeterminate varieties to a stake. 
Put stakes in when you plant your 
tomatoes in the ground. Bamboo, 
pipe, or wooden poles between five 
and seven feet long make ideal 
stakes. Push them at least one foot 
into the ground and no closer than 
four inches from the plant. Tie the 
plant stem to the stake with string or 
old bits of cloth in a figure 8 pattern. 
You can space your staked plants 
one to two feet apart in rows.
To identify a normal indeterminate 
plant, locate a flower cluster grow- 
• ing from the main stem. There will 
be three leaf stems growing above 
the flower cluster, then another 
flower cluster.
Determinate tomato varieties are 
small and compact or full and bushy. 
Compact determinates grow to a 
predetermined height or a number 
of fruit clusters and then stop.
The fruit of determinates ripens in 
a short time, and the harvest may 
last only a few weeks. Bushier 
determinates produce fruit longer. 
Usually producing earlier, determ­
inates are a good choice where 
growing seasons are short.
Determinates are easy to grow. 
You just put a cage around them 
when you plant them in the ground 
and let them grow. You can buy a 
number of different size cages or 
make your own from a sturdy wire
mesh. You might want to stake the 
cage itself to keep it in place. 
Determinates don’t need pruning.
Determinates may also be planted 
as close as 12 inches apart in rows.
Pests and Problems
Severed stems near the soil line, 
holes in leaves, and ragged leaf 
edges are evidence of a cutworm 
presence. Cutworms are one-half to 
two inches long; are gray, brown or 
black; feed only at night and hide in 
the top two inches of soil during the 
day.
To keep the cutworms from your 
plants, push bottomless paper cups 
two inches into the soil around your 
tomato plants to give them a 
protective collar. Wrapping the 
stem two inches above and two 
inches below the soil line with 
aluminum foil will also add a layer of 
protection.
A few horn worms can devastate 
your garden. Horn worms can be 
nearly five inches long, are green or 
brown with white strips like chev­
rons, and have a red or brown horn 
on their tail end. Wasps can control 
homworms through a natural pro­
cess of parasitization. Otherwise you 
need to handpick the homworms 
and crush them.
Tomatoes come in many disease 
resistant varieties. Seed catalogs 
provide a code to inform you which 
varieties are resistant to specific 
diseases.
Blossom End Rot is a tomato 
affliction characterized by light tan 
lesions that become dark sunken 
areas at the blossom end of the fruit.
Applying calcium or limestone 
amendments before planting, water­
ing during dry weather, and mulch­
ing to ensure uniform moisture will 
control Blossom End Rot.
Harvesting
Pick and handle your tomatoes 
carefully. If you pick them when 
they are mature and green, they will 
ripen on your windowsill and have a 
good quality flavor. If you pick them 
after some red is showing, they will 
possess nearly their full flavor when 
ripe. If you pick them at full 
maturity and before they soften, 
they will have their full flavor. □
Greg McManus is Associate Editor 
of Farmstead Magazine.
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The Top Ten Tomatoes
When we began talking about this story here at FARMSTEAD, we didn't have to worry about find­
ing a source for the top 10 tomatoes. 
Vince and Linda Sapp’s Tomato 
Growers Supply Co. of Fort Myers, 
Florida, came immediately to mind.
Tomato Growers Supply carries 
more tomato varieties than any 
other seed catalog. They stock 112 
varieties and classify them under 
Early, Mid, and Late Season Varie­
ties, plus Beefsteak, Processing, 
Yellow and Orange, and Small 
Fruited Varieties.
Linda Sapp told us that when she 
and her husband started the busi­
ness, they wanted “ to fill a niche, to 
fill a need,”  and they decided to 
concentrate on tomatoes, to give 
their customers the widest selection 
possible, and to extend a personal 
touch. “ We didn’t want to compete 
with big companies,”  Linda said, 
and offering all types of vegetable 
and fruit seed would have put them 
in that position.
Vince and Linda cater to the home 
gardener—their catalog is filled 
with useful information on toma­
toes, starting seeds, equipment, 
supplies, and sources. But beyond 
that, Linda takes the time to answer 
every query, every letter about 
tomatoes she receives, trying to help 
people choose the right seed for 
where they live or to fulfill a specific 
need.
According to their sales records 
for the past 15 months, Linda told us 
nine of Tomato Growers Supply’s 
Top 10 Tomatoes were all hybrids 
with disease-resistant capabilities.
Number 1 on the list is the 
Champion VFNT, an indeterminate, 
early season variety. Linda noted 
the Champion is a great sandwich 
tomato, easy to slice large, but 
equally good for salads. 
LaRoma VF came in second and is a 
processing variety. Maturing in 62 
days, the LaRoma has large yields of 
three- to four-ounce fruit and, 
according to Linda, is an excellent 
paste tomato. Lemon Boy VFN, the 
first lemon yellow and not golden 
variety, placed third and is an 
indeterminate producing appealing,
delicious fruit weighing seven or 
more ounces.
The Celebrity VFFNTA, with 
excellent disease resistance, and the 
Better Boy VFN finished fourth and 
fifth on Linda’s list. The deter­
minate Celebrity produces 7- to 
8-ounce fruit, and the indeterminate 
Better Boy produces 12- to 16-ounce 
fruit. Both are highly productive.
Number 6, Beefmaster VFN, pro­
duces fruit up to two pounds. 
Number 7, Early Girl V, matures in
Seed Sources
T he following suppliers also carry some of the varieties listed in the Tomato Grow­ers Supply Company’s Top 
10. The varieties these companies 
carry are numbered as they appear­
ed in the article: Number 1-Cham­
pion, Number 2-LaRoma, Number 
3-Lemon Boy, and so on.
Vermont Bean Seed Co.
26 Garden Lane 
Fair Haven, VT 05743 
Numbers 1,3,4,5,6,7,10.
W . Atlee Burpee Seed Co.
200 Park Ave.
Warminster, PA 18974 
Numbers 4,5,6,7,9.
Gurney’s Seed & Nursery Co.
Dept. 85, 1121 Page St.
Yankton, SD 57079 
Numbers 3,5,6,7,9.
Nichols Garden Nursery
1190 North Pacific Hwy 
Albany, OR 97321 
Numbers 1,3,4,5,7.
Lockhart Seeds Inc.
P.O. Box 1361 
3 North Wilson Way 
Stockton, CA 95205 
Numbers 4,5,6,10.
George W . Park Seed Co.
Cokesbury Road 
Greenwood, SC 29647-0001 
Numbers 3,4,5,6,7,10. □
52 days and keeps producing until 
frost. Eighth ranking Super 
Fantastic VF can adapt to all parts of 
the country and produces large, 
round juicy fruit.
Linda pointed out that Burpee’s 
standard Long-Keeper, number 9, 
will store for months through the 
winter without changing flavor or 
texture. Floramerica VFFA was 
number 10 and is excellent for fresh 
use, canning or juicing. Not in the 
top 10, Sweet 100 is the most 
popular hybrid cherry tomato.
Linda told us two old-fashioned 
favorites among her customers were 
the late season indeterminates 
Oxheart and Pink Ponderosa which 
yield pink fruits up to two pounds.
Some of the more unusual varie­
ties Vince and Linda stock are White 
Beauty, Burgess Stuffing Tomato, 
Basket Pak, and Florida Petite. 
Linda described White Beauty as 
having a creamy white color inside 
and outside with a mild, sweet taste. 
The Burgess Stuffing Tomato, with 
its hollow pepper-like interior and 
few seeds, is perfect for baking as 
you would stuffed peppers. Basket 
Pak is a cherry tomato you can grow 
in a hanging basket; it produces 
1 2^-inch fruit. Florida Petites are 
cherry tomatoes that can grow in 
4-inch pots and become no more 
than eight or nine inches tall or 
wide, yet they produce fruit 1 lA -inch 
in diameter.
A Tomato Growers Supply up- 
and-comer is the Heartland VFN, a 
dwarf variety that was the subject of 
a name-the-tomato contest in Family 
Circle magazine. Linda character­
ized the Heartland as a space-saver 
that yields abundant 6- to 8-ounce 
fruit.
One of the things that carries 
Linda through those tough days of 
running a family-owned business is 
the letters she receives from satis­
fied customers. If you want to try 
one of her top 10 or one of the other 
varieties we talked about here, or if 
you have a question about them, 
drop her a line. You’ re sure to find 
her at Tomato Growers Supply 
Company, P.O. Box 2237, Fort 
Myers, FL 33902. □
— Greg McManus
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Constructing 
Your Own Farm Pond
by Terry Kerns
A well-built farm pond
can provide a lifetime of benefits and pleasure 
with a minimum of maintenance.
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F ew farmstead improve­ments offer as many long­term benefits at a rea­sonable cost as a pond 
does. A pond prevents erosion and 
stores water for livestock or irri­
gation. Properly stocked, a pond 
supports decades of fishing as well 
as providing a place to swim in the 
summer and ice skate in the winter. 
A pond provides habitat for wild­
life from bullfrogs to migrating 
waterfowl to wild deer.
The U.S. Soil Conservation Ser­
vice (SCS) provides technical ad­
vice for pond builders at no cost,
Coming together to form a dam site, two steep slopes 
backed by a flat area of land, here drained by a stream, 
make up the ideal pond site. Superimposed are pond and 
fishermen with the upper level of the dam represented by 
the dotted line in the foreground.
including information on soils, run­
off and other basic considerations. If 
your pond is destined for agricultur­
al purposes, the SCS may provide 
engineering and design help and 
actually oversee construction. The 
SCS also can help you regarding 
special state or local regulations and 
permits that may be necessary. In 
some areas of the country, another 
federal agency, the Agricultural
erally better than one large one. If 
you place one pond above the other, 
the second catches any water that 
seeps through or runs over the first 
dam. When two or more ponds are 
built in such a series, the lowest 
pond retains water the longest in dry 
spells.
Design your pond to be at least 
eight feet deep, especially if you 
plan to keep fish. According to 
Mason, steeply sloping sides min­
imize Areas of shallow water, re­
ducing evaporation and helping to 
prevent unwanted water plants from 
proliferating.
Center your eight-foot wide trench in the middle of the 
dam site on bedrock or good clay and anchor it in the 
slopes on either side. Fill the trench with layers of clay free 
of organic material. Over the packed trench build your 
dam with a base three times as wide as the height.
Embankments 
and Excavations
Begin constructing your pond by 
stripping away the topsoil down to 
the clay layer that will form the 
basin. For an embankment pond 
stockpile the topsoil to use later to 
dress the dam and other disturbed 
areas. Save the best non-porous soil 
composed of clay or clay loam to
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Stabilization and Conservation Ser­
vice (ASCS), may provide cost-shar­
ing monies for ponds that meet 
certain criteria.
Site Selection
The economics of pond-building 
are simple—the best pond holds the 
maximum amount of water with the 
minimal amount of soil having to be 
moved. An ideal pond site has an 
adequate water supply and a suit­
able soil to hold water.
Kurt Mason, SCS conservation 
specialist in Kentucky, says, “ The 
ideal pond site would be one where a
dam can be built across a narrow 
section of land where two steep 
slopes come together and there is a 
large area of rather flat land be­
hind the dam.”  The soil forming the 
pond basin should consist primarily 
of clay or clay loam. Sand, gravel 
and fractured rock are unsuitable 
basin materials.
Bigger is not always better with 
ponds. Two small ponds are gen-
Dealer Inquiries Welcome
GOODS IN ENDLESS VARIETY  
FO R  M A N  &  B E A S T
Wood Cooking Ranges 
Hand Water Pumps 8c Windmills 
Farm Bells
Grist Mills, Large 8c Small 
Harness & Buggies
• Brass, Copper, Crockware
• Old Style Kitchen Tools & Equip.
Beer 8c Wine Making Supplies
• Victorian Hardware & Furniture
Family Provisions Cumberland General Store
and much, much more... Dept. FP 57
Rt. 3, C r o s s v ilie ,  To. 38555
A ll new merchandise available through our 
250 page "W ISH  & W A N T BO O K "
catalogue. $3.75 ppd.
A T T E N T IO N  
L A K E  & P O N D  
O W N E R S  !
1987
Revised Edition
“HOW TO 
IDENTIFY 
& CONTROL
WATER WEEDS & ALGAE’
will help you manage your lake or pond. This 
authoritative 4th edition of our popular book has 
been expanded to 108 pages. It contains more 
than 100 full-color pictures including drawings 
of over 40 of the most troublesome aquatic 
plants... providing you up-to-date information in 
layman s language on subjects such as these:
•  weed & algae control •  watershed protection
•  nutrient control •  pond construction
•  fish management •  aeration •  water quality
•  irrigation problems •  swimmer’s itch
This “How To” guide Is a must for pond and 
lake property owners and managers. SEND 
FOR YOUR COPY TODAY! Only $6.95 + 
$1.75 shipping.
r brown”deer co!, lNC.,"bit” fs87~
, 5300 W. County Line Rd., Mequon, Wl 53092
i Please send me _____copies of ‘How to
l Identify and Control Water Weeds & Algae’ at 
•, $6.95 + $1.75 shipping ea.
1 N am e__________________________________
1 Address________________________________
J C ity____________________________________
! State _______________Z ip _______________
_ ^ o a p e e d  order, call 1-800-558-5106Toll-Free
build the dam. Ideally the pond site 
itself will yield enough such mate­
rial. If not, you will have to bring in 
suitable soil from another site, 
increasing costs significantly.
To build your dam, first cut a 
trench beneath the site of the dam 
until you reach either bedrock or 
good clay. Mason warns, “ If the 
rock layer beneath the trench is 
fragmented, it may have to be chip­
ped off or other efforts taken that 
increase the cost.”  The trench, nor­
mally eight feet wide, is located at 
the center of the dam and is 
anchored in the hills on either side. 
Fill and pack this trench, one thin
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pond builder should consult his SCS 
representative.
Dams are usually built with a base 
approximately three times as wide 
as the actual height. A dam should 
be at least 10 feet wide at the top 
and sloped to allow for easy mowing 
below the pond. The 10-foot width 
not only allows you to drive a tractor 
across the top but reduces the 
amount of seepage and the chances 
that roots or animals will tunnel 
through it.
Normally, farm ponds include a 
natural spillway on the dam. The 
spillway is a grassed-over part of the 
dam that is a few feet lower than the
This L-shaped overflow pipe is equipped with an 
anti-seep collar. The horizontal end of the pipe 
should extend well beyond the dam to prevent 
drainage from eroding the embankment itself.
layer after another, with the best 
clay soil you have available. The soil 
you use must be free of stumps or 
other organic material that will 
decay and allow the earth to settle or 
water a place to seep through.
Once the trench is packed, the 
dam can be built above it. Many 
states require a permit for dams 
above a certain height or if the pond 
catches run-off from more than a set 
number of acres. These standards 
vary from state to state, and the
rest. Once water gets to a certain 
height, it flows over the spillway.
For larger dams, especially those 
catching major runoffs, a spillway is 
not enough. Too much water rush­
ing over a spillway can erode the 
dam. In these cases, you need 
overflow pipes.
To build an overflow pipe, join 
two pieces of pipe into an L-shape 
and set it into the dam. Locate the 
vertical part of the L in the ponds 
with the top of the pipe at a level jus*
below full dam capacity. Imbed the 
horizontal part of the L through the 
dam. Use extra care in packing earth 
around the pipe; leaks can develop 
around it. As the water rises in the 
pond, it flows down the vertical pipe 
and out the horizontal pipe below 
the embankment.
In level areas where embankment 
ponds are not viable, you can build 
an excavated or dugout pond. Since 
their size is somewhat limited, these 
ponds are best suited to areas where 
water needs are minimal. But they 
are easier to construct, have low 
maintenance costs and do not pose a 
safety question during flooding.
Excavated ponds cost less than 
embankment ponds. You can offset 
part of the cost of building a dug- 
out pond by using the top soil you 
remove. Even a small dugout pond 
will produce tons of good soil that 
you can either sell or use to build up 
or level other areas on your farm­
stead.
Excavated ponds are fed by 
springs and run-off or groundwater 
aquifers.
Special Considerations
No matter which type of pond you 
build, you need to consider a 
number of other factors. Good grass 
cover around the pond will pay divi­
dends. The cover makes the pond 
more attractive and reduces the 
amount of soil washed into it. If 
cover is adequate on the surround­
ing watershed, a pond can last a life­
time. If the watershed is dis­
turbed and the soil bare, a pond may 
require draining and dredging with­
in a few years.
If a pond is used to water live­
stock, it should be fenced so that 
animals cannot drink directly from 
the pond. When livestock have free 
access, they can tear up the banks, 
eroding them and fouling the water 
with their wastes. Build a water­
ing trough fed by a trickle tube 
below the dam to provide live­
stock water without the problems.
If attracting wildlife is a primary 
aim, let the cover around the edges 
of the pond grow. Tall grasses and 
small brush provide necessary cover 
for wild ducks and other animals. A 
pond hardly has time to fill before 
various species of frogs and turtles 
begin calling it home. Waterfowl 
make ponds brief stopping points on 
their seasonal migrations. If the 
pond is a bit isolated and the cover
adequate, a nesting pair of ducks or 
even geese can become a part of 
pond life. With suitable cover the 
pond will attract rabbits, ground­
hogs, deer, fox, raccoon, skunks and 
even mink.
Not all wildlife is welcome. Musk­
rats dig their dens into the sides of 
the pond. If they dig their tunnels 
into the dam, leakage problems can 
develop. Uprooting water plants and 
mowing the pond edges will dis­
courage muskrats. Snapping turtles 
are not as easily removed. These 
turtles feed on fish and, as they 
grow larger, are a serious predator 
of young ducks.
Water plants, large and small, 
can be a problem. Cattails and water 
lillies spread quickly, creating a 
solid mat around the edges of a 
pond. Lillies can spread into even 
the deepest parts of a farm pond, 
creating a solid blanket of leaves 
and making the pond unsuitable for 
fishing, swimming or even most 
wildlife. Getting rid of the unwanted 
plants is difficult at best.
Quick removal of those that do 
appear will save countless head­
aches later.
Algae and duckweed are as wide­
spread as ponds. These plants may 
cause a pond to be unsightly at cer­
tain times of the year but are ben­
eficial for the most part. Algae is a 
major food source for pond fish, and 
duckweed is a favorite food of many 
waterfowl.
Stocking a pond with fish is one of 
the first things most owners con­
sider. A proper balance of bass, 
bluegill and catfish will provide 
years of exciting fishing in most 
areas of the country. Generally you 
can obtain fish at minimal cost from 
state wildlife and fisheries depart­
ments. You can also raise fish in a 
confined area. In a simple compart­
ment floating in the pond, you can 
grow catfish quickly and efficient­
ly (see Farmstead, Harvest 1985).
Building a dock or raft can add 
much to the enjoyment of a pond you 
use for fishing and swimming. If you 
use your pond for swimming and 
skating, take time to insure that a 
long pole, a rope or other device is 
available for rescue.
Pond Maintenance
While a pond does not require 
constant and costly maintenance, 
basic care can insure a long and 
productive life. Check the dam,
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Improving Your Pond’s 
Fish Production
by Sam Skeen
Y ou can construct the most economical and effective fish-attracting covers from brush or worn-out automo­
bile tires. Both are readily available 
and neither require heavy equip­
ment for placement. If you are in the 
process of planning or building your 
pond, place your larger fish attrac­
tors in the pond before filling it.
You can use any kind of brush, 
but hardwoods such as oak and 
hickory will last longer. Cedar trees 
make ideal attractors. Bind your 
brush together with durable nylon 
rope or plastic binding and weight it 
down.
Christmas trees make good brush 
covers, but they deteriorate after 
three to five years. Remove the 
tinsel and decoration on discarded 
trees to keep the fish from feeding 
on it. For best results group your 
Christmas trees in circular clusters 
of five or more with each cluster act­
ing as one attractor. Securely fasten 
enough weight to the base to keep 
them in an upright position under 
water.
Tires, like brush and Christmas 
trees, must be weighted to keep 
them on the bottom. Rocks, concrete 
blocks, or cans filled with concrete 
placed between the tire walls should 
suffice. Slit or drill at least six holes 
across the tread to reduce buoyancy.
One of the easiest attractors to 
make and handle consists of three 
tires tied, wired or bolted together
to form a triangular unit (Figure 1). 
The tire pyramid (Figure 3) and the 
tire high-rise (Figure 4) are not as 
easy to handle or place.
You can use tires to make artifi­
cial spawning beds for large-mouth 
bass. Tires laid on their sides and 
filled with sand or gravel will 
provide nesting sites for this popular 
game fish.
Once you have put together your 
attractors, place them on firm 
surfaces near the shore. Avoid 
placing any underwater structure 
where it might be a hazard to swim­
mers or divers.
Fertilizing your farm pond regu­
larly will control water weeds and 
increase the pond’s potential fish 
production. Waterweeds decrease 
your pond’s fertility, interfere with 
fishing, and foster the growth of 
mosquitoes.
An unfertilized pond will support 
about 150 pounds of fish and yield 
15 to 30 pounds of fish per surface 
acre each year. Fertilized waters will 
support 300 to 400 pounds of fish 
and yield 150 pounds annually.
Fertilizer stimulates the growth of 
microscopic plant life called phyto­
plankton. Minute animal life called 
zooplankton feeds on the phyto­
plankton and becomes a food source 
for fish.
You can fertilize your pond organ­
ically with manures. A minor portion 
of the manures’ nitrogen content 
and a major portion of its potassium
content will dissolve immediately in 
the water with the remainder re­
leasing over time. Phosphorus be­
comes quickly insoluble. You might 
need to supplement with a more 
soluble source of phosphorus such 
as bone meal. Your state soil­
testing lab can analyze your manure 
for the ratio of concentrations of 
N-P-K. The analysis most widely 
used in farm ponds is 16-16-4. Any 
fertilizer with a 4:4:1 N-P-K ratio 
may be used providing the amount 
is adjusted accordingly.
Broadcast your fertilizer on the 
pond basin before you fill it. After 
you fill the pond, plan to fertilize it
each spring. Broadcast the fertilizer 
by hand from the shore as you walk 
up one side and down the other. 
Don’t be concerned with trying to 
cover the entire pond. Repeat every 
10 days until the desired phyto­
plankton bloom is produced.
Deep green colored water usually 
indicates the phytoplankton is in 
bloom. To be certain whether or not 
another application is needed, fast­
en a small white disk to the end of a 
yardstick and submerge it. You 
don’t need any more fertilizer if you 
cannot see the disk 12 inches below 
the surface. If you can see the disk 
at a depth of 18 inches, you do need 
another application. □
Sam Skeen is a free-lance writer who 
occasionally wets a line from Ripley, 
West Virginia.
Tire Fish Attractors
Figure 1. Triangular Unit Figure 2. Tire Chain Figure 3. Tire Pyramid Figure 4. Tire High-Rise
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spillway and overflow pipes on a 
regular basis, especially after heavy 
rains and flooding. Remove any 
debris from an overflow pipe to pre­
vent unwanted overflow of the dam 
itself. Regular mowing and fertil­
izing will keep the spillway and dam 
protected by good sod.
If the pond is large and located in 
an area where the wind creates reg­
ular wave action, you may need to 
place stones along the edges to pre­
vent erosion, especially if their ac­
tivity affects the dam.
Maintain good conservation prac­
tices on the watershed that feeds 
your pond. If you protect your soil 
from erosion, plant trees and shrubs 
for cover and beauty, and appreciate 
the balance that comes from blend­
ing your needs with nature’s de­
mands, you will find that an 
established pond adds much and 
requires little. □
Terry Kerns is a free-lance wri­
ter from Louisville, Kentucky.
For More Info
T he Soil Conservation Ser­vice of the USDA provides a number of free sources through the Superinten­
dent of Documents, U.S. Govern­
ment Printing Office, Washington, 
D.C. 20402-9329, including: Build­
ing a Pond, Handbook 2250; Ponds-  
Planning, Design, Construction, Ag­
ricultural Handbook 590; Sealing 
Leaking Ponds and Reservoirs, Bul­
letin SCS-TP-150; Trout Ponds for 
Recreation, Bulletin 2249; Warm 
Water Fishponds, Bulletin 2250; 
and Catfish Farming, Bulletin 2260.
Other sources of pond information 
include:
Dam Safety—Who Is Responsible? 
National Association of Conserva­
tion Districts, 1025 Vermont Ave­
nue, N.W., Room 730, Washington, 
D.C. 20005.
Earth Ponds—The Country Pond 
Maker's Guide. Tim Matson. Coun­
tryman Press, Woodstock, VT, 1982. 
($12.95, paperback.)
Getting Food from Water-A  
Guide to Backyard Aquaculture. 
Gene Logsdon. Rodale Press, 
Emmaus, PA, 1978. ($9.95, hard­
back.) □
—Terry Kerns
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Inside Log Homes
The rustic interior is only part o f the picture — 
the look of log homes can encompass a lot more.
Log homes offer many bene­fits to homeowners—their thermal mass makes them very energy-efficient; the 
logs allow the home to “ breathe,”  
increasing air exchange and creat­
ing a healthy indoor environment. 
Even so, many people are reluctant 
to consider a log home as a serious 
option because they are afraid of 
living surrounded by “ all those
by Heidi N. Brugger
logs.”
This mistaken notion is fed by log 
home dealers and manufacturers 
which fill their planning kits and 
brochures with rustic country inter­
iors—all set against log walls. I 
don’t blame these companies; after 
all, they are trying to appeal to 
people who are investigating log 
homes, so they show lots of logs. 
However, country homes don’t have
to be decorated in “ early Rustic- 
ana”  and neither do log homes.
Log homes actually have as much 
interior aesthetic range as they have 
in floor-plan and exterior options. 
This diversity begins with the shape 
of the log itself.
Any Way You Cut It
There are many variations in the 
names for and refinements in the
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a modern feeling, Chinking between logs creates a bold striping, a strong 
statement with no extra work for you to do.
Light wood tones can be used to create 
which furnishings complement.
basic milling of the solid logs that 
eventually become course after 
course in a home. The log can retain 
its natural cylindical shape; it can be 
slightly flattened with beveled 
edges or curves; it can be oval, or it 
can be flat like a tongue-in-groove 
wall.
Heather Pillar, design consultant 
for Ward Log Homes, notes that 
each shape gives a home a distinc­
tive style. Rounded and rough-hewn 
interior walls enhance a rustic look. 
And a rough-hewn wall doesn’t have 
to conjure up thoughts of huts at 
Valley Forge—a hand-peeled log 
can break away from this sterotype, 
adding a lightness reminiscent of a 
birch forest in sunlight and creating 
a modern feeling.
For some homeowners, the round­
ness, not the natural wood tone, is 
the drawback to logs. These folks 
can have their log walls flattened—a 
little or a lot. The three-sided curve 
or the beveled edge cuts offer a taste 
of both full dimension and greater 
decorating flexibility. And, of 
course, a tongue-in-groove flat wall 
has the same versatility of any flat 
wall surface. Flat surfaces work 
better for hanging cabinets and 
artwork and for creating clean 
corners.
Even with a strictly flat surface, 
log home companies give you a 
choice or two. Some, like Appalach­
ian Log Homes, offer a hand-hewn 
beam look with striking white chink­
ing between the courses. This 
variation of a traditional look has all 
the benefits of modern materials 
and computer-aided design and, in 
spite of its authentic look, works 
well with modern interiors.
If you are willing to pay the extra 
cost, you can mix and match milling 
or shape styles, says Lee Abernethy, 
marketing manager for Vermont Log 
Buildings, Inc. This costs more 
because it reduces efficiency at the 
mill where the logs are cut and 
numbered, but for some people it’ s 
worth the extra. The mix-and-match 
idea allows for a first floor cut as a 
full rounded or rustic log and a 
second-story bedroom cut as a flat 
wall. There are limits to how much 
you can combine styles; one log 
length cannot have more than one 
style of milling. This means that if 
the kitchen and the dining/living 
area share a wall, they must share 
milling style as well. Even so, the 
combination milling offers a wider 
selection of interior make-up.
Color Plays a Part
“ Nothing defines the atmosphere 
of a home like personal style,’ ’ says 
Bob Bene of Country Log Homes. 
For some, color is an important part 
of personal style. Not everyone likes 
the honey brown or yellow tones that 
are the log’s natural coloring, but 
many companies, such as R & L Log 
Buildings, offer a red cedar that 
expands the natural palette.
Even the silver grays of a log left 
to weather naturally can leave some 
folks cold. For this group, Fred 
Mann of Atla Log Homes has a word 
of advice: “ Logs can be stained in 
various hues.’ ’ The benefit to using 
a stain is that you can still enjoy the 
grain and natural patterning of the 
wood. There is nothing to say that 
you can’t use an opaque paint and 
make an even stronger color state­
ment.
The Whole Picture
“ It’s important to remember that 
the log walls are just the perimeter 
walls of a log home. Once you 
include the interior wall partitions, 
you have as many options as you 
would with conventional tract hous­
ing, probably more,’ ’ says Kay 
Soldier of L.C. Andrew, Maine 
Cedar Log Homes.
The interior partitions can be 
wallpapered, stenciled, painted, 
paneled, log-faced—you name it. 
That means that in most log homes, 
even if the company manufacturer 
doesn’t provide a wealth of options 
in the milling, you will have a 
variety of wall surfaces to consider 
in your home’s interior plan.
Sometimes a design statement 
can be made with finishing touches. 
When speaking structurally this 
includes beams running across cath­
edral ceiling areas and risers and 
railings on stairways. Beams can 
run the gamut from round hand- 
peeled to hand-hewn square either 
rough or dressed, notes Don Wild- 
enstein of R&L Log Buildings. The 
rough and hand-peeled styles tend 
to work best with the more rustic 
interiors; the dressed square beam 
serves the more contemporary 
home.
“ The day of the tract home is 
past,’ ’ says Glenn Mays of Cedar- 
dale Homes, Inc. “ Americans are 
expressing their individuality 
through their homes—an individu­
ality that has been demonstrated by 
the resurgence of interest in the 
pioneer standby, the log home. And 
that individuality can be shown 
through the divergence in log
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Five Ideas
for Log Home Interiors
A log home is completed when all the logs are in place. “ Most owners sim­ply treat their walls with a 
natural finish, but more can be done 
to add interest and excitement to a 
log home interior,”  notes Heather 
Pillar, design consultant for Ward 
Log Homes.
Many log home owners insist on 
natural wood interior walls, ceilings, 
Real Log Homes
actually dye the log. The difference 
is that semi-transparent stains let 
the wood grain show through where 
semi-solid stains cover the wood 
grain.’ ’
Stenciling. The effect of stenciling 
can be similar to wallpaper. Pillar 
says, “ The design ideas are limit­
less. Anything can be stenciled; 
dining room walls, kitchen cabinets, 
the mantle or even the floor.”  The 
do-it-yourselfer can stencil the sur­
face by consulting an arts and crafts 
store, or a professional can be hired.
Hanging quilts and wallpaper [left] 
open up the design impact of your 
log home’s walls. Even a restful 
expanse of white drywall [below] 
can become an interior accent.
W ard  Lop Homes
Tongue & groove walls. Some log 
home companies will panel the 
inside walls. “ The vertical grooves 
of the interior are a subtle contrast 
with the horizontal logs of the outer 
walls,”  notes Pillar.
Hanging blankets and quilts. 
Hanging quilts and Indian blankets 
add a cozy touch to log walls. 
“ There are so many ways to 
decorate log homes,”  says Pillar, 
“ The owners should use their 
imagination to create a comfortable 
and personal setting. ’ ’ □
—Dick Pirozzolo
and floors. We sometimes suggest 
using contrasting textures and col­
ors. For instance, a fieldstone 
fireplace is traditional in log homes, 
but one of our customers used white 
stucco on a contemporary fireplace 
to contrast with the wood,”  says 
Pillar.
Here are five ideas for log home 
interiors:
Dry wall. “ Putting up dry wall or 
sheetrock and plaster in areas is a 
nice contrast with wood and can 
accentuate the log home feeling. 
Walls can be painted or wallpaper­
ed ,”  notes Pillar.
Staining. Stains can be any color. 
For a weathered look, a gray stain 
works well. “ Photography and 
prints stand out against a neutral 
gray backgound, says Pillar, “ And 
a white stain will brighten rooms.”  
A spokesman for Cabot Stains in 
Boston explains, “ Semi-transparent 
and semi-solid stains penetrate and
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Kitchens, frequently done in a rustic 
style, can use wallpapering for a 
conventional look.
shapes available, styles of construc­
tion and the variety of woods used.”
When selecting a milling style, a 
type of wood or even the company 
whose services you will rely on, 
consider your personal style. Most 
log home companies are ready and 
willing to work with your unique 
ideas. You can choose a floor plan 
and then refine the style of the home 
by choosing from the mill and wood 
options a company offers. Most 
companies are able to customize a 
standard plan to meet your personal 
style requirements. Some can cus­
tom design from your own sketches, 
basically creating the entire home 
from your ideas.
The Idea Starters
Where do you go to get ideas? 
How do you know which log home 
companies offer custom design; 
which ones offer hand-peeling, and 
so on? A sampling of companies and 
their milling options is included in 
this article (see table on page 36), 
but there are so many companies 
and so many choices to weigh in 
your decisions that you really need a 
more specialized source as a ref­
erence. For this type of coverage of 
the log home industry, you need to 
contact:
•Home Buyer Publications, Inc., 
140 Little Falls Street, P.O. Box 250, 
Falls Church, VA 22046. This com­
pany publishes the 1987 Annual Log 
Homes: A Complete Guide to Buy­
ing, Building & Maintaining Log 
Homes. A copy costs $8.95 plus $2 
for shipping and handling. In addi­
tion to various articles about log 
homds, this annual includes a 
directory of companies with a short 
description of each.
LOG HOME OWNERS
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sprayer.
•  Ava ilab le  in a w ide range of natural colors.
A FINELY CRAFTED LOG HOM E deserves a prem ium sealant system  both ins ide  and out. 
P E R M A -C H IN K ” flex ib le  ch ink ing, L IFE L IN E '” and LIFELINE EX'” in te rio r and ex te rio r wood 
fin ishes provide a “ Team Sealant System " fo r hand-hewn and pre-cu t log hom es in any climate. 
For more in fo rm ation  or the  name of the  nearest dea le r/a pp lica to r in your area, ca ll or w rite  our 
Redm ond or K noxville  office.
CORPORATE OFFICE: PO Box 2603, Dept. 
EASTERN DIVISION: 1605 Prosser Rd„ Dept
. Redmond, WA 98052 /(206) 885-6050 
, Knoxville, TN 37914 /  (615) 524-7343
American *—  
Lincoln 
Homesm
Post Office Box 
Battleboro, NC 27809
GREAT AMERICAN VALUES
Like good common sense. And pride in one's work. Those 
are the type of values that we put into every American Lincol 
Home. Tne result is a home of unsurpassed quality at a 
surprisingly affordable price.
Great American Values — An American Lincoln  ^
tradition. Find out why American Lincoln Homes is 
the one everybody's watching. Send $9.95 for our ( 
complete planning guide of 101 Home Plans, <\  
or call toll free: (US) 1 
(NC) 1-800-682-8127.
• Nationwide Fi
• Construction
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-----The Style Is in the Cut: W ho Has W hat—
These styles are simplifications of the available shapes. Each log home company makes a unique statement and 
offers variations of these styles. Some offer logs in two widths; others make a point to differentiate champfered edges 
from flat and rounded styles. The chart is a general guide. Contact the companies listed to discover the special 
features and details each offers.
Company (  ) ( □ □ Comments
Alta Industries, Ltd.
Box 88
Halcottsville, NY 12438
a
American Lincoln Homes
P.O. Box 669 
Brattleboro, NC 27809
O o a Also available in double clapboard variation on style 3.
Appalachian Log Structures 
P.O. Box 281 
Ripley, WV 25272
a o Also available in Mountaineer Dove- • tail, unique to ALS.
Cedardale Homes, Inc. 
P.O. Box 18606 
Greensboro, NC 27409
O o a
Country Log Homes 
Rt. 7, Box 158 
Ashley Falls, MA 01222
a o o
Can be handpeeled on exterior, 
styles 1 & 2, interior, style 1. Also 
available with champfers on exterior 
& interior as options.
Greatwood Log Homes 
P.O. Box 707 
Elkhart, W I53202
o o a o
Honest Abe Log Homes, Inc. 
Rt. 1, Box 84 
Moss, TN 38575
a □
Rough sawn exterior with smooth 
planed interior; Permachinking with 
color options. Also makes post & 
beam timber framed houses.
Jim Barna Log Systems 
Drawer 10-11 
Oneida, TN 37841-1011
o o a
Lincoln Log Ltd.
Riverside Drive 
Chestertown, NY 12817
a o
Lok-N-Logs, Inc.
P.O. Box 613 
Sherburne. NY 13460
a a Handpeeled exterior & interior op­tions style 1; exterior only style 2.
L.C. Andrew/Maine Cedar Log 
Homes
35 Main Street 
Windham, ME 04082
a
New England Log Homes, Inc. 
P.O. Box 5056 
Hamdan, CT 06518
a a o o Handpeeled exterior options in styl­es 1 & 2.
Northern Products Log Homes, Inc.
P.O. Box 616 
Bangor, ME 04401-0616
o a
Original Log Homes
Box 1301, 100-Mile House
British Columbia, Canada V0K 2E0
a
This shape an approximation. Log is 
rough, natural shape with handpeel­
ing.
R & L Log Buildings
P.O. Box 237
Mt. Vernon, NY 13809
a □
Real Log Homes/Headquarters
P.O. Box 202 
Hartland, VT 05048
a a
Stonemill Log Hornes 
7015 Stonemill Road 
Knoxville, TN 37919
a
Available hand-hewn, machined or 
planed in combination; Permachink­
ing with color options.
Timber Log Homes
P.O. Box 300 
Marlborough, CT 06447
o o a
Ward Log Homes
P.O. Box 72 
Houlton, ME 04730
a
Wilderness Log Homes 
Rt 2
Plymouth, WI 53073
o
Also has Insulog, unique to WLH. 
Rounded exterior with insulation 
followed by drywall interior.
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Your interior style is limited only by 
imagination. This livingroom is in a 
log home, but you’d never know it if 
you weren’t told.
•Muir Publishing Co., Ltd., P.O. 
Box 1150, Plattsburgh, NY 12901. 
The Muir family publishes The Log 
Home Guide for Builders & Buyers. 
This is a quarterly publication; four 
issues, which includes the Winter 
directory (a listing of companies 
similar to the one mentioned above) 
is available for $18.00 a year. The 
directory issue alone is $10.00 
postpaid. In addition to the Log 
Home Guide, the Muirs also publish 
Log Home Decor, a special maga­
zine that focuses on interiors.
You can get even more assistance 
in generating ideas by writing to the 
Log Home Guide Information Cen­
ter, Junction 321 & 32, Crosby, TN 
37722. The information center has 
an extensive reference library—pos­
sibly the world’s largest collection of 
log structure related materials. If 
the center doesn’t have it, it hasn’t 
been thought of yet.
And that brings it all back to you. 
Your home design ideas are a 
statement of your personal style, a 
reflection of that personality to 
others and a comfort to you because 
they surround you with the favorite 
and the familiar.
“ Designing and building a log 
home that looks great, works well 
and conveys your unique taste is fun 
and satisfying,”  says Country Log 
Homes’ Bene. “ And it all starts with 
style.”  □
Heidi N. Brugger is Managing 
Editor of The Farmstead Press in 
Freedom, ME.
NORS€ 
LOG HOM6S
•  Handcrafted
•  Scribe fitted
•  12-16" hand-peeled Douglas Fir
•  Custom Design service
•  Competitive pricing
•  Buy direct and save 
Construction yard located 2 miles north 
of Nanaimo on Vancouver Island.
X'W-*Y >  For further information,
, (604) 390-3344
7\ F o r b ro c h u re , sen d  $3 to :
L o g  H o m e s
| 60 Y K A K S  E X P E R IE N C E  ]
V acatio n  re tre a ts  to  y ea r ro u n d  hom es -  custom  designing 
com plete  package -  R18 to  R26 in walls — zero  m aintenance. 
W hite C edar. Thousands sold. Kind out m ore today.
F ree fo lder o r  $4 for b rochure
MAINE CEDAR LOG HOMES, Dept. FS 
So. Windham, ME 04062 1-800-341-0405 
207-892-8561
Lantzvile, B.C. V0R 2H0
VITA-MIX
FOR N ATU RAL FOOD!
F R E E Z E  IC E  C R E A M !
Freeze natural ice cream with fresh fruit—lowfat 
yogurt too!
C O O K  B Y  IM P A C T !
Impossible to burn, scorch, or lump gravies, sauces, 
puddings, soups. Save vitamins too!
G R IN D  G R A IN !
Grind any grain into cereal or flour. Save precious 
vitamin oils and fiber.
M A K E  B R E A D  IN  3 M IN U T E S
Grind whole kernel wheat into flour, then mix and 
knead into bread dough, all in one simple 3-minute 
operation.
M A K E  IN S T A N T  
M IC R O W A V E  B R E A D !
Make instant microwave bread from whole grain 
or flour into baked bread in minutes!
M A K E  J U IC E !
Make juice cocktails of fruits and vegetables.
Do not separate and discard the pulp (fiber, 
vitamins, etc.) CTAIK  “36C 0& U +’’
HAVE UP 
TO 40068 
THE VITAMINS LEMONS (Vt. C)
EXTRACTED 
JUICE ONLY* 
90 mg.
PEEL AND 
EVERYTHING' 
346 mg.
U S. Dept, of ORANGESf (VI. C) 109 mg 319 mg. 
380 I.U.Agriculture APPLES (Vt. A) 160 I.U.
Handbook No. 8 'Per pound ol trull tFresh ripe Valencias
VITA-MIX* can juice without waste, cook without 
burning, freeze natural ice cream, grind wheat, mix and 
knead bread dough in minutes. Only VITA-MIX'* can do 
all these things as well as chop, grate, puree, grind 
meat, whip, make nut butters, mix rakes, make baby 
food, prepare special diets, chop ice, blend and liquefy. 
One powerful stainless steel compact unit. . .  no 
attachments needed.
r FS0587
CHECK THESE FEATURES
• Safe stainless steel construction
• Takes only 8 '/ix l l"  of counter space
• Standard 115 volt grounded outlet 
(also available 220/240 volt)
• 5-year limited warranty
• Self-cleaning
• Super power
• UL listed—heavy duty quality
YES!
Name______
Address ____
City/State/Zip 
Telephone No.
SEND COUPON TODAY!
VITA-MIX'* • 8615 Usher Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44138 
OR CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-VITAM1X (1-800-848-2649)
RUSH MY FREE GIANT BROCHURE plus how to buy details- 
and special price.
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The Old-Fashioned Way
by Jo Ann M. Unger
Cool off with the delicious, natural goodness 
of your own homemade ice cream.
My Grandpa told me that when he was a boy, making really good ice cream started in the 
wintertime. Back in the old days in 
West Virginia, men sawed blocks of 
ice out of the pond folks skated on, 
loaded them onto the wagon, and 
hauled them to the ice house. There 
they layered the blocks of ice with 
about six inches of sawdust insula­
tion. When summer rolled around 
and the days got hot, they brushed 
off the sawdust, hauled the ice to the 
house in a burlap bag, and broke it 
up with a sledge hammer until it was 
just the right size for the old 
handcrank ice cream freezer.
All the family and friends came 
for the summer ice cream social. 
Great Grandma layered the ice with 
rock salt in the freezer and added 
her favorite vanilla ice cream recipe.
Each child had a chance to turn 
the old freezer’s handcrank, and 
they turned it and turned it and 
turned it until it was just too hard for 
them to turn any more. Then the 
older kids had their chance. When 
they couldn’t turn the crank any 
more, the adults would turn it, 
sometimes with one of the children 
sitting on the top of the freezer to 
hold it down. Then more ice and 
rock salt were added and it was left 
to sit. About an hour later the ice 
cream was cool, smooth, rich and 
delicious—just perfect.
But good homemade ice cream 
doesn’t have to be a memory. You 
can make your own homemade ice 
cream today.
Making your own beat-the-sum- 
mer-heat treats is easier and faster 
now. You don’t need to saw blocks 
of ice out of your farm pond. In 
modern ice cream freezers you can 
use chipped block ice or refrigerator 
ice cubes. Handcrank or electric 
models that can make two, four, or 
six quarts of ice cream are inexpen­
sive to buy. The modern handcrank- 
ers are much easier to turn, and the 
electric freezers require no hand­
cranking at all.
Modern freezers are designed to 
make smooth ice cream and to 
assure even freezing, but they are 
basically the same as the old 
fashioned machines. Mom’s ice 
cream mix goes the same place 
Great Grandma’s did in the cream 
pan in the center of the freezer, and 
you layer the ice and salt around the 
sides of the container. Instead of 
rock salt ordinary table salt will do in 
many machines.
Caring for your ice cream freezer 
is simple. Most have a few remov­
able, easy-to-clean parts, and the 
cream pan in many models is 
stainless steel and guaranteed. If 
you take good care of your freezer, it 
will give you many years of trouble- 
free service.
The types and flavors of ice cream
you can make are practically limit­
less. Years ago people were restrict­
ed to a few flavors. The best part 
about making homemade ice cream 
now—besides the raves of your 
family and friends—is experiment­
ing with flavors. The range of 
flavors is as varied as your imagina­
tion and your pantry’s larder.
The recipe you use, the outside 
temperature, the size of the ice, the 
temperature of the salt water, and 
the temperature of the ice cream 
mixture before it is churned all 
affect the firmness and texture of 
the ice cream, varying it from batch 
to batch. If the salt water is not cold 
enough, your ice cream may be too 
soft. Then you’ll need to add more 
salt. If the salt water becomes too 
cold too fast, the ice cream will be 
too grainy, icy or hard. Then you’ll 
need to reduce the amount of salt.
For creamier ice cream remember 
that the amount of sugar you add to 
the mix works not only as a 
sweetener but also controls the 
softness of the ice cream. If your mix 
doesn’t have enough sugar, your ice 
cream will freeze too hard. If you 
have too much sugar, it will not 
freeze. Salt slows down freezing, 
too, but a little added to the mix will 
enhance the flavor. Ice cream with 
wine or spirits will not freeze hard. 
If you prepare your ice cream mix a 
day ahead, the ice cream will turn 
out smoother and you will increase
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Simply Delicious Sherbet
First cousins to elegant homemade ice creams are the healthful, tasty sher­bets. The recipes here, 
from Phyllis Hobson’s Making Ice 
Cream, Ices & Sherbets, include 
ice sherbets and milk sherbets. Ice 
sherbets require stabilizers such as 
gelatin or egg whites or both to 
insure smoothness. Milk sherbets 
may or may not call for such 
stabilizers.
Rhubarb Sherbet
1 tablespoon (1 envelope) unflavor­
ed gelatin
4 cups diced rhubarb 
2 Vi cups water 
2 cups sugar 
4 egg whites
Soften gelatin in Vi cup cold 
water. Add remaining water to 
rhubarb and slowly bring to a boil. 
Simmer, stirring occasionally, over 
low heat until rhubarb is well 
cooked. Strain, add sugar to liquid 
and stir until sugar is dissolved. 
Remove from heat and add softened 
gelatin. Chill until cold, then freeze 
to the mushy stage. Remove to a 
chilled bowl and add egg whites, 
unbeaten. Beat until fluffy, then 
return to freezer or freeze in an ice 
cream freezer. Makes 2 quarts.
Cranberry Sherbet
1 tablespoon (1 envelope) unflavor­
ed gelatin 
3 cups water 
2 cups sugar 
1 cup orange juice 
Grated rind of 1 orange 
Vi cup lemon juice 
4 cups (1 pound) fresh cranberries 
4 egg whites
Soften gelatin in Va cup cold 
water. Combine sugar, remaining 
water and cranberries and cook until 
sugar is dissolved and cranberries 
burst. Strain and add softened 
gelatin. Stir well to dissolve gelatin. 
Chill. When cold, add orange and 
lemon juices and rind. Freeze until 
mixture begins to get firm. Break up 
and put in chilled bowl with unbeat­
en egg whites. Beat until thick and 
fluffy. Freeze. Makes 2 quarts.
Watermelon Sherbet
1 tablespoon (1 envelope) unflavor­
ed gelatin
5 cups watermelon juice (pressed 
from fresh melon)
2 cups sugar
Vi cup lemon juice 
4 egg  whites
Few drops red food coloring
Soften gelatin in Vi cup juice. 
Heat remaining juice to boiling, 
then add sugar and stir until sugar is 
dissolved. Add softened gelatin. 
Chill. Add lemon juice and enough 
coloring to make it a delicate pink. 
Freeze until mushy. Place mixture 
and unbeaten egg whites in a chilled 
bowl and beat until frothy. Freeze 
until firm in ice cream freezer or 
refrigerator freezer area. Makes 
about 1 Vi quarts.
Buttermilk Sherbet
4 cups buttermilk
1 cup sugar
3 cups crushed unsweetened pine­
apple
2 egg whites
3 teaspoons pure vanilla extract 
Combine buttermilk, sugar and
pineapple and let stand until sugar 
is dissolved. Freeze to mushy stage. 
Remove to a chilled bowl, add 
unbeaten egg whites and vanilla and 
beat until light and fluffy. Freeze. 
Makes 2 quarts.
Lemon Cream Sherbet
4 cups milk 
2 cups light cream 
2 Vi cups sugar 
2 cups lemon juice
Heat two cups milk to scalding. 
Remove from heat. Add sugar and 
stir until dissolved. Add remaining 
ingredients. Freeze in ice cream 
freezer or in freezer section of 
refrigerator. If frozen in ice cube 
trays, the mixture should be partial­
ly frozen, then removed, beaten 
until fluffy and returned to complete 
the freezing. Makes 2Vi quarts.
Yogurt Sherbet
Add one cup sweetened fruit to 
each quart of homemade or com­
mercial yogurt for a delicious sher­
bet. Freeze without beating.
Mint Sherbet
1 tablespoon (1 envelope) unflavor­
ed gelatin
4 cups water
Vi cup chopped fresh mint
2 cups sugar
1 cup lemon juice 
4 egg whites
Few drops green food coloring 
Soften gelatin in Va cup cold 
water. Add remaining water to 
sugar and bring to a boil, stirring 
well to dissolve sugar. Add chopped 
mint, remove from heat and let 
steep one hour. Strain. Heat 1 cup 
mint water to boiling and add to 
gelatin mixture. Stir well to dissolve 
gelatin, then pour back into mint 
mixture. Stir well. Chill until cold. 
Add lemon juice and coloring to tint 
a light green. Freeze until mushy. 
Break up frozen mixture into a 
chilled bowl and add unbeaten egg 
whites. Beat until fluffy. Freeze in 
ice cream freezer or refrigerator 
freezer area. Makes about 2 quarts.
Reprinted from Making Ice Cream, 
Ices & Sherbets [1977] by Phyllis 
Hobson, and used by permission of 
Garden Way Publishing/Shorey 
Communications, Inc., Pownal, VT 
05261. Available from the publisher 
or the FARMSTEAD Market Basket.
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S O IL  T E S T IN G  S E R V IC E
YOUR SOIL REPORT INCLUDES:
Primary Nutrients 
Secondary Nutrients 
Humus 
Activity 
Toxic Salts
Interpretation o f Results and  
R ecom m ended Treatment
Plus a program to build-up your soil to a 
fertile and productive piece of ground.
for th e  serious g a rd e n e r  or c o m m e rc ia l g row er
FREE
Prepaid Mailer 
and  Information
FREEDOM SOIL LAB
P.O. Box 1144 
Freedom, CA 95019-1144
W O R T H  C O M IN G  
H O M E  T O ...
O u r charm ingly  rustic h o m e s  are 
built with large log s  hew n with 
o ld -tim e S m o k y  M oun tain  
cra ftsm a n sh ip . Stonem ill 
o ffe rs  a bright future for 
y ou r  fam ily that e c h o e s  a 
p ion eer  heritage. 
G r a c io u s  standard  or  
c u s to m -d e s ig n e d  h om es  
at a c o s t  w h ich  y ou  ca n  
a fford . D o n ’t c h o o s e  b e fo re  y ou  
k n ow  Stonem ill.
Send $6.00 for our full- 
color catalog and plans 
to :S ton em ill Log 
Homes, Dept. 321, 
7015 Stonemill Road, 
Knoxville, TN 37919
In S ta te  615-693-4833 
O ut of S tate  
1-800-523-7274-765
City .Zip
□  VISA □  MasterCard
. Exp.
your yield.
When you make your own ice 
cream, you know what’s going into 
it. Many store-bought ice creams do 
not have real cream or butter, and 
most flavors and colors are artificial. 
Your own, old-fashioned, home­
made ice cream is a treat that’s 
naturally good for you. Start your 
country ice cream memories with 
this basic recipe and keep on adding 
to it.
Basic Country Style 
Vanilla Ice Cream
2 eggs
1 cup sugar
2 cups whipping cream 
2 tablespoons vanilla 
1/8 teaspoon salt
2 cups milk
In a large bowl beat the eggs until 
foamy. Slowly add the sugar. Beat to 
a thicker consistency. Mix in the 
whipping cream, vanilla and salt. 
Pour mixture into freezer and add 
milk while stirring and begin to 
churn. Makes 2 quarts.
Fruit Ice Cream
For any type of fruit ice cream, 
add fresh bananas, apricots, coconut 
or any other fruit or flavors you 
desire to the basic recipe. Add about 
a cup of fruit for each quart of ice 
cream.
Coffee Ice Cream
Add Va cup of powdered instant 
coffee while adding the sugar to the 
basic recipe.
Peppermint Stick 
Ice Cream
Add 1V2 cups of crushed pepper­
mint stick candy to the mix after it 
has been frozen about 15 minutes.
Honey Ice Cream
Substitute 3/4 cup of honey for 
the sugar. With honey the ice cream 
will take longer to freeze, so put 
more salt with the ice.
And never stop experimenting. 
Change the amount of ingredients 
according to your individual taste, 
and decide what you prefer for 
texture and creaminess. And on a 
hot summer’s day, enjoy. □
Jo Ann M . Unger is a country 
lifestyle and garden writer from 
California City, California.
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V accinating 
Your Domestic Animals
by Gary Cotton, DVM
A handy guide to preventing disease 
in your animals safely, simply and economically
A ll four-legged creatures can catch potentially fatal diseases that can be pre­vented, usually for just 
pennies per animal. Perhaps the 
biggest single development in main­
taining world health in this half- 
century is the advent and use of vac­
cination. Vaccines are a safe, ef­
fective, readily available, and inex­
pensive means of protecting your 
animals from disease.
A vaccine works by stimulating 
the animal's own immune system to 
produce disease fighting antibodies 
that will protect the entire body 
against future invasion from a 
specific disease agent.
Several types of vaccines are 
available. A modified live vaccine 
contains actual living cultures of the 
disease agent such as a bacterium or 
virus. The agents are usually spe­
cially treated to render them in­
capable of causing the full-fledged 
disease. A killed vaccine contains 
bacteria or virus destroyed by 
chemical or physical means. A 
sub-unit vaccine uses only a part of 
the virus or bacteria to stimulate 
immunity against the entire agent. 
Most vaccines are available in only 
one or two forms. Local conditions 
and circumstances will dictate which 
type of vaccine you should use for 
your animals.
Immunization Success
All animals are individuals 
and each can have a different re­
action to the same stimulus. Vac­
cines are not 100 percent guar­
anteed protection but most have 
been thoroughly tested and have 
passed stringent standards of pro­
tection across a general population.
Other factors can affect im­
munization success. Vaccines de­
mand proper handling and storage. 
Most need to be refrigerated. If they 
are kept at higher temperatures for 
very long, or if they are frozen, they 
may be rendered worthless.
Vaccines must be given properly 
— such as under the skin (SQ) in­
stead of in the muscle (IM), which­
ever is specified—if you want them 
to work properly.
Sometimes antibodies received 
from the mother's colostrum at birth 
can neutralize a vaccination’s ef­
fectiveness. For example, this neu­
tralizing effect can occur in Parvo 
virus vaccine for dogs. For most 
Parvo vaccines a booster is rec­
ommended every fopr weeks until 
four months of age, when most of 
the maternal antibodies are gone.
Finally, the animal must be in 
good physical condition and free of 
disease for a vaccine to be able to 
stimulate a suitable response. Vac­
cines will not cure a disease if the 
animal already has it, which some­
times is hard to tell. Many diseases 
have incubation periods (the time 
that the animal is exposed to the 
disease to the time it shows signs of 
the disease) of 7-10 days. A new 
puppy from the shelter could be 
carrying Parvo when the animal 
comes home. A vaccination at that 
point would be worthless or may 
even cause harm. A quarantine 
period of 1-2 weeks is often rec­
ommended to be sure of good 
health.
Giving Vaccinations
Most people can give shots easily. 
The trick to giving vaccinations and 
injections is proper restraint. With 
dogs, cats and horses, a person who 
knows how to handle the animal 
restrains it while you give the in­
jection. With cattle, sheep, goats 
and pigs, mechanical restraint— 
such as a squeeze chute, head catch, 
stanchion, nose tongs or ropes— 
often is needed.
Before getting started, you should 
thoroughly familiarize yourself with 
the product used. Read all the fine 
print on the package label and 
insert; both contain important in­
formation.
'Expiration Date: The date after 
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Most cat vaccines are given SQ, under 
the skin, the best place under the loose 
skin behind the neck or at the flank.
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8 weeks X X X X
9 weeks X
12 weeks X X X X X
16 weeks X
24 weeks X
first year X
annually X X X X X
every 3 years X
* Usually available combined as a single 
shot.
J
General Guidelines
for
Immunizing 
Domestic Animals
Recommended Needle Sizes
Species Route of 
Administration
Size
| dog, cat SQ 3/ i ”  22 gauge
horse IM 1V2 ”  20 or 18 gauge
cattle, sheep IM IV2”  18 gauge
cattle, sheep SQ V2”  18 or 16 gauge
goats SQ or IM % ”  22 gauge
pigs IM 1V2 ”  18 gauge
pigs SQ V2 ”  18 gauge
Dogs
Most dog vaccines are given SQ, under the 
skin, the best place under the loose skin 
behind the neck or at the flank.
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8 weeks X X X X X X X
12 weeks X X X X X X X
16 weeks X X X X X X
first year X
annually X X X X X X X
every 3 years X
‘ Usually available combined as a single shot.
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These charts are general guidelines. Local conditions and 
circumstances will dictate which vaccine!s) to use. Read 
package labels and inserts for important information 
regarding expiration dates, routes of administration, dosage, 
contraindications, timing, storage and cautions.
Animals must be in good physical condition and free of 
disease for vaccines to be effective. The proper use of 
restraint will allow you to give shots easily and prevent injury 
to your animal.
Consult your veterinarian for advice.
Sheep & Goats
Food animals have mixed routes 
of administration, but SQ injec­
tions can be given best in the 
neck area and IM shots in the 
lower hip. Sheep may receive 
SQ shots under the foreleg.
Most equine vaccines are given IM, 
in the muscle, generally the large 
neck muscles.
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2 months X X
4 months X X
annually X X X X X
‘ Usually available combined as 
a single shot.
••Booster required the first 
year.
3 months
5 months
annually
check label 
for pregnancy
X
X
X
•Usually available combined as a 
single shot.
Cattle
Food animals have mixed routes of 
administration, but SQ injections can 
be given best in the neck area and IM 
shots in the lower hip.
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5 months X X X X X
annually X X X X X
variable 
check labels X
•Usually available combined as a 
single shot. More than 100 vaccines 
for cattle are available. The chart lists 
some of the more common deseases. 
Clostridial diseases include Malig­
nant Edema, Black Leg, Red Water, 
and Black Disease. Especially for food 
animals, local circumstances, eco­
nomics, and perhaps your facilities 
have a large bearing on which vaccine 
you use.
Pig*
Because of the variability of products 
for swine, follow label directions and 
the advice of experts when vacci­
nating pigs.
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A homemade head catch helps out 
when vaccinating goats.
which the vaccine should no longer 
be used.
•Route of Administration: Vac­
cines and injections can be given in 
several ways, usually abbreviated:
SQ—subcutaneous or under the 
skin;
IM—intramuscular or in the mus­
cle;
ID—intradermal or in the skin;
IN-intranasal or in the nose.
•Dosage: The amount to be given 
(check to see if it is different for 
young animals or different species).
•Contraindications: Are there cer­
tain conditions under which the 
product should not be used, such as 
during pregnancy or breeding sea­
son?
•Timing: Usually the label states 
when the product should be used 
and when it should be boostered.
•Storage Recommendations.
•Cautions: Often slaughter with­
holding times are listed for food an­
imals.
•Other Information: Research da­
ta, disease descriptions, manufac­
turer’s name and address, serial 
numbers and more.
Most of the vaccines given to your 
household pets are administered 
SQ. The best place to give these is 
under the loose skin behind the neck 
or at the flank (see guidelines 
chart on pages 42 and 43).
Most equine vaccines are given 
IM. They are generally injected into 
the large neck muscles (see guide­
lines).
The food animal group has mixed 
routes of administrations but SQ
injections can be given best around 
the neck area, under the foreleg (in 
sheep) or in the flank fold. IM shots 
are usually given in the lower hip 
(see guidelines).
One last point to consider for do- 
it-yourselfers: if you give your own 
annual boosters, the animals may 
miss their periodic health checks by 
a veterinarian. Veterinarians can of­
ten detect health problems early and 
treat them before they become 
serious.
Equipment Needs
Besides mechanical restraining 
devices, you need alcohol and cotton 
to disinfect the injection site and 
needles and syringes, which come in 
all sizes, to administer the vaccine.
Needles are measured first by 
length (in inches) and by dia­
meter (the gauge). The higher the 
gauge is, the smaller the diameter. 
Personal preference and route of ad­
ministration usually dictate the size 
of needle used.
You can buy all stainless steel 
needles, which can be reused many 
times, or steel and plastic needles 
which can be reused only a few 
times. Always be sure the needles 
are sharp and have no visible 
defects like barbs or bends. The
Supply Sources
You can get vaccination supplies 
from your local veterinarian and 
most feed stores. Other sources of 
supplies are:
ConCot Products 
Box 514
Myrtle Point, OR 97458
Omaha Vaccine Company
3030 “ L”  Street 
P.O. Box 7228 
Omaha, NE 68107-0228
Foster & Smith 
1848 N. Stevens Street 
P.O. Box 100 
Rhinelander, WI 54501
Jeffers Vet Supply
1452 Gibson 
Box 948
West Plains, MO 65775-0948 □
— Gary Cotton
A properly fitted halter, lead rope 
and handler are usually sufficient 
restraint for giving vaccines to 
horses.
sharper they are, the less pain they 
produce.
Syringes are measured in cc 
(cubic centimeters), which are the 
same as ml (milliliters). Usually they 
are made of disposable plastic and 
for single dose administration. Mul­
tiple dose syringe guns used in live­
stock work are an exception.
When vaccinating large numbers 
of animals at once (usually cattle or 
sheep), the same needles and 
syringes often are used. This prac­
tice can lead to herd infections. To 
prevent infections only sterile equip­
ment should be used. Most needles 
and syringes can be reused if they 
are resterilized, which can be done 
by boiling them in water for 20-30 
minutes. Frequent disinfection and 
changing of needles can lessen the 
chances of a catastrophe.
Hundreds of vaccines are avail­
able for our domestic animals. Many 
have more than one immunization 
included in each injection. For 
instance, the typical dog vaccine has 
five or six vaccines in one injection.
The guidelines that accompany 
this article list some of the more 
common diseases we vaccinate a- 
gainst, but it is not a complete 
listing. Local conditions should dic­
tate which vaccines to use. Advice 
from your veterinarian and local 
producers can steer you to the ones 
you need. □
Gary Cotton, D .V .M ., is a freelance 
writer and practicing veterinarian 
from Myrtle Point, Oregon.
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BeoL.pork and lamb 
chickens and turkeys 
or produce 
milk and eggs.
If th e re ’s live s to ck  in yo u r life, B lue Seal is ready  
to  h e lp  you  m ake  the  m os t o f you r in te res t 
and  yo u r inves tm en t. T h e re ’s a p roven  B lue Seal Feed — 
and  fe e d in g  p ro g ra m  — fo r e ve ry  fe e d in g  re q u ire m e n t. . . 
g o o d  fe e d s  at se n s ib le  p rice s  w ith  
h a n d y  fe e d in g  g u id e s  to  h e lp  you d o  it right.
Let you r B lue  Seal D e a le r sho w  you w h a t w e  m ean.
F E E D S
Lawrence, Mass. 01842 
Mark of Quality since 1868
TIMELESS AND PRACTICAL ADVICE
The W ise and Useful Farm and Garden Guide
for May and June
May
n ay is decidedly a working month. The husband­man must commit his seed to the earth in faith 
(and works) if he would reap a 
harvest in Autumn. In putting in 
seed, be it grain, corn, or roots, it is 
of the first importance that it be well 
done, for no after-labor, however 
thoroughly performed, can wholly 
compensate for wrong planting. To 
do this properly, prepare the ground 
by manuring well where needed, 
and with plow, subsoiler, and har­
row or cultivator, loosen and pulver­
ize the soil deeply and thoroughly. If 
good seed be properly put in now 
and the weeds kept down, failures 
will be comparatively few.
Beans are easily injured by the 
cold, and it is best not to plant very
NATURE’S GARDEN 
Honeysuckle:
Lonicera utatensis
O ther Common Names: 
Honeysuckle Twinberry, 
Twinberry.
Habitat: Throughout North 
America in moist areas and in 
thickets, forests, and along streams. 
Flowering Season: May to July. 
Fruits appear in autumn. 
Description: A climbing shrub with 
the leaves opposite each other and 
oblong. The leaves are smooth on
top and hairy underneath. The fruits 
are red and always paired. Some 
people have allergic reactions to 
black honeysuckle berries; they are 
not recommended for eating. Ber­
ries still inside their leafy green cup 
should not be eaten.
Edible Parts and Preparation: The 
red berries can be eaten raw or dried 
or cooked with meats. For a sweet 
treat melt one package of chocolate 
chips, dip the berries into the 
chocolate, place on wax paper, and 
refrigerate.
To can the berries, first wash and 
drain them. Pack them into jars 
leaving about 3/4-inch space at the 
top. Pour in % cup boiling com 
syrup. Seal the jars.
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Bring Your Flower Garden Indoors
The flowers so attractive in your garden can be cut for indoor bouquets. Select plants with long stems. If 
you want to match your indoor 
decor, choose complementary flower 
colors, but don’t forget the effect of 
contrasting colors or the subtlety of 
pastels. Variety of texture and shape 
and the ability to last are important.
The best flower arrangements 
combine spiked, rounded and filler 
forms. Vertical plants such as 
delphinium, lupine, larkspur and 
foxglove emphasize lines. The most 
popular flowering annual for this 
purpose is the snapdragon.
Complementing the vertical lines 
of the spiky flowers are the rounded 
masses of flowers like geraniums, 
marigolds, mums and zinnias.
For filler material use something 
light and airy such as ageratum, 
baby’s breath or ferns.
Extend the indoor life of your 
bouquet by cutting flowers in the 
early morning or late afternoon with 
sharp scissors. Harden off the cut 
flowers in a cool spot for a couple 
hours. Place the finished arrange­
ment out of drafts and direct 
sunlight. Change or add water often 
and use a floral preservative. □  
—PanAmerican Seed Co. 
_________________ __________________
early. Cover lightly, say one-half to 
three-fourths of an inch.
For corn, better let the ground be 
warm and dry before planting. It will 
come up stronger and succeed 
better. Let the ground be well-plow­
ed and enriched. Test the seeds by 
sprouting before planting.
Cabbage and Cauliflower—Sow, 
for late use. Plant out from hotbeds 
and cold frames if any remain. 
Scatter dry ashes or lime over the 
seed rows to protect the plants from 
the garden flea. Hoe former plant­
ings and examine for cutworm.
Root crops—Sow any carrots not 
put in; sow beets; leave turnips, 
except for early market or family 
use, until June. Remember that one 
acre of roots will go further as stock 
feed than several acres of hay. Let 
the soil be deeply and finely plowed 
and well-supplied with rotten man­
ure.
Cattle are mostly turned to the 
pasture. Allow them fodder still, if 
the grass is insufficient. Continue to 
give wet bran and shorts to milch 
cows until green food is abundant.
Fences not now in order are 
teaching cattle to be unruly. A little 
care in this particular may prevent 
the loss of a cow by breaking into a 
green clover field, or the rooting up 
of the garden by a drove of hogs.
Manures properly prepared are 
plant food. The greater the quantity 
manufactured and properly used, 
the more abundant the return from 
the land. Every decaying animal and 
vegetable substance on the farm 
furnishes a supply. Save, make, and 
use all that can be made available.
Honeysuckle Wine
8 cups honeysuckle berries
1 gallon boiling water
2 tablespoons powdered yeast 
4 lbs. sugar (about 4lA cups)
Place fruit and sugar in a large 
plastic container or crock. Pour 
boiling water over berries and sugar 
and mix well. When cool, mix in 
yeast and stir for about 5 minutes. 
Let stand uncovered for about 10 
days, stirring at least twice a day. 
Pour into bottles, but try not to 
agitate sediment. Place lids loosely 
on the bottles. Open bottles several 
times a day to release “ gas.”  Seal 
bottles when no more gas is released 
(about 1 week).
June
The properly cultivated gar­den is now yielding its first products. Early greens, as­paragus, rhubarb, lettuce 
and radishes, etc., have added to 
the attractions of the table; straw­
berries give promise of an early 
treat, and the rapidly growing 
vegetables and fruits that fill a 
well-assorted collection will keep up 
the pleasant succession.
The husbandman has very little 
leisure between putting in his late 
crops and commencing to till his 
first plantings. Even now, the first 
day of June, before buckwheat and 
turnip fields are sown, the corn and 
potatoes, carrots and cabbages, 
require going through with the plow
Honeysuckle Fritters
1 cup honeysuckle berries 
1 cup flour 
3 tablespoons sugar 
IV% teaspoon baking soda 
1/3 cup milk
Mix ingredients well. Drop into 
hot fat until brown. For pancakes 
add more milk until batter is thin 
enough.
and cultivator, followed by the hoe. 
See that the ground is well-lighten­
ed up before the roots have extend­
ed too far, and early keep down 
weeds.
Beans—Train running varieties to 
poles or trellises.
Cucumbers, Melons, and Squash­
es—Put in cucumbers for pickles. 
Examine early every morning for 
striped bug and other insects, and 
apply the thumb and finger remedy.
Haying should commence as soon 
as the seed begins to form on grass 
or clover, that is, just as the bloom 
passes away. Hay, especially clover, 
cured without much exposure to the 
sun, will be sweeter. Pout it up in 
narrow cocks, and provide hay caps 
for protection from rain. □
—American Agriculturist, 1880s
Medical Uses: Plant extracts have 
been used to treat asthma, allevia­
tion, cathartic, and emetic prob­
lems. Juice from the stems has been 
used as an antidote for bee stings. 
Early Uses: Miners and hunters 
have used honeysuckle as a food 
source. The stems of the honeysuck­
le plants sometimes “ twine”  around 
the trunk, producing a spiral stem. 
These were used for walking canes. 
Fragrance from the flowers has been 
used in making perfumes.
Wildlife Uses: Birds such as wood­
peckers, blue jays, and others eat 
the fruit. Squirrels, raccoon, and 
bear are some of the many animals 
that feast on the berries. □
—Valerie Almond
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BAR-B-QUE
B R U SH  K IT
SPECIAL
Makes outdoor grill cleaning easy!
Order direct and save. Kit in­
cludes (1) Long handle  
brass deluxe grill cleaning 
brush, (1) Short hand le  
brass deluxe grill cleaning 
brush, (1) Gas jet cleaning 
brush.
ONLY *12.49
Order with magnetic Bar-B-Que 
meter for only $22.74
All orders cash or C O D Add $2 for freight/ 
handling Ohio residents add 6 5% sales tax
THE MILL-ROSE 
COMPANY
7995 Tyler Blvd. 
Dept. J/M
Mentor, Ohio 44060
HOMEUTE
FARM PUMPS Model AP-220
New ’87 M odels  
2 ”  In let and O utlet 
140 G al. Per M in . 
Briggs 3 H .P . Eng. 
One Year W arra n ty  
id e a l  f o r  p u m p i n g  w a t e r  s a l t  w a t e r .
FARM  C H E M IC A L S  O R P U L L IN G  S P R IN K L E R S
WAS $329.95
YOUR TOTAL COST $178
CHAIN SAWS Model 340
New Light 
Super Quiet 
Adj. Auto. Oiler, Vibration Isolation 
16" Bar & Chain, i  Tear W arranty
MFG. LIST $379.95
YOUR TOTAL COST $299
FR EE S H IP P IN G  IN U .S .A . 
Send Check, M oney O rder 
or Phone V ISA  or M A S T E R C A R D
JERRY B. LEACH CO.
P.O. BOX 71 •  802 MARKET ST 
CHERAW, 8. C. 29520 
TOLL FREE 800-845-9005
The Striped Cucumber Beetle
The most serious pest of cucurbit you’ll find east of Rockies is the striped cu­cumber beetle: a similar 
species occurs in the west. Cucum­
ber beetles and their young attack 
your cucumbers, muskmelons, squ­
ashes, pumpkins, gourds and water­
melons.
Larvae and adult beetles cause 
the damage. During the summer 
larvae feeding on the roots and 
tunneling through the stems of your 
cucurbit can reduce yields and kill 
your plants. In the spring adults 
feeding on your new seedlings can 
destroy them before they have a 
chance to grow. During the summer 
adults feed on your crop’s leaves 
and blossoms, reducing yields. In 
the fall they often gnaw holes in the 
rind of the fruit.
The complete life cycle of the 
cucumber beetle consists of egg, 
larva, pupa and adult. Adult beetles 
live through the winter under pro­
tecting trash near a food source. 
Black and yellow with three longitu­
dinal black stripes on the wing 
covers, the adults are about 1/5-inch 
long and in April begin to fly and 
feed on the pollen and leaves of a 
variety of plants. When your cucur­
bits begin to grow, the beetles 
devour the leaves and stems. Fe­
male beetles lay their orange-yellow 
eggs around the base of or in the soil 
near cucurbits.
White with brown head and tail 
ends, the 1/3-inch larvae hatch in 
seven to ten days and feed on the 
roots and underground stem for two 
to six weeks as they pass through 
several stages of development. They 
then construct protective cells in the 
soil and change to the pupae or 
resting stage, becoming all white. 
Adults emerge from the pupae in 
about two weeks.
The number of egg-to-adult cycles 
occurring in a year depends on 
climate. If you live in northern 
states, you’ll, experience only one 
generation. In southern states you’ll 
have to deal with up to four 
generations.
Cucumber beetles also transmit a 
bacterial wilt disease which can 
cause severe losses to your crop.
The beetles spread the wilt living in 
their stomachs from plant to plant 
and from field to field as they feed. 
They also transmit another plant 
disease called cucumber mosaic.
You can reduce cucumber beetle 
populations and the damage they 
cause through organic cultural and 
biological techniques.
Plant cucurbit varieties resistant 
to beetles. ‘Stone,' ‘Fletcher’ and 
‘Niagara’ cucumbers, ‘Hearts of 
Gold’ muskmelon, ‘Royal Acorn’ 
and ‘Early Golden Bush Scallop’ 
squash are all beetle resistant 
varieties. Several of the newer 
cantaloupe varieties are also resis­
tant to beetles or bacterial wilt.
This striped cucumber beetle is 
shown considerably enlarged. It is 
actually the length of the line drawn 
beside the illustration.
Eliminate weedy areas to help 
reduce the number of overwintering 
sites for adults. Cover your plants 
with wire or cloth-screen cages 
when they emerge in the spring to 
protect them from beetles when they 
begin to fly. Once the plants are off 
to a good start, you can remove the 
protectors.
To eliminate pests without harm­
ing the environment, use selective, 
natural, organic insecticides such as 
Rotenone, Ryania, Sabadilla and 
Hellebore. Mix these materials with 
water and then spray them on the 
plants. You may need to repeat 
applications to control beetles flying 
into the area. Safe, biodegradable 
extracts from neem seeds and tung 
nuts are promising antifeedants 
against striped cucumber beetle.
You can also use wood ashes to 
control cucumber beetles. Mix a 
handful of wood ashes and a handful 
of hydrated lime in two gallons of 
water. Then spray both the upper 
and lower sides of the plant leaves.
□
—Daniel F. Mayer
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Now that you’ve built that farm pond, stock it with fish that will thrive in a pond environment. A1 Lo- 
pinot of Farm Pond Harvest sug­
gests four species including large-
mouth bass, bluegill, redear sunfish 
and channel catfish for good sport 
fishing over a long period of time. 
Pond fertility and species determine 
the number of fish you’ll be able to 
put in your pond. □
Lawn Mower Safety Tips
Here’s some safety advice from John Deere for the lawn mower operators in your family.
With a walk-behind lawnmower 
mow across hillsides so that you’re 
less likely to tangle with the mower 
if you slip and fall. Riding mowers 
and lawn tractors are more stable 
going up and down slopes.
Before you start mowing your 
lawn, walk around and pick up 
debris, sticks, stones, dog bones, 
anything that can be hurled by the 
mowing blades. Be sure your mow­
er’s discharge chute is equipped 
with a downward curving plate that 
will deflect objects to the ground.
If you mow close to a tree trunk, 
you can scrape off bark and damage 
the tree. The lower branches can 
scratch you or throw you off balance. 
Remove the grass around trees in a 
2 to 6-foot diameter circle, depend­
ing on the tree’s height, and fill the 
circle with a soft mulch like shred­
ded bark. You’ll trim the grass more 
easily and protect the tree.
Before you move across gravel, 
turn off the mower blades so they 
don't broadcast a hail storm of tiny 
stones.
Refuel your mower in a driveway 
where there’s good ventilation and 
any spilled fuel can be wiped up
without harming the lawn. Before 
refueling, wait for the engine to 
cool. If you smoke, leave your 
matches or lighter in the house.
Be sure the cutter blades are 
turned off before you clear a clog. 
Disconnect the spark plug wire on 
walk-behind mowers. Turn off the 
engagement switch on riding mow­
ers or tractors. Never put your 
fingers under the mower deck if the 
blades can turn under power. The 
blades move very close to the deck 
housing.
Keep children out of the mowing 
area. Don’t give them rides on 
tractors or dumpcarts. Show them 
the sharp blades under the deck and 
tell them they rotate at high speed 
and are dangerous.
Mowing forward provides better 
visibility. If you have to go back­
ward, look before moving and keep 
looking around. Move forward again 
as soon as possible.
Wear long slacks, hard shoes, and 
close fitting clothing that won’t snag 
easily on controls or branches but 
will protect your body.
The operator’s manual, decals on 
the machine itself, and a free Safety 
Know-How booklet from John 
Deere, Dept. 574, 1400 3rd Ave., 
Moline, IL 61265, are other available 
sources of safety information. □
H O W  TO  K ILL FLEAS
25 Page Illustrated Guide 
F ac t-filled  illu s tra te d  gu ide  describ es  m d e ta il 
the  m ost e ffec tive  m ethods of flea c o n tro l on 
your pe t and in you r home.
In c lu d e s  in fo rm atio n  on:
•  Pet bedding that naturally repels 
fleas
•  When and how to use flea dips, 
shampoos, sprays, powders and 
foams the safe, correct and most 
effective way
•  Symptoms of poisoning caused by incorrect or over use of 
flea products
•  Simple remedies for dry skin
•  Killing fleas in your house without using insecticides
•  Step-by-step instructions and Much. Much, More!
Avoid expensive pitfalls—Don't use good products in­
effectively.
$ 3.00 Each incudes MAIL ° ™ ERS TO.
postage and handling. P. o . B° *  17144
All O rders shipped sam e-day WICHITA KS 67217
NO C O.D s
SPECIAL
SOCIAL & CULTURAL TRIPS 
FOR UNATTACHED SINGLES
Send $5.00 for $100.00 discount 
coupon & details.
ABC [Cultural & Travel Club] 
365 Cape Vincent 
New York 13618-0599 
or
11-365 Princess St.
Kingston
Ontario, Canada K7L 5C7
U.N. FIGHTS AFRICAN DROUGHT
U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization Advisors 
teach Native Growers the many benefits of 
“ IRRIGRO” Micro-Porous Drip Irrigation. This unique 
watering system is particularly well-suited to Africa’s 
extreme drought co nd itio ns  and developing 
economies:
• SAVES 90% of water vs. sprinklers
• REDUCES 75% of investment and op. costs
• AVOIDS filtration and treatment of water
• EASY installation without tools needed
• RELIABLE, uniform watering, re-usable
• ENERGY EFFICIENT utilizing gravity pressure 
from recycled oil drums hand-filled.
These same “ IRRIGRO” benefits and economies are 
well-known to many North American Commercial 
Growers. By drip irrigating continuously at very slow 
flow rates matching the evapo-transpiration of the 
crops, water consumption rates are greatly reduced 
to only 2 to 4 gallons per minute per acre resulting in 
substantial savings in water, equipment cost and 
energy consumption. "Irrigro”  is one of the least 
costly drip systems at only 2 to 4c per foot. For more 
details and a free design quotation send a layout 
sketch to “ Irrigro” or try a test garden by ordering the 
new 'Master Gardener Drip System’. HO„ no
Specially designed for larger gardens, this water- 
efficient system irrigates 2,000  sq. ft. of garden. 
Containing 1,000' of micro-porous tubing plus 25 
T-connectors. 50’ header, Y-valve and 2 hose con­
nections with built-in pressure reducers, this 
economical system is easily installed with only a 
pocket knife. No emitter^, filters or timers needed 
as system operates continuously. Save 50% at the 
low introductory price. Send only $79.95 to Irrigro, 
Box 160, Niagara Falls, NY 14304. (416) 688-4090.
^ M A S T E R  
GARDENER 
DRIP SYSTEMW , V M - m  G U A R A N T E E D  U
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CHICKEN FEED 
IS NOT ENOUGH.. .
Raising poultry for show, eggs or meat takes more than feed . . .  
and Blue Seal understands. With timely chick day promotions 
in the spring, complete feeding and management programs, 
and the expert advice o f Blue Seal Representatives and 
Dealers, Blue Seal can make your commitment to 
poultry pay off. So if you’re into poultry, talk 
to your Blue Seal Dealer or Representative.
You’ll get more than just 
chicken feed. You’ll get 
what you need.
FEEDS
Mark of Quality since 1868 
Lawrence, MA 01842
Look for your Blue Seal Dealer in the Yellow Pages under Feed Dealers
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Bring on the Hammock
Qrab your favorite drink, a good book, and wrap your­self in a hammock, the old-fashioned way of beat­
ing summer heat in comfort. You 
can buy a hammock made of canvas, 
macrame or nylon, or you can make 
your own with a minimum of time 
and effort.
First you need sturdy, rugged 
canvas. You can get canvas in either 
36- or 45-inch wide rolls. On 
occasion, 54-inch wide rolls are 
available. Make sure your cloth 
measures 8 feet long.
For the shorter width canvas you 
need two strong, 4-foot-long wooden 
rods. For 54-inch wide canvas, the 
wooden rods should be 5 feet long. 
The rods should be two inches in 
diameter and made of hardwood 
such as oak or maple. Approximate­
ly two inches from either end of the 
rods, make a lA -inch deep notch.
Finally you need rope for both 
ends of the hammock, the lengths 
depending on where you put your 
hammock.
Take your canvas and fold over 
both ends 5*/2 inches. Stitch 5 inches 
from the folds, double stitching for 
strength. Flip the canvas over so the 
stitched side is not in view and add 
any frills you may desire, such as 
fringe along the outer edge.
Slide the wooden rods through the 
casings created by the stitched 
folds. Tie the rope ends over the 
notched areas with a good support­
ing hitch or bend knot.
If you have two slender, stable 
trees within eight feet of each other, 
hitch your hammock to them by 
winding the end ropes around the 
trees or put two large wood-screw 
hooks into the trunks and tie the 
rope securely with a bowline knot to 
the hooks.
If your trees aren’t ideally locat­
ed, try sinking two heavy stakes, 
such as fence posts, deep enough 
into the ground to support your 
weight. Use wood-screw hooks or 
notch the posts and tie on the 
hammock ropes. Since the hammock 
will sag with your weight, make sure 
you hang it high enough off the 
ground.
Many department stores also sell 
free-standing wood or metal ham­
mock frames. Their portability al­
lows you to move your hammock 
from screened porch to gazebo to 
backyard garden.
Wherever you choose to place 
your hammock, be careful not to get 
too close to certain plants; bees can 
be an annoying distraction on a 
warm summer day. □
—Patricia Barnes
o n e -m a n  S a w m i l l
The Only ONE-MAN 
PORTABLE SAWMILL 
Of Its Kind In The World
Don't let inflated lum ber prices stop your important building 
projects. The Sawmill goes right to the trees and turns out 
smooth, true-cut lu m b e r .. .  even beginners get excellent re­
sults. Just one man (no crew  needed) can easily cut enough 
on weekends to save hundreds of dollars over high lum­
beryard prices. Use as little as 25  horsepower. Factory-direct 
selling keeps price low. and convenient time payments may 
be arranged.
Rush coupon today for Fra# Booklet "How To Sow 
Lum bor."
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Magnifying
Reading Glasses
Send for your FREE Catalog 
today. Our 16-page catalog 
features 40 styles o f  magnifiers 
priced from $9.98, plus many 
other helpful vision aids and 
useful products, such as our 
new magnified sunglasses and 
fisherman glasses. In addition, 
our catalog provides a guide to 
lense strengths (diopter) to aid 
in your selection.
N AM E _______________________________
ADDRESS
CITY______________ STATE ZIP
PRECISION OPTICAL 
Dept. 173P, Lincoln & 6th S t ,  
Rochelle, IL 61068
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Including the 
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Gardening
G -4 6  T IP S  F O R  T H E  L A Z Y  G A R D E N E R  by  
L in d a  T i lg n e r .  W eeding got you down? Do 
insects seem to have it in for your garden? Is 
your garden too dem anding? Then th is  book 
speaks to you. It is ligh t, easy reading w ith  a 
serious message. H undreds of tips from 
garden ing  experts w ill a llow  you to enjoy 
re laxed garden ing in sum m er's  heat. The 
firs t big tip : Get organized because e ffo rt 
expended today saves sweat and ted ium  
tom orrow .
S oftcover.............................  $4 95
G -1 6  T H E  J O Y  O F  G A R D E N IN G  b y  D ic k  
R a y m o n d . A companion to the te levision 
series of the same name, th is  volum e 
contains the best of R aym ond’s gardening 
w isdom . Includes chapters on w ide rows, 
preparing  the soil, s ta rting  plants and 
stopping weeds, green m anures, root ce lla r­
ing, and more.
S oftcover...................................................$17.95
G -3 3  H O M E  G A R D E N IN G  W IS D O M  b y  
D ic k  a n d  J a n  R a y m o n d . H ere ’s the book that 
w ill make every home vegetable garden a 
m ore productive  one. Seed-to-table specifics 
cover how-to-grow  more than 55 popular 
vegetables inc lud ing tips  on how to handle 
garden bounty and lots of harvest recipes. 
S oftcover.......................................................$9.95
G W -0 5  G R O W IN G  A N D  U S IN G  H E R B S  
S U C C E S S F U L L Y  by B e t ty  E . M .  Ja c o b s .
H erb grow ers and those who have always 
w anted to try  it w ill find  a wealth of 
encouragem ent and sound advice in th is 
w e ll- illu s tra te d  book. The book covers 64 
herbs and includes how-to advice on propa­
ga tion , harvest, preparation and storage as 
w ell as m arke ting  and p ro fit-o rien te d  po in t­
ers.
S oftcover........................................................ $8.95
G -4 1  D O W N - T O - E A R T H  V E G E T A B L E  
G A R D E N IN G  K N O W - H O W  by D ic k  R a y ­
m o n d . “ I want to make gardening as fun , 
easy and successful as I can fo r the backyard 
gardener. I want to help people enjoy life , to 
help them grow as I have ...bo th  as gardeners 
and as human be in gs .”  D ick R aym ond’s 
best-selling garden ing favo rite  is now ava il­
able in a new revised ed ition . T rip le  your 
y ie ld , cut weeding tim e , stre tch your season, 
im prove soil, brew home bug remedies that 
work: it is never too late to start gardening 
fo r independence.
Softcover.
IH 31 T H E  G A R D E N IN G  ID E A  BOOK by th«  
Editors of F A R M S T E A D . A  c o rn u c o p ia  of 
g a rd e n in g  a n d  fa rm in g  h o w -to . T h is  b o o k ’s 
p a g e s  a r e  f i l le d  w ith  t ip s , tr ic k s , id eas  a n d  
h a n d s -o n  p ro je c ts . M o r e  th a n  10 0  p ra c tic a l  
a n d  u s e fu l a r t ic le s . B a c k y a rd  g a rd e n e rs  w ill  
e n jo y  c h a p te rs  on  s ta r t in g  to m a to  s e e d lin g s ,  
g ro w in g  re d  to m a to e s , h a n d lin g  o n io n s  fro m  
se ed  to  s to ra g e , o rg a n ic  in sec t c o n tro ls  a n d  
m o re . F a r m e rs  w ill  a p p re c ia te  a r tic le s  on  
m a k in g  h a y  in a n y  w e a th e r ,  m a n a g in g  th e  
s m a ll fa rm , f r u it  t r e e  f irs t a id , a n d  m a rk e t in g  
fa rm  p ro d u c e . A  fa b u lo u s  i llu s tra te d  a n ­
th o lo g y  fo r a  fr ie n d  o f F A R M S T E A D .  
S o ftc o v e r .......................................................... $ 1 0 .4 5
IH 3 3  T H E  B I O - G A R D E N E R ’ S B IB L E  b y  L e e  
F r y e r .  One of our favo rite  s taff guides to how 
to bu ild  a su p e r-fe rtile  garden This book 
com bines science w ith  na ture 's  resources to 
help you produce h igh -y ie ld , safe, n u tritious  
crops. Chapters address soil structu re , 
n itro g e n -fix in g , ex trac ting  m inerals from  
soil, m a in ta in ing  a balanced soil d ie t, the 
ro le of seaweed and fish , stra tegic fo lia r 
feed ing, non-toxic pest contro l and more. 
They d o n ’ t call it the "b ib le ”  w ithou t good 
reason.
S oftcover.......................................................$9.95
G -1 9  T H E  B U G  B O O K : H A R M L E S S  I N ­
S E C T  C O N T R O L S  b y  H e le n  a n d  Jo h n  
P h ilb r ic k .  A collection of s im ple ways to 
con tro l backyard garden pests w ithou t using 
toxic m ateria ls , th is  book is already standard 
fare among dedicated gardeners. It shows 
how to iden tify  both he lp fu l and harm fu l 
insects, how to make the most of the “ good 
bugs”  and how to get rid  of the bad ones 
safely.
S oftcover........................................................ $5.95
IH -1  G A R D E N IN G  F O R  A L L  S E A S O N S :  
T h e  c o m p le te  g u id e  to p ro d u c in g  fo od  a t 
h o m e  tw e lv e  m o n th s  a y e a r  b y  th e  N e w  
A lc h e m y  In s t itu te .  Discover new and innova­
tive garden ing techniques that you can use in 
your own backyard garden. The chapters, 
each covering a special aspect of food 
production: from  indoor and greenhouse 
garden ing to food preservation and recycling 
soil nu trien ts . A must for serious gardeners. 
S o ftco ve r..................................................... $12.95
IH - 2  H O W  T O  G R O W  M O R E  V E G E T A ­
B L E S : T h a n  you  e v e r  re a lly  th o u g h t p o s s ib le  
on  less  la n d  th a n  you  can  im a g in e .  B y Joh n  
J e a v o n s . This new ed ition includes the 
tho rough ly updated p lan ting charts, in fo rm a­
tion and plans needed to develop a garden 
rich and abundant in food, fru it ,  and g ra in s - 
enough to feed a fam ily  of fou r in the space of 
the average lawn. It also encourages the idea 
that a sm all and intensely developed small 
farm  can produce a substantia l income per 
year. The in fo rm ation is com plete ly up to 
date. 8 1/ 2 x 1 1 .
S o ftco ve r............... - ............... $7.95
G -4 5  C A S H  F R O M  S Q U A R E  F O O T  G A R ­
D E N IN G  b y  M e l  B a r th o lo m e w . Th is PBS 
series host and noted garden w rite r expla ins 
how to use his square-foot ga rden ing method 
to develop a backyard com m ercia l garden, 
how to grow  the best vegetables and how to 
sell that produce fo r a p re tty  p ro fit. Earn 
$ 1 0 0 0  or more in one sum m er from  a garden 
no larger than your liv ing  room. A ll the 
de ta ils are here.
S oftcover........................................................ $9.95
G -4 4  S E C R E T S  O F  P L A N T  P R O P A G A ­
T IO N  b y  L e w is  H i l l .  An au thorita tive , 
com prehensive, yet readable gu ide to s ta rt­
ing and grow ing flowers, vegetables, fru its , 
shrubs and frees from  the de licate A frican 
v io le t to the m igh ty oak A new reference 
th a t’s bound to be a classic, th is gu ide should 
be part of every serious ga rdener's  lib ra ry. 
Softcover. .....................$12.95
G -1 0  G R O W  Y O U R  O W N  C H IN E S E  V E G E ­
T A B L E S  b y  G e r i H a r r in g to n .  This book 
answers you r questions on Chinese vege­
tab les— Am erican, Chinese and botanical 
names; p lant descriptions; how to use each 
plant; w here to find  seeds; how to grow and 
harvest. It covers 40 d iffe ren t vegetables. 
Chinese vegetables are hea lth fu l and easy to 
grow  and f it  in to A m erican and O rienta l 
cu is ine .............................................................$7.95
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Livestock
G-20 YO U R  H O R SE by Judy C happie. A
step-by-step gu ide  to horse ow nersh ip  in 
easy-to-understand language. Covers in fo r­
m ation on housing and fencing, feeding and 
w ate ring , necessary equ ipm ent, tra in ing  and 
learn ing  to ride  as w ell as valuable in fo rm a­
tion on how to handle common medical 
problem s.
S oftcover.........................................................$9.95
G-24 R A IS IN G  A  C A LF FOR B EEF by 
Phyllis Hobson. Enjoy superio r beef fo r less 
than ha lf the superm arket cost. In 15-18 
months you can have 600-700 lbs. of beef 
w ith  jus t 1/2 hour of care per day. Includes 
com plete in fo rm ation  fo r care, feeding and 
housing. A lso com plete photos of home 
bu tchering . 128 pp ., 1 0 0  illus tra tions. 
S o ftco ve r........................................................ $6 .9 5
H e a lth y
G-25 K E E P IN G  L IV E S TO C K  H E A L T H Y : A 
V E T E R IN A R Y  G U ID E  by N. Bruce Haynes,
D .V .M . Dr. Haynes' emphasis is on preven­
tion and early detection of farm  anim al 
disease problem s. For horses, cows, pigs, 
sheep and goats he provides in fo rm ation  on 
how and what to feed, she lter, reproduction , 
diseases and much more. 160 pp., 70 
illu s tra tions .
S o ftco ve r....................................................$14.95
IH -2 2  IN O N E BARN by Lee Pelley.
Homestead an im als deserve good care, and 
proper she lter is a major com ponent of 
q u a lity  care. Th is book discusses how to 
o rie n t, design, and construct or rem odel a 
m u lti-pu rpose  barn that w ill she lte r several 
types of livestock under one roof.
S o ftco ve r.....................................................$11.95
W P-1 R A IS IN G  PO U LTR Y SUCCESSFULLY  
by W ill Graves. A good beg inne r's  text for 
those s ta rting  a home poultry  flock of 
chickens, ducks, or geese. The em phasis is 
on cost-e ffective  and tim e -e ffic ien t quality 
meat or eggs. The book covers purchasing 
your firs t chicks, incubation and rearing 
young, fe e d s -b o th  com m ercia lly prepared 
and home m ixed, disease contro l, housing 
and w atering needs, production goals and 
bu tchering  and dressing.
S oftcover.........................................................$8.95
R-37 D U C K S A N D  G EESE IN YOUR  
B A C K Y A R D  by Rick and Gail Luttm ann. A ll
rhe basics of dom estic w ate rfow l husbandry 
are presented in an en joyable, easy-to-read 
m anner. The Lu ttm ans provide in form ation 
on breeding, ha tch ing , feeding and health; 
how to manage your flock fo r eggs, meat 
a n d /o r down.
S o ftco ve r.......................................................$7.95
Here's an opportunity to start... add to... 
or com plete your FARMSTEAD library.
BACK ISSUES
Jam -packed w ith  v ita l in fo rm ation , each issue provides gardeners and farmsteaders everywhere w ith 
knowledge essential to se lf-suffic iency. Buy one, two, a dozen, or the en tire  set. Each back issue 
costs $2.00. Buy 12 or more and get an extra  issue FREE.
1974/1975
B I-4 Slugs & S uds*Pestilence in 
Y our W o o d lo t*B u tte r & B u tte r- 
m ilk *T h e  Great Purp le Vege­
table Patch*Successfu l Farm - 
stead*G row ing  Red Tom atoes* 
C ann ing *H igh lan d  C a ttle * 
G oat's M ilk  C heese*Sta lk ing the 
Low-Cost Chicken.
B I-5 Farm & Garden G uide*R ab- 
b its  fo r P ro fit*T a n n in g *Ja m  & 
Je llies*S to ring  F ru its  & Vege- 
tab les*F a ll & W in te r Gardens* 
Breeding P igs*P lan ting  Trees.
1976
B I-6 Ice H arvest*C lea ring  Land* 
How to Grow C hris tm as Trees* 
H eating w ith  W ood *S ta rting  
S eeds*W orkhorses*P eter Zach- 
arias: H olste in  B re e d e r*F ru it 
Leather.
B1-7 Bees in M a in e *H e irloom  
Beans*P lanting S igns*R ecycling 
Lum ber*R hubarb  Recipes*P ig 
P ow er*W ork  & Play w ith  
S quash*B u ild  a Fence*Tapping 
a Sugar B u sh*W ild  P lantigo.
B1-8 How to Buy a H orse*O r- 
ganic O rchard*P lan ts  That Poi­
son L ivestock*O rien ta l Vege- 
tab les*B ou n tifu l C om frey*M ak- 
ing Hay Despite the W eather* 
B ugs*Farm  Pond.
B 1-9 O ld-T im e A pp les*R a is ing  
Ducks* Forest M anagem ent* 
C h im neys*M ore  A bou t Muscovy 
D ucks*Feather P illow s*W inged 
Pest C atchers*Augers, Froes & 
Crozes.
1977
B I-10 Wood Stove Cookery*Sav- 
ing Energy*Tobacco-G row Your 
O w n*Lam b ing *H arves ting  Salt 
H ay*The Commonsense Garden- 
e r*F arm ing  w ith  a D raft Horse 
in Quebec.
BI-11 Know Your Soil*Choosing 
Your Goose*A Bee fo r the 
N o rth *S m e lting *D igg ing  Dande- 
lions*M o du la r C o ld fram e*E arth  
O ysters*Pony P ow er*E arly  Care 
fo r Better Apples.
B I-13 W ild  Harvest: W ild  F ru its 
of the Northeast, Part l*M ix -  
tures*Low  Sugar Jams & Je llies* 
To Husband a Goat: A M oral 
Ta le*B ackberries*C o ffe , Tea or 
Chicory*Tea Thym e.
BI-15 T a lk in g  T tirk o y *C ro a tio n s
w ith W eeds*Q u ilting*W ood- 
burn ing Basics, Part 11 • Hopi 
Blue Corn*C ornerstones: A 
School for B u ile rs*F in d ing  Wa- 
te r*B rew  Beer.
1978
BI-18 S unflowers*Log-End 
H om e*T ru th  A bout Cucumbers, 
Melons, Squash*The Reliance 
Peach*Pest M anagem ent in the 
O rchard*G reens*P low ing  w ith a 
D raft Horse, Part II- H arrow ing 
& Seeding.
BI-19 Plow ing w ith  a Draft 
Horse,Part I II-  H aym aking*R ais- 
ing R abb its *M O F G A *G etting  
Your G oa t*lnsect Pests & Their 
Enem ies*G inseng.
BI-20 Preserving Your G arden’s 
B oun ty*C hickens*S m all Stock* 
Butcher the Homestead H og* 
Home-Can M e a t*D ry  Beans* 
Small Farm  M anagem ent-H ar­
vesting the C orn*N o-F lush  Toi- 
le ts *C om m un ity  C ann ing*U rban 
Farm ing .
BI-21 C a u liflo w e r*M a ke  a Rug* 
Raising B ees*F irs t A id  fo r F ru it 
T re e s *M itte n s *E va  McCann - 
Lady from  Lubec*Suqar Substi- 
tu tos*H oney Cookery*Burnm <|
Junkwood*Scarlet Runner Beans
1979
BI-22 Tomato Com petitions* 
C hili Peppers*Own a C ow *lf 
Your Cow K icks*Cow-Buyers 
Guide*S top Carpenter A nts* 
Guide to lnsu la tion*R e tro fitted  
Home.
BI-23 Peppers & E ggp lant*F ish 
Farm ing : Salt W ate r T rout, Cold 
W ater O ysters*B uy a Pig*Pigs 
in the Pasture*P igs for P ro fit* 
Gardening T ip s *A ll Brooding, 
H atch ing, Incubating & Caring 
for Fow l*G o-Power: Energy C ri­
sis Foods*Parsley*W eeds Can 
Tell You About Your Soil.
BI-25 T im e to Buy Your Wood 
S tove*Beans*R aising Guinea 
B irds*Land- K now ing W hat You 
O w n*A  Pair of O xen*Eating 
F low ers*R un a C raft Business* 
Stocking Y our Toolshop*H and 
Hewn Beams.
BI-26 Root C rops*Thoughts on 
K illin g  M y C a lf*G et Your Live­
stock to M arke t*W ood  Stove 
S afety*N FP A  W ood Stove Clear- 
ances*Cooking W ith  W ood* 
C him ney F ires*Sheep Dops* 
Skin a P ig*P um pkin  Recipes.
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Farmstead Magazine offers year-round attention to timeless 
methods and current developments in your home, field, garden and bam
BACK 
ISSUES.. .
B I-27 Eastern Coyote*Turkeys* 
Seed Catalog Review*Stuffing  
Recipes*Venison*The Sauna* 
Barnloft R abbits*Hot W ater  
From Your Wood Stove*Brown  
'n Serve B read*Crazy Quilt.
1980
BI-28 Health & the G ardener* 
Perfect Peas*Araucanas*Hom e- 
M ade B u tter*M an ag e a Coppice 
W o o d lo t*M a ke  Your Own Snow- 
shoes*Let Your Chickens 
R ange*Eating  Betty, Tom &  
Susan*The Farm  Dum p*Beets.
B I-29 Year-Round Planting  
G uide*M ulch*B o rage*Toads*  
Edib le Dandelions*Goodbuy 
B eetles*H arvest Your Orchard, 
Part l*H arve st Your Orchard, 
Part ll*E g g s *H o t Tips for a Cold 
C lim ate.
B I-30 Start a Backyard Orchard* 
G uide to Chain Saw s*W ild Bee 
H u n ter*G reat Garden Soil*The  
Right Shovel.
BI-31 Bees*B lue Ribbon Black 
Sheep*H erbalist Notebook*Or- 
han Lambs*Cash in on Capons* 
M ake a Rabbit Hutch.
B I-32 How to Install W indow s* 
M ake a Solar W indow Box &  
Solar Food D ryer*Feed Your 
G oat*G row  M o re in a Small 
G arden*Sw eet Corn.
B I-33 W oodstove Harvest: A 
G uide to Woodburning Cook- 
stoves, Part l*C ider Press*Dry  
Your H arvest* Drying Vege- 
tables*Taking Stock: Farmstead  
H arvest Accounting*Gathering  
the H arvest.
B I-34 Living U nderground*Hand  
Riving Shakes & Rails*Raising 
Pigs*M asonary Firestoves*Fire- 
stove Building T ips*G uide to 
W oodburning Cookstoves, Part 
I I*  A rt of Cooking on a W ood- 
stove*M ake Sausage*Onions in 
the F a ll*B rew  H erb Tea.
B I-35 Blacksm ithing*Build a 
Brick Forge*Fru itfu l Living*Plan  
a Perm anent G arden*W ind  Elec­
tric System *Birds of P rey*M ake  
Holiday G ifts*R abb its*N ew  Life  
for an O ld House, Part l*Donuts.
1981
B I-36 Twitch Horses*Green- 
house*G arden Seeds*W inter 
Squash* Fence a G oat*Gourd  
C rafting*Le t the W ind  Blow* 
Planting a W ind breaker*W in te r  
Herbs.
B l-37 Salad G arden*B uild a 
Food D ryer*A laskan G arden* 
Cooling Fram es*G round Cher- 
ries*Codling M oths*Eat Acorns* 
Braiding O nions*W indow  Box 
G reenhouse*Living Xmas Trees.
B I-38 M allards*D ucks*Seed- 
lings*G arden U se-Agains* 
Sprouted Seeds*Blossoming 
T im e*S pring  O rchard*B eehive  
lnspection*N ew  Life for an Old  
House, Part ll*C an  Your Melons 
in the Garden.
B I-39 W a te r A ppreciation*Earth  
Ponds*W ater-Loving Peren- 
n ia ls*D rip  lrrigation*B athtub  
E co logy*Trou t*The Blackfly 
G ardener* Homegrown Pesti- 
cides*P igeons*W ild  W ater.
B I-40  Selecting a Rural Hom e- 
site*C utting  the Cost of Shelter* 
W ood to Last*Tam ing the Tool- 
shed*W ood Heat Safety Check* 
A ttic  F an *U S D A  Report on O r­
ganic F a rm in g *M ilk  Your Goat* 
Trim  Goat Hooves.
BI-41 Cast Iron Cookware*The  
Capable Cookstove*Cookstove 
Buyers G u id e *M ea t Canning* 
Roadside Stand*Blueberries* 
H alf a C ow *H om e Root C ellar* 
Sour Cream  Recipes.
B I-42 W orking the W oods*C ar- 
ing for Your Chainsaw*Success- 
ful W ood C o-O p*W here Rot 
Spelled Revival*Soil Ecology* 
H om e-B uilt W ood Furnace*Hog  
Econom ics*Hogs on the Small 
Farm *Chicken Tracks & Soap* 
Forcing Spring Bulbs.
B I-43 Rumford F irep lace*M ore  
Heat from the H earth *H oliday  
Table*R aising Chickens*The Sil­
ver Spangled H am burg*W hite - 
tail: A Year in the Life of a D eer* 
Tanning Buckskin*M ake Buck­
skin M ittens*G reen  M anure.
1982
B I-44 Total Tom ato*W ood Ash- 
es*South of the Border Vege­
tables* Dried Flowers* W in te r
Care of Livestock*Garden Direc- 
to ry*P u ttin ' By the lce*Planning  
New P ou ltry *M ake  Cant Hook* 
W hole Grain Flour.
B I-45 Year 'Round Garden Guide  
& Record Book*Think G reen- 
house*Sim ple Backyard Green- 
house*Long Season G ardening* 
A lp ine S traw berries*A  T im e to 
Reap, Techniques for Harvesting  
Small G ra in *A  T im e to Sow.
B I-46 Orchards in the Spring* 
Backyard Perm aculture*The A- 
mazing Luffa*H om e Sheep 
Shearing*H ow  to Buy a Baby 
C alf*B ucket C alves*The Purple  
M artin *W ater-P u m p in g  W ind - 
m ills*Joys of Spring Salads.
B I-47 Im prove Your Pasture*Is a 
T ille r for You?*1982 Rototiller 
D irectory*G arden for Your Live- 
stock*M angels*A  Lifetim e with 
Horses*So You W an t to W ork  
H orses?*W hy Knot?*Farm ing  
on a Small P lanet*7th Annual 
N O F A  C onference*W atercress.
B I-48 Tunnels & Rowcovers* 
M id-S um m er Planting*Cool Sea­
son Crops*Tractor Pow er*Foliar 
Feeding*Farm ing  Tough*W hat 
is Eating my Garden*Choosing
Fam ily G oat*Dow sing*Snapping  
Turtles.
B I-49 Herbs in Preserving*Corn  
Cob Jelly*Sour Pickles*W ood  
Stove K itchen*Safe Chim ney* 
Tomato H arvest*G reenhouse for 
Three Seasons*W orking O xen* 
Blue Ribbon Livestock*Harvest 
Breads.
B I-50 Fruit of the V ine*G rapes of 
Distinction*G et the Most from  
Your S hred der*K ale *T ria l of a 
W oodsplitter*H eat E fficiently  
with W ood*W indow s That Keep  
You W arm ...a n d  Cool!*Sor- 
ghum M akin g*lrish  Dexters.
BI-51 Great Gold Rush*O kra in 
the N orth*H earthside Cookery* 
Build a Cordwood Hot Tub*R ais- 
ing Our Own Firew ood*W hen  
the Kids W ant a Pony*Natural 
D yes*A rt of Home-Smoked Fish.
1983
BI-52 Straw berries*Sneak Pre- 
views-New Vegetables & Fruits 
for 1983*Raspberries*Goose- 
berries*Seeds for the W in te r  
G reenhouse*Grow European Cu- 
cum bers*Build a Low-Cost 
Greenhouse*Plans for Farm ­
stead's Solar Greenhouse I*  
Broccoli R aab*Farm stead 's 1983 
G ardener’s Directory.
B I-53 Sow It Goes*Sweet Pota- 
toes*Dollar Saving Food Gar- 
den*D w arf Apples*Swiss
Chard*Farm stead 1983 Planting  
Guide and Record Book*Green- 
house Tom atoes*Pig is M igh tie r  
Than the Plow
BI-S4 H efty Head Lettuce*The  
Total T ille r*1 983 Rototiller Di- 
rectory*Planting an O rchard* 
M aking a C left G raft*A ustrian  
W in te r Peas*Sweet Peas*Rais- 
ing a Small Flock of Sheep
BI-55 W ild life  Control Devices* 
M ake a M in t B arrel*G iv ing Your 
Greenhouse Fresh A ir*S afe  G ar­
den Sprayers* Raised Bed Gar- 
dening*Energy Efficient House 
Cut from the M a ine  W oods* 
Build a Garden Cart
BI-S6 Fall H erb G arden*M oore- 
gold Squash*How to Buy a 
Wood Stove*D ried M eals &  
M ixes*K eeping  Your Chimney  
C lean*B uild a Food Drying  
Shed*Backyard Goat Dairy.
B I-57 1984 W ood Heat Direc- 
tory*Safer Chain Saw s*Fall Lily 
Planting*C him ney Fires*W ood  
Stove Recipes*Solar/W ood- 
Heated Greenhouses*Facts on 
W ood Furnaces*Great G reen­
house Soil
B I-58 W indow sill Gardens* 
Wood Stoves &  Plants*Bush  
Cherries* Ice Harvest*Solar 
H om e*W ood Stove A cces.*Egg  
Eating Chickens*Canada Geese*
1984
BI-60 Troubleshooting the T il- 
ler*Trench Grown ’T a te rs*K o h l­
rab i*N ew  Varieties for 1984* 
Siberia Tom ato*Solar H om e* 
Build a Bee H ive*Spring  Pigs* 
Salad Bar for Chickens*Honey  
Cookery*O xen* Self-Sufficient 
Fam ily.
BI-61 Incredible Edible Half 
Acre*Rabbits & Earthwerm s  
M ake Great Garden Soil*G etting  
into Hot W ate r*B u ild  a Wood  
Shed*Top D ollar H ay*H om e  
B utcher*C oriander*F ilberts
BI-62 Germ an Greens*Black 
C urrants*Envelope H ouse*M an- 
aging Sheep*Tools for Brush 
C utting*H elen  N earing*W ild  
Mushrooms.
BI-63 A ntique A p p les*M arket­
ing Chinese Vegetables*Goose  
M yth s*H aflin g er Horses*Cata- 
lytic W ood Stoves*Farmhouse  
Solar Retrofit.
B I-64 Solviva W in te r G arden* 
O ld-Tim e Seeds* Packbasket
M aker*lta lian  V ine H oe*F ire - 
place lnserts*Greenhouse Chick­
en Coop*Llam as*1985 Hom e  
G ardener's Directory.
1985
BI-65 New Varieties for '85* 
Greenspaces* Computerized  
G arden*B uild ing Stone W alls*  
Shovel T ips*H andicapped Gar- 
dening*D onkeys*H erb  Farm ing.
BI-66 Year-Round Gardening  
G uide*M arket Garden Tools* 
Pruning M ethods*Chain-Saw  
Built Log H om e*P ies*B arn Owls
BI-67 Build the M alibu  Barn •  
Horses & Barbed W ire  Fences •  
Soil Solarization •  Pattypan 
Squash •  Photovoltaics •  Cut 
Flower Cash •  Buying Your First 
Tractor •  Tom ato Hornworm
B I-68 K elp  for B etter Soil •  Beat 
the Japanese B eetle •  Tools for 
Big W eeds •  F ill the Freezer •  
Pickling Spices •  Berry Vinegars  
•  W oodburning Safety Tips •  
Pedal-Powered W a te r System •  
Catfish Farm ing •  Competing at 
the Fair
B I-69 Hom e Soil Test*Concord  
G rapes*K eeping the A pple H ar- 
vest*C ider*O ld  and New Cook- 
stoves*Gangnail H ouse*K n ife- 
Sharpening*Colored Sheep*G er- 
man Angora Rabbits
B I-70 Hom e Test Garden Project 
Results* Parsnips*C arrots*Prair- 
ie G arden*C ountry Business 
A dvice*Finnish Fireplaces*Ba- 
gels*Soapm aking*G uinea Fowl
1986
BI-71 1986’s New Garden Vari- 
eties*T ile  Stoves*Egg Cookery* 
M ules*G inseng Growing*Pocket 
B read*Starting Seeds *
BI-72 A lm anac and Year-Round  
G ardening G u ide*D ick Ray­
m ond’s Gardening Year, Part I*  
Greenhouses for G ardeners* 
Garden R ecord-keeping*Lunar
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G ardening*Salad R ecipes*Khakl 
C am pbell Ducks
B I-73 Know Your Onions*Log  
Hom e L iv ing*B uild  a Brick 
H ea rth *T im b e r F ram ing*S plit 
Rail Fences*The B ear*C ountry- 
w ays*A lm anac
BI-74 K ing C orn* Cornhusk
Broom to M a k e *J e lly  M ak in g *  
Sauerkraut*P ickles*C anning  
G uide*C ast-lron Cookware •  
H erb  Gathering T im e*C ountry  
Person’s Tool Shed
BI-75 Home Orchard M icro- 
C lim ates • D ick Raymond's Gar­
dening Year, Part II • Cata lytic 
Fireplace Inserts • Chain Saw
Safety in the  W ood lo t •  Log 
Home Designs • Cajun C ook in ’ .
BI-76 Cross C oun try  Skiing • 
Snow S ledding • C oun try  B uffe t 
• H earth Fires • H om e Test 
Garden Project Results •  G ar­
dener’s D irecto ry.
BI-77 W in te r W ild life  • Cabin
Fever Relievers • Heirloom  
Blooms • 1987’s New Garden 
V arie ties • Seed S tarte r • Gar­
den Tools • Perfect Chickens.
B I-78 N atu ra l Pest Enemies • 
Year-Round Garden Guide • 
S traw berries • Garden Plan • 
H erb  W rea th  • Small-Scale Trac- 
tors • Safe W eed W hacking .
The FARMSTEAD Market Basket Order Form
ORDERED BY: PAYMENT METHOD:
N A M E :_____________________________________________ □  Mastercard □  Check
ADDRESS:_________________________________________  DVISA □  Money Order
C IT Y :______________________________________________  ___________________________________________________
S T A T E :____________________________________________  Card Account Number Expiration Date
Z IP :________________________________________________  _________________________
Signature
CATALO G
NUM BER Q U A N TITY SIZE DESCRIPTION ITEM PRICE TO TA L PRICE
M ERCHANDISE PRICE TO TA L
POSTAGE & HANDLING (See Chart Below) ________________
MAINE RESIDENTS ADD 5% sales tax
TOTAL PRICE OF ORDER _______________
Stf87
SHIPPING INFORM ATION:
Our policy is prompt order fulfillment. We ship garden tools 
and binders via UPS. so please be sure to include a street ad­
dress when ordering these items as UPS cannot deliver to a 
P.O. box. Please allow 6-8 weeks for complete order delivery.
Make checks payable to: The Farmstead Press. Box 111. Freedom. ME 04941
POSTAGE & HANDLING: 
Up to $9.99 Add $1.25 
$10.00 to $14.99 Add $2.00 
$15.00 to $19.99 Add $2.75 
$20 and up Add $3.50
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Home Sweet Home
h
w .
i w t e *
IQOWOMES
Ask about our Dealer Program.
I------------------------------------------------------------------------1
□  New Log & Timberframe Catalog of Homes, 
enclose payment of $ 6 .0 0 [M astercard or V IS A ]
□  Send free brochure about Honest Abe’s 40 
styles of log homes
N am e__
Address
City
Mail to: Honest Abe Log Homes 
Rt. 1, Box 84-A1, Moss, TN 38575-9724 
Or call 615-258-3648 and we'll send you more details. 
Outside Tennessee, call 1-800-231-3695
hat is it about an 
Honest Abe Log Hom e that 
makes life seem simpler, 
calmer, m ore real?
Is it the satisfaction you 
feel when you pull into the 
driveway at the end o f the 
day and see a home that you 
built?
Is it the security you feel 
as you are surrounded by 
smooth, sturdy 6" x 10" 
pine logs? Or the sturdiness 
that the technologically 
su perior  H onest A be 
assem bly m ethod gives 
your home?
Is it the smile that crosses 
your face when you see a 
utility bill that reflects the 
energy efficiency you can 
get only from our special in­
sert and chinking system?
Is it the stimulating pine 
smell that rises up to greet 
you when you walk through 
the door?
Or is it just the quiet, ma­
jestic beauty of a home that 
is a piece of nature?
Honest Abe Log Homes 
believes it's all o f these 
things. And more.
C risp . V
C n in c h y N ^ ?
Contam inated.
Much of America’s food supply is 
tainted. Our fruits, vegetables, meat, and 
dairy products often contain potentially 
dangerous pesticides and drugs. Even our 
apples-long a symbol of health-are often 
sprayed with cancer-causing chemicals.
And the widespread use of antibiotics in 
animals threatens the value of these medical 
miracles for fighting human diseases.
AMERICANS FOR SAFE FOOD, a na­
tional coalition of concerned citizens, 
believes that consumers have the right-to- 
know what’s in their food and the right to 
have safe food at their supermarkets.
To become an AMERICAN FOR SAFE 
FOOD, send in the coupon below.
AMERICANS FOR SAFE FOOD is coor­
dinated by the Center fo r  Science in the 
Public Interest, 150116th Street, NW, 
Washington, D C  20036
Name ___________________________________________
Address ________________________________________
City ____________________ State________ Z i p ________
T elephon e________________________________________
□  Enclosed is a contribution to ASF ($__________)
Can You Afford 
A Rollover?
Install rollover protection 
and safety belts now, or 
pay for an accident later.
Photo © Meredith Corp.
h u  uu ihhsiim irnnaj hbtmji
@ N ational Safety Council
flmflNAC
Gender 
‘Hijinks’
eing born a female doesn’t 
mean a lifetime as a fe­
male, at least not in the 
animal kingdom. For some 
creatures, sex can be remarkably 
flexible, according to an article in 
International Wildlife magazine. A 
barnyard hen, for example, can 
become a fully functioning rooster if 
her ovary is removed. On the other 
hand, the sex of many baby reptiles 
depends on the temperature of the 
eggs. If American alligator eggs are 
incubated below 86 degrees F, they 
produce all females. But if the 
temperature rises above 93 degrees, 
the eggs hatch as males.
In contrast, the Atlantic logger- 
head turtle determines its sex just 
the opposite way: cool temperatures 
produce males. The gender of its 
kin, the American snapping turtle, 
is based on a different internal 
thermometer. Eggs incubated at 
high or low temperatures develop 
into females, while moderate condi­
tions produce males.
Why is this? Scientists speculate 
that incubation temperatures go 
hand-in-hand with the ideal condi­
tions for the continuation of the 
species. In alligators, for example, 
the cool conditions that produce 
females also cause the offspring to 
be larger.
Other creatures actually change 
sex during their lifetimes. Whether 
they’re male or female depends on 
which sex happens to be more 
productive at any given moment. 
For example, the bluestreak cleaner 
fish, found on tropical reefs, lives in 
groups that typically consist of one 
male and five or six females.
The male, which is the largest 
fish, mates regularly with all the 
females. The females have a peck­
ing order much like one in a chicken 
coop, but it’s based on size. When a 
female dies, each fish of lower social 
status moves up a notch. But when a 
male dies, the largest female be­
comes male. Within an hour of his 
death, the dominant female begins 
acting like a male fish would. Within 
two weeks, the female-turned-male 
fish begins producing sperm. □  
—National Wildlife Federation
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Hot Hogs
When temperatures go a- bove 85 degrees Fahren­heit, hog performance suffers. Since hogs can’t 
sweat, they must rely on the 
evaporative process and panting for 
cooling. During this time the hogs' 
feed consumption will go down.
To reduce heat stress, hang 
misting hoses above the pens of 
growing and breeding pigs. Set with 
a timer to provide five minutes of 
water misting every hour. Wallows 
and natural or manmade shades also 
help reduce heat stress.
In the farrowing quarters set up a 
five-gallon bucket of water with a 
pin hole in the bottom to drip water 
on the top lines of sows. But use 
some common sense. You don’t 
want the drip to become a Chinese 
water torture for the sow or to create 
a chilling swamp for the pigs.
You can also direct water droplets 
or air on the sow's nose to keep her 
cool. Use box-type fans or squirrel 
cage blowers to keep air circulating 
in farrowing quarters. □
— Kelly Klober
How Did the 
Armadillo 
Cross the River?
I t's no joke if you’re an armadillo. But this multi­talented, nocturnal mam­mal can either walk, float 
or swim across water. According to 
Ranger Rick magazine, armadillos 
can gulp down air and blow up their 
stomachs and intestines like inner 
tubes. Then they float across a river, 
armor and all. They can also dog 
paddle or hold their breath long 
enough to walk across the bottom of 
smaller rivers. □
How(k
chir
>esyour
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Prevent a Chimney Fire...
LOOK BEFORE YOU HEAT!
Free Brochure
Send self-addressed 
stamped long envelope.
stadkupi ?
pwwooo■LJ HEATING EED ALLIANCE
Chimney Safety
1101 Connecticut Ave. N.W
Suite 700
/Washington, D C. 20036
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
DMalon of Hn iIm  Corporation
Oregon. Illinois 61061
NAME_________________________________________________________
ADDRESS_____________________________________________________
CITY__________________________________________________________
STATE________________ Z IP _________________ PHONE__________ /
Mail this coupon to Woods Mowers, Dept.FM .Oregon, Illinois 61061
Woods mowers are backed with 4 0  years of dependable quality. 
See our ad for M O W ’N M A C H IN E S  on the back cover.
Please send complete information 
on the Woods line of 
MOW'N MACHINES.
Any way you look at it, 
a Northern Products Log Home is a beauty.
Inside and out, our log homes are a joy to behold. One reason is our quality components, 
like triple-glazed windows and handsome crossbuck doors. Precision assembly features help, too. 
We pre-cut, number and letter every log, so building is easy as ABC.
Modify our plans or create your own — our trained representatives will be glad to help. 
Absolutely free of charge. And it’s easy to see the beauty of that.
For a beautiful full-color catalogue, send $6.00 to the address below, or call us.
Northern Products 
Log Homes
Dept. BY H F.P .O . Box 616, Bomarc Road, Bangor, ME 04401-0616 
1-800-447-4050 • In Maine: 207-945-6413
Manufacturing facilities in Bangor, ME and Statesville, NC.
®1987 NPLH
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Acreage
N O R T H E R N  ID A H O . 5-10-20 A C RES. 
Trees, meadows, creeks, springs, clean air, 
w ild life . Northwest forest and lake country. 
H undreds of choice parcels. Hom esites, 
m iniranching, recreation, retirem ent. Easy 
term s. FR E E  brochure, maps, photos, 
inform ation. National Associated Proper­
ties, Dept. S, 1111 Sherm an, Coeur 
d jA len e , Idaho 83814. (208)664-8161. Su4p
20-40-60 ACRES SO U TH E R N  C A L IF O R N - 
ia. Views, hot w ater, land. A ll u tilities  
available, mini ranching, retirem en t, rec­
reation. 20 miles from Palm Springs. 
$3,000 per acre. Phone: 619-329-7470. Su1p
TE N N E S S E E  F A R M , R etirem ent, M o un­
tain , and Lake Properties. Easy Financing. 
FR E E  Catalog. Kay Realty, Rogersville, TN  
37857. 615-272-9321. Su4p
P R O D U C T IV E  K E N T U C K Y  F A R M S , aban­
doned farm s, and wooded acreage; free  
brochure. H art County Realty, Box 456W , 
M unfordville , K Y 42765. (502)524-1980.
Su2p
Building/Shelter
B L U E P R IN T S ...77 O U T S T A N D IN G  barns. 
Barnstyle workshops, garages, M in ibarns, 
Hom es. Catalog $4. (refundable). Ashland- 
barns, 990FS Butlercreek, Ashland, OR 
97520. Su4p
R E D W O O D  G R E E N H O U S E S — F IN E S T  
quality. Americas lowest prices. Fully 
guaranteed. Free color catalog. Santa 
Barbara Greenhouses, 1115-J A venue Aca- 
so-F, Cam arillo , CA 93010.___________ Ga3p
Business Opportunities
$25,000 IN YO U R  B A C K Y A R D . Spare­
tim e-grow ing profitable specialty plants. 
Easy-start with $50. Free inform ation. 
H om estead, Box 988-FS, Friday H arbor, 
W A  98250. Ga4p
M A IL O R D E R  M A R K E T IN G  O P P O R TU N -  
ity: Start im m ediately. Free plan. Dana  
M arke tin g , Rt. 1 Box 533, Sunset, TX  
76270. _______________________________Su1 p
M A K E  G O O D  M O N E Y  C O L L E C T IN G  
n a tu re ’s free dollars! Free inform ation. 
N ature, Box 1214, Franklin , TN  37065- 
1214.__________________________________Su1 p
$40,000 ON 1 13 A C R E! New Hydroponics. 
Inexpensive startup, m aintenance. Plea­
sant work. Practical. Free inform ation. 
W a lte r ’s, Box 1214, Franklin, TN  37065- 
1214.__________________________________Su1p
$20,000 IN YO U R  B A C K Y A R D ! G R O W  
Ginseng sparetim e. Sell $60 pound. Easy 
start. F ree inform ation. Lee’s, 5712 Cooper 
Road, Indianapolis, IN 46208. Su1p
H O W  TO  G E T  R IC H  in M A IL  O R D E R  
Secrets revealed. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
FR E E  inform ation! W rite : H enry , Box
9132-FS, R iviera Beach, FL 33404. Su1p
Crafts
G UN  C A B IN E T  W IT H  R E V O LV IN G  R A C K  
Includes w ritten instructions, material list, 
detail draw ings to scale, $10.00. Invesco, 
Box 3681, M acon, A 31205.___________ Su1p
G O LD , S ILVER  IM IT A T IO N S  LO O K, Feel 
like the real thing. M ade from cheap 
metals. Send $14.95 for “ Casting M e ta ls .”  
Texas residents add $.93 cents tax. Battin  
Publications, 618-B South Fordham , Perry- 
ton, T X  79070._______________ .________ Su1p
BABY SHO ES B E A U T IF U L L Y  B R O N ZE D . 
W rite  for free brochure. Keepsake bronz­
ing, 54 Pem broke St., M ariboro, M A  
01752.________________________________ Su2p
B A S K E T R Y  & C H A IR  S E A TIN G  SUP- 
plies including books and kits. Top quality, 
lowest prices. M /C  & V IS A  phone orders 
accepted. Send large $.39 stamped envel­
ope for free catalog. Country Seat, Box 24 
RD2, Dept. F, K em pton, PA 19529. 
215-756-6124,________________________ Ga4p
A R TIS T  OILS A N D  SUPPLIES, Quality  
Line Reasonable 50 Cents (refundable). 
SJ’S* Dept. F , 760 V illage Rd. W est, 
Trenton, NJ 08648. Sp2p
D o-It-Yourself
K A C H E L O F E N  - E X T R E M E L Y  E N E R G Y - 
effic ient, European-style masonry wood- 
heater. For com plete do-it-yourself con­
struction m anual, m ail $12.00 to: Franz  
K ratschat, RR #1 Site 1 Box 11, W em bley, 
A lberta , Canada TOH 3S0._______  Su1p
A IR LESS P A IN T  SPR A YER , ALSO CA N  
be used to spray insecticides and deodoriz­
ers. Send $29.50 to: Billy Barrett, Box 384, 
Im perial Beach, CA 92032.____________Su4p
IN S U L A T E D  W IN D O W  T R E A T M E N T  
K ITS . Easy to make. W arm er w inters, 
cooler summers using W arm W indow  fab­
ric. For inform ation send self addressed 
stamped envelope to: M ountain Shades, 
D epartm ent F6, 8629 Coolwoods W ay , 
Sacramento, CA 95828._______________ Su1 p
W R IT E  YO U R  O W N  W IL L . Save money. 
Do it yourself. I t ’s Legal. (4) Forms fill in. 
$10.00 Prepaid. (One Y e a r’s Moneyback 
G uarantee) P ick’s, Dept. Ped., Tom pkins- 
ville, K Y  42167._________________ Su6p
Energy
F A N T A S T IC  S A V IN G S !! Log Splitters and 
Com ponents— Pumps $79.95, 4 ”  x 24 ’ ’ 
C ylinders $139.95, Valves $49.95. Dealers 
Needed. Contact Iron &  Pak, Inc., P.O. Box 
190, K ew anee, IL 61443. 309-853-1006. 
Free Catalog._________________________ Sp5p
Garden
O R G A N IC  G A R D E N IN G  SUPPLIES, Rock 
Phosphate, Greensand, Diatomaceous 
Earth, K elp , Fish and Seaweed Products, 
Natural Pest Controls, Free catalog. Ohio 
Earth Food, 13737S Duquette, H artv ille , 
O H  4 4 6 3 2 .___________________________ Su1 p
V E G E T A B L E  TR A N S P LA N TS . FR E E  color 
catalog describing the 56 most widely 
recommended varieties for the fresh m ar­
ket and home garden. Also, 62 introductory 
plants (12 Green Duke hybrid broccoli and 
50 Sweet Spanish hybrid onion) come 
FR EE with your first order. A ll sturdy, 
uniform , field-grown plants packed fresh 
daily. Call 883-7029 or w rite  Piedmont 
Plant Company, P.O. Box 424-P, A lbany, 
G A  31703.____________________________ Ga3p
H ER B S, W IL D F L O W E R S . For profit or 
pleasure. Free inform ation. Send SASE. 
H olly H ill, Box 416-F , Hughes Springs, TX  
75656.________________________________ Sp2p
G R O W  G IA N T  E L E P H A N T  G A R LIC ! Earn 
$10,000-$20,000 yearly. Growers instruc­
tional manuel $4. “ H oney-D o" Farm s, Rt. 
3, Box 158-C, Sum m it, M S 39666. Su2p
P O T E N T  O R G A N IC  F E R T IL IZ E R S , Cus­
tom D rip Systems, Unique Garden Acces­
sories. Catalog $1.00. M ag ic  Garden  
Supply, P .O . Box 68E, Redway, CA 95560. 
_______________________________________Su1p
G LA D IO LU S  F IN D E R S  W IL L  F IN D  YO U R  
favorite variety. SASE to: Lazarus, P.O. 
Box 69325-F, Portland, OR 97201. Su1p
P R E M IU M  G A R D E N  TO O LS A N D  Sup­
plies. O ur free 24 page color catalog has 
over 200 of finest quality gardening  
supplies available, including Gardena  
Sprinklers, forever garden hoses, shade 
cloth, Steinm ax shredder and English 
garden tools. Jersey V illage G ardener, 
P.O. Box 40526, Dept. Y -8 , Houston, TX  
77240. 713-466-3123.__________________Su2p
D R A M A T IC  S E LEC TIO N  O F C A CTU S  
and succulents. M any unavailable and hard 
to find species. In form ative catalog. Send 
$1.50: Desert Theatre, Dept. F, 17 Behler 
Rd., W atsonville , CA 95076.__________ Su1p
O R IE N T A L  STR IN G  B EA NS. Unique pods 
m ature to nearly three feet. 5 grams seeds. 
Send $4.95. Postpaid. Jun Marina, 4511 
Prince Edw ard, W ich ita  Falls, TX  76308. 
8 17-692-4913._________________________ Sp2p
G IN S E N G , G O LD E N S E A L SEED . Natural 
woods grown seed. Shiitake and tree oyster 
mushroom spawn. Free brochure. W rite  
Horseshoe Bend Ginseng Ranch, Rt. 3 Box 
333, Brooksville, K Y  41004. Sp4p
Livestock
B U ILD  R A B B IT  C AG ES. Guidebook shows 
how. $2. Bob Bennett, One Governors 
Lane, Shelburne, V T 05482.___________S u lp
FR EE G U ID E  “ T E N S IL E  F E N C E  - IN T E N -  
sive G razin g ,” power fencer $99.00; Por­
table fence; 412-459-8991. Kencove, Blairs- 
ville, PA 15717. Sp6p
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Miscellaneous
H ER B  TE A S  & M U C H  M O R E . Catalog of 
over 600 herbs, spices, essential and floral 
oils, vitam ins, foot care and aloe products. 
Send 50 cents. Indiana Botanic Gardens, 
P.O. Box 5FS, H am m ond, IN 46325. 
Q uality products since 1910.__________ Sp4p
JO IN  T H E  FU N ! E X C IT IN G  D ETA ILS , 
Free! Treasure Chest G ift C lub, 2 Cedar, 
Fair H aven, V T  05743. Sp3p
V ID E O  M U S IC  LESSONS. G ive your child 
the g ift of M usic. Piano, G uitar, Voice, 
Flute, Saxophone, D rum s. Professional 
Instructors. $49 each, G uaranteed. Free  
Details. Chromotone M usic, 741 Formosa, 
D ept. F4, Los Angeles, CA 90046. Sp2p
IN V E N T IO N S , ID E A S , TE C H N O L O G Y  
W an ted ! Call free 1-800-528-6050. Canada, 
1-800-528-6060. X 83 1 . ______________ Ga6p
IS IT T R U E  Y O U  CA N  B U Y JEEPS for $44 
through the U .S . governm ent? Get the 
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext. 
5563.    Su2p
S &  M  Botanies, Herbs, Spices, Ginseng, 
M edicinals. Apothecary W holesale Retail, 
2330 Burton A ve ., A lliance, O H  44601. 
216-821-7443. B lue Enam elw are, prim itive  
c lo th /lea th er clothing, hides. Peddler’s 
K in , 8451 Ravenna A ve ., Louisville, OH  
44641.216-875-5020.__________________Ga4p
R E C IP E  F O L D A W A Y  B O O K . 45 large 
recipe cards enclosed in a self standing 
leatherette cover. Perfect for your favorite  
recipes and will make wonderful gifts. Send 
$6.00 ck. or mo. TO: Dene Enterprises, 
P.O . Box 785, B ridgew ater, M A  02324.
Su1p
N A T U R E 'S  R E L IE F  TO T H E  R ESC U E! 
Extra strength “ A ll Thym e Salve" relieves 
- Sore muscles, joints, rashes, etc! Finest 
quality natural ingredients. Send $7.95 for 
a months supply (11A oz.) A unt G in n y ’s 
Herbals, Box 30304-E , Tucson, A Z  85751- 
0 3 0 4 ,___________ _____________________ Su1p
M A G N E T IC S ...can  save you fuel $, in­
crease seed germ ination, e lim inate hard- 
w ater scale buildup! Send $5 for cassette 
and report. M oney Back G uarantee! N .E .P . 
Box 66 0 -F, Pullman, W V  26421. Su2p
A U S T R A L IA N  SH E P H E R D S : REDS, 
Blacks, Puppies and Adults from titled  
breeding stock. Contact: W arren  Nellis, 
M l, 517-465-6210. Su1p
M A N A G E  YO U R  M O N E Y  T H E  EASY  
way with Moneym aster. Send dollar for 
details to: South Leatherwood Ranch, 
Route 18 Box 314, Bedford, IN 47421. Su1p
Q U IT  C H E W IN G  TO BACCO  IN T H R E E  
S IM P L E  STEPS. No drugs or hypnosis, 
send $10 for complete report. W illiam  
Steckm an, P.O . Box 2011, Dodge C ity, KS  
67801. Su1p
C O R VA IR  PARTS - 4 ,000 C orvair Parts in 
400 page catalog - Rushed, $4.00: C lark 's  
Corvair Parts, Inc., Rt 2, Shelburne, M A  
01370.413-625-9776. Ga4p
H A V E  FUN W IT H  Y O U R  K ID S  without 
spending money. Send $3.00 to: E & G 
Enterprises, Box 107, Frontier, M l 49239.
Su1p
C O U N TR Y LOG C A B IN S  T R A IL  R ID ES, 
farm animals, North Idaho’s newest guest 
ranch. Free Brochure. D iam ond T Ranch, 
Box 625, Clark Fork, IA  83811. 208-266- 
1186. Su1p
Poultry
NEW CINNAMON QUEENS
Great egg layers. Many other top producing 
layers. Cornish Cross tor broilers ready to 
eat in six weeks. Exotic Breeds and Bantams. 
Sent direct to your post office. 100% live 
arrival guaranteed. We accept Master Card 
and Visa. Write for Free colorful Catalog.
ALLEN HATCHERY  
B ox 46-17, W indsor, M issouri 65 3 6 0  
T e leph one  —  816 6 4 7 -3 1 0 1 _____
D U C K LIN G S, GOSLINGS, 30 B R EEDS. 
Stamp for brochure. Johnson’s W aterfow l, 
R. 1 Box 16-F, M iddle River, M N  56737. 
_____________________________________ Su1p
Big FREE 
Poultry 
Catalog
O ver 50 Varieties of B aby  
Chicks, Exotic Rare Breeds.
Bantams, Pheasants, Ducks,
Fighting Games, Guineas, Turkeys
Books. Incubators. Supplies. Safe shipment 
guaranteed nation wide. We accept Visa and MasterCard 
Write today for BIG FREE COLORFUL poultry catalog.
Marti Poultry Farm, Box 27-32, Windsor, M 0 65360 
___________  Telephone - 816 647-3156 _____________
Peddler continues on p. 60.
Reach a National Market with Your Classified Ad - It’s Easy and Economical!
JTjJust choose your issues:The Farm stead Peddler puts you in touch with your best prospects! At 
the very reasonable rate of just $1.50 per word (15 words m inim um ) for 
national circulation, your classified ad w ill reach half-a-m illion readers.
[2 ]Underline your category:
□  Garden (J a n ./F e b .)
□  Spring (M a rch /A p ril)
□  Sum m er (M a y /J u n e )
□  Harvest (Ju ly /A ugust)
□  Fall (S ep t./O ct.)
□ W in te r (N o v ./D e c .)
Acreage, Business Opportunities, Building/Shelter, Crafts, Do-It-Yourself, Energy, Garden, Livestock,
Miscellaneous, Poultry, Publications, Recipes
[3] Write your copy:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33
[41 Determine
F ill  in  y o u r:
Name
34 35
Num ber of words:
36 37
x num ber of issues =  $
38 39
, to be enclosed.
40
your cost: Less 10%  if you run in four or more consecutive issues. f
1' i®
w b .
Address. 
City___ State. Zip.
T o  e n s u re  th a t  y o u r  a d  w ill  a p p e a r  in  th e  issu e s  o t y o u r  c h o ic e , w e  m u s t h a v e  y o u r  c o p y  a n d  fu ll  p a y m e n t 7  w e e k s  p r io r  to th e  d a te  of 
p u b lic a t io n . I f  yo u  d o  n o t s p e c ify  th e  is s u e , o r  i f  y o u r  a d  a r r iv e s  a f te r  o u r d e a d lin e  fo r  th e  is s u e , w e  w ill  p la c e  it  in  th e  n e x t  a v a ila b le
is s u e . S en d  to : F A R M S T E A D  M A G A Z IN E ,  B o x  1 1 1 , F r e e d o m , M E  04 9 4 1
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TU R K E Y S , C H IC K E N S , D U C K S , G E E S E , 
Guineas, Pheasants, Quail, Partridge, In ­
cubators, Supplies. H o ran ’s, RD 1 Box 
417FS, Tamaqua, PA 18252. 717-467-3683. 
_______________________________________Sp2p
BABY C H IC K S . FR EE C A TA L O G . Reds, 
Rocks, Leghorns, Crosses, Jumbo Cornish- 
Rocks. Guaranteed Live arriva l. M aster  
C ard /V isa . W E L P -L IN E  C H IC K S , B66, 
Bancroft, IA  50517. Sp3p
G O SLIN G S, D U C K L IN G S , C H IC K S , Poult- 
s, G uineas. Illustrated catalog and book list 
$1.00 deductable. Pilgrim  Goose H atch­
ery, FSP-87, W illiam sfie ld , O H  44093. 
_______________________________________Ga4p
R ID G W A Y ’S 64TH  Y E A R  - H atching big 
bronze and w hite turkeys, ducklings, 
chicks, pheasants, guineas and gosling. 
G uaranteed live arrival. Free catalog. 
V is a /M as te rca rd . Ridgway H atcheries, La- 
Rue 8, OH 43332. 614-499-2163. Su1 p
FR E E : Colorful Poultry Catalog. C linton  
H atchery, Box 548-57, C linton, M O  64735. 
Telephone: 816-885-8500. Ga3p
Publications
H U M O R O U S  ESC A PA D ES OF C A R E - 
free farm  life 75 years ago. $5.00. Ferstler 
Farm s, Box 65, K irkv ille , N Y 13082. Su1p
LO O K Y O U R  BEST W IT H  “ B E A U T Y  
N a tu ra lly ,’ ’ recipes for wholesome beauty 
and groom ing products. $3.50: “ B eauty ,”  
Box 1819, Dept. FS, Quincy, CA 95971. 
_______________________________________Su1p
S U R V IV A L  BO O K: H O W  & W H Y  A R E  
28%  of the w orld ’s population protected 
from nuclear accidents such as Chernobyl 
and T h re e -M ile  Island, and even Holo­
caust? 300-pages on how you may protect 
yourself and your loved-ones. Send $5.95  
to: Fighting Chance, Box 114, Freedom , 
M E  04941. For M C /V IS A  call 1-800-433- 
0290 (In M E , 1-800-222-3970.)_______ Su1p
O W L C O LLEC TO R S: “ I *  O W L S " Bum ­
per Sticker $1.00. N ew sletter sample $2.50, 
Subscription $12.50. Catalog 25 cents. 
O w l’s Nest, Box 5491 (FS), Fresno, CA  
93755. Sp2p
Recipes
O U A C H IT A  M O U N T A IN  REC IPES. Book­
let of old tim e good eating. $3.00, Box 781, 
M ena, A R  71953. Su1 p
N U T R IT IO U S  O N E  D ISH  M IC R O /O V E N  
meals. D iet conscious. $10.00. Janie  
M arshal, P .O . Box 4727, C olesville, M D  
20904. Su2p
R IG H T  O U T  OF G R A N D M A S  R E C IP E  
book proven for generations, 3 of her best. 
Send SASE, $3.00 to: Byron House, P.O . 
Box #4. Randolph, NY 14772, Dept. 
FS.____________________________________Su2p
D E L IC IO U S , EA SY TO M A K E  S H R IM P  
dip recipe. $2.00 to: C harlie , P .O . Box, 
3231, Pensacola, FL 32516.____________Su1p
TA S TY  SU G AR LESS DESSER T R EC IPES. 
Send $1.00 and SASE: G. M esser, H C R  3 
Box 58, Rlchardton, N D  58652.________ Su1p
“ 10”  EA SY A N D  D E L IC IO U S  D ESSER T  
recipes, $3 .00 , LSASE. Easy and old-fash- 
ioned, box 1736, C ullm an, AL 35055. Su4p
F A N T A S T IC  S W E D IS H  A PPLE P IE  W IT H  
lemon sauce. SASE $2.00. Don C olburn, 
RR 1 Box 299A, Island Falls, M E  
04747.________________________________ Su1p
O VER  100 C O O K IE  R EC IPES $6.00. 
U nited W est M arketing , 307 M  St. N E, 
A uburn, W A  98002.___________________Su1p
G R E A T  G A R LIC ! Rites, rituals & recipes. 
Includes “ Secret”  chutney recipe. Send $4 
to: Eva A nnie , 21 Richdale D rive, W ilto n , 
C T 06897._____________________________ Su2p
F IV E  G R E A T E S T  C A JU N  R E C IP E S . Send 
$3.00. SASE. Lorraine’s Cajun K itchen, 
1290 H enry St., Opelousas, LA 70570. Su2p
SA U SA G E LOVERS - T W O  EASY R EC IP - 
es. $1.00 SASE. Hom estead, R FD  #2 Box 
50, Caribou, M E  04736._______________Sp2p
E A T B E TTE R  B EEF. 10 Secrets of better, 
healthier beef cooking, plus recipes. $2.50, 
SASE to Beef-F , Box 1339, D illon, M T  
59725. Sp4p
Use agronet® for INSECT PROTECTION and 
enjoy bigger, better, earlier fruits and vegetables
agronet is an extruded net-like  
floating crop cover that improves 
productivity and profitability by 
creating controlled ground envi­
ronm ent and protection from 
certain insects, therefore en­
couraging a bigger, better, and 
earlier maturing crop, yield and 
extending the grow ing season.
agronet is available 
in the following sizes:
ROLLS: 6'x327'- 1000'- 2000'
10.4'x327' - 1000' - 2000'
20.9'x327' - 1000' - 2000'
41.8'x327' - 1000' - 2000'
C D K  International Corp.
3191 Wicks Creek Trail •  Marietta, GA 30062 
(404) 565-7458 /  TELEX: 154214
MANUFACTURED BY: BEGHIN-SAY 
agronet ® a floating cover is a Registered Trademark of Beghin-Say
flLfW liflC
Hot and Spicy
Horseradish
omeone once called horse­
radish “ a pungent root 
that carries a hot mes­
sage.”  But historically it 
has been more than that. Most 
experts believe that in the Middle 
Ages horseradish was prized for its 
medicinal value. Somewhere around 
the 15th century, it took on new life 
as a condiment. Hot, spicy, capable 
of taunting the tongue and bringing 
tears to the eyes, it is a proper 
companion for cold meats, fish, 
poultry and any number of sausages.
Horseradish [armoracia lapathi- 
folia] is a member of the mustard 
family. A hardy perennial, it has a 
great fleshy taproot which gives the
plant its zesty reputation. It’ s very 
easy to grow. Give this 24-inch plant 
plenty of room as it will take over 
your backyard.
Don’t harvest your horseradish 
until after the first frost, for the cold 
helps set texture and flavor. It is 
then washed, grated, and placed in 
glass jars with vinegar and some 
salt.
One grandmother supplies her 
own recipe for horseradish dressing: 
grate 1/4 of a big root. Add 1/2 a 
grated apple, 3 tablespoons of sour 
cream, salt to taste. “ Marvelous,”  
she says, as hot tears mix with warm 
memories. □
—Rayner Brothers
Power Failure Tips
I f your power fails suddenly this summer and you real­ize that your freezer is full of food, your prospects for 
saving it need not be dark—espe­
cially if you follow these bright 
ideas:
1. Most food will stay frozen 
from one to three days in most 
freezers if you keep the cold air 
inside by not opening the door.
2. A full freezer stays colder 
longer than one that isn’t, and the 
colder the food is the longer it will 
last. Make it a practice to keep the 
temperature in your freezer 0 de­
grees F or lower.
3. Try not to position the freezer 
near a hot water heater or furnace or 
in direct sunlight, and be sure the 
freezer is properly insulated.
4. If the power does stay off so 
long that it starts thawing, use a 
standby generator or check with 
local companies, schools or hospitals 
to see if they have freezer space.
5. If a generator or extra space 
isn’t available, use dry ice.
6. If using dry ice, cover the 
freezer with crumpled newspapers 
and then blankets to provide addi­
tional insulation.
7. Check food when power comes 
back on. If you see ice crystals or it 
is still below 40 degrees, the food 
can be refrozen.
8. Any food left at room tempera­
ture for more than two hours may 
have to be discarded, with the 
exception of baked goods, nuts and 
some fruits. □
—University of Georgia, Athens
ADDRESS ________________________________
CITY _____________________________________
STATE _______________  ZIP _______________
C  Please enclose 12 page Mail Order Book-Log Flyer. $2 00
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Visit the
106 HOM? GUIDE- 
INFORM ATIONcruim
Please send me the following magazines which I have 
checked.
□  Log Home Design #1, $ 1.00 — □  Log Home Design 
# 2, $3.95 — □  Log Home Guide Subscription (Direc­
tory, Spring, Summer, Fall + Log Home Decor #3), 
$ 18.00 — □  Log Home Guide Directory only, $10.00 
— □  Log Home Decor # 1, $3.50 — □  Log Home Decor 
# 2 , $3.50 — □  Log Home Decor #3 (purchased sepa­
rately from subscription), $4.95 — Energy Economics 
& Thermal Performance of Log Houses, □  Consumer Ed, 
$5; □  Technical Ed, $ 15 . — All orders postpaid.
□  I enclose my check or M.O. — □  Charge my
□  M/C □  Visa. Expiry___________________
Card # _____________________________________
In the heart of the Great Smoky Mountains 
in East Tennessee. The world's largest log 
building educational facility. Hands-on 
courses and seminars on log building and 
builder/dealer training, etc. Subscribe also 
to the world's ORIGINAL, BEST, and
MOST 
COPIED 
magazines 
on log 
building.
ORIGINAL!
THE BEST!
MOST COPIED!!!!!
The Log Home Guide
HIGHWAYS 32 & 321, COSBY. TN 37722
Center
Now  more
com plete
with a
limited
lifetim e
warranty.
He bought his first 
tiller in 1947. That was 
the year that Merry 
Tiller began manufac­
turing and he began 
gardening. Forty years 
later they’re both still 
growing. For more 
information about our 
new limited lifetime 
warranty contact 
Banton Industries, Inc. 
for tillers that get better 
with age.
(^ e ^ /7 l£ £ e ^ )
Banton, Inc., 4500 Fifth Avenue South, 
Birmingham, AL 35222, (205) 592-7573
In Case o f Emergency
I f you’re planning to move to a rural area, or even if you've lived in the country for some time, take time to 
look for help before you need it.
Find out which law enforcement 
agency, fire department and ambu­
lance service are responsible for 
your area. Don't rely only on your 
neighbors or the emergency phone 
numbers listed in your telephone 
directory; call the agencies to verify 
your information.
Most rural areas don’t have a 
local police department. Law en­
forcement in your neck of the woods 
may be the job of a constable, a 
justice of the peace, the county 
sheriff’s department, or the state 
police.
Your fire department may be 
volunteer and also may provide 
emergency medical assistance. A 
private ambulance company or a 
regional hospital may serve as your 
emergency medical resource.
Once , you know which agencies
cover your area, post their phone 
numbers by your telephone and 
have handy a set of directions telling 
them how to find your home. These 
written directions are especially 
important in case the person calling 
for help is a child or visitor.
In rural areas where locator aids 
such as street signs and house 
numbers may not exist, probably the 
best way to tell others where you 
live is to describe the route they 
would take to get there. For in­
stance, drive yourself from the fire 
station to your home. Note your 
odometer readings between turns 
and at distinctive landmarks. Write 
down posted road names and num­
bers. If the road isn’t posted and you 
don’t know its name, check your 
local tax office. Survey maps usually 
note road and street names you can 
use to help guide others to you.
Mileage is important to remember 
when giving directions. At night or 
in bad weather, road signs and 
distinctive landmarks may be diffi­
cult to spot, but odometer readings 
can let your searcher know he’s in 
the right area and to watch for a turn 
or the driveway to your house.
If your house sits out of sight of 
the road, try to make the turn onto 
your property easy to find. You 
might paint your mailbox a bright 
color that’s visible from a distance in 
the daylight and add reflective 
letters or red plastic reflectors that 
catch headlight beams at night. A 
simple cairn of white rocks to mark 
the end of your drive can be as 
effective as more elaborate pillars 
and gateways.
In addition to aiding the prompt 
arrival of firemen, ambulance driv­
ers, or law enforcement officials 
you’ll find your written directions 
next to the telephone are invaluable 
for telling delivery truck drivers and 
visiting friends and relatives how to 
reach you. And should you be faced 
with an emergency, you’ll be pre­
pared to respond to it. □
—Cindy Myers
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MY COUNTRY LIFE
A Country Fourth
by Shirley Stimpert
W e all look forward to the Fourth of July. It's sum­mer in the country at its best. Plans are made 
weeks ahead. The fireworks catalogs 
come in the mail. Our boys choose 
carefully this year’s assortment. The 
menu for our country celebration is 
traditional, made up with foods we 
have grown or raised on our 
farmstead. Anticipation rises with 
the heat.
arranging them according to the 
order they want them fired. Every­
one feels the tingle of excitement. 
Our dogs run around barking, 
sensing company before they come. 
Dogs and little boys chase each 
other, running through the herbs. 
The unmistakable odor of crushed 
catnip mingles with the heat to bring 
forth memories of other July after­
noons. Every summer should be 
blessed with little boys, dogs and
look for the first star, eager to start 
our fireworks display. It's fun to 
watch grown men reliving childhood 
memories, as they help the boys 
light fireworks. Rockets whiz in all 
directions. The display is accom­
panied by laughter and squeals of 
appreciation. Our country life seems 
perfect tonight.
The deepening darkness gives 
background to the dancing colors. 
The snap of firecrackers reminds us
Our country celebration divides 
summer much as Christmas does 
winter. Things seem to fall into 
categories —1 ‘ Before the Fourth ’ ’ 
and “ After the Fourth.’ ’ Anything 
seems possible before the Fourth. 
The lush green of the newly born 
summer might just last until frost; at 
least we dare to hope for that before 
July.
The Fourth is a time for gathering 
together. Friends and neighbors are 
invited. I’m reminded of pioneer 
country parties, as we move the long 
table to the shady side of the lawn 
and drape the red gingham cloth 
over it. The old American elm 
shelters the table from the prairie 
sun.
Laughter accents the day, as final 
preparations for the party continue. 
Jared and Trevor, two of our sons, 
sort through the box of fireworks,
Fourth of July country socials.
Good food, raised and prepared 
with care, has always been an 
important part of country fellow­
ship. On the Fourth, we feast! The 
ice cream freezer is filled with the 
creamy richness of our Jersey’s 
milk. Home-grown beef, grilled 
outdoors, floods the breeze with the 
smell of good times. Vegetables, 
freshly picked in the fleeting crisp­
ness of early morning, cover one end 
of the table. Loaves of whole-wheat 
bread, made from grain grown on 
our farm, create a country still life 
against the checkered cloth. Neigh­
bors arrive. Bursting with life, our 
July party begins. Later, after the 
evening meal, everyone seems con­
tent to rest and chat, enjoying the 
simplicity of summer.
The children are wild with expec­
tation; it’ s almost twilight. They
of our heritage. Fun and fellowship 
mix to complete our farmstead 
Fourth. Cicada drone. We all linger 
in the softness of the night, not 
wanting to go inside.
After the Fourth, we are resigned 
to brown patches in the lawn, more 
weeds in the vegetables than should 
be there and the reality that summer 
doesn’t last forever. The boys even 
acknowledge the start of a new 
school year next month. Summer 
settles after; the hot days will be 
inescapable now. The heat has a 
cleansing effect. We find satisfac­
tion in hard farm work. The rewards 
of our labors are bounteous—our 
very surroundings. We like it that 
way! □
Shirley Stimpert is a frequent 
FARMSTEAD contributor and 
homesteads in Bucklin, Kansas.
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What is Farmstead?
farmstead \ farm -,sted \ n: 1. a place in the country; 2. the buildings 
and land tract adjacent to a home devoted to gardening and/or raising 
of domestic livestock; 3. The Magazine of American Country Ways.
Many people choose to have a farmstead so that they can 
enjoy a more rational, honest way of life. A country way that 
gives them the freedom to do — to plan and grow a garden, 
to build a wooden whirligig, to learn about and enjoy the 
wildlife around them.
These are the same reasons readers enjoy FARMSTEAD 
magazine. FARMSTEAD is filled with country living and 
home gardening information — the kind of information that 
enables its readers to make a quality life for themselves and 
their families.
FARMSTEAD acknowledges that progress is a relative 
term, not necessarily synonymous with modern. Its pages 
include hands-on projects and useful hints from America’s 
past as well as the latest developments that improve today’s 
country life.
And we have a FARMSTEAD just for you! . . . Send today 
for your free issue of FARMSTEAD, The Magazine of 
American Country Ways. W e’ll enter you as a trial sub-
64 FARMSTEAD
scription at the special rate of $11.97 (20% off the news­
stand price). If you are not completely satisfied, return your 
bill marked “ cancel.”  The first issue is yours to keep — no 
obligation.
YES. Please enter my trial subscription to FARMSTEAD 
and bill me at the special rate of $11.97 for one year (6 
big issues including my free copy) saving me $3.03 off 
the regular newsstand price. If I’m not completely 
satisfied I’ll return your bill marked “ cancel”  and keep 
the first issue without obligation. Su87
Name________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________
Town___________________State_________ Z ip _____________
Mail to: FARMSTEAD, P.O. Box 111, Freedom, ME 04941
LUTCHLESS. NOT GUTLESS.
New hydrostatic diesels from John Deere
ron’t find a small tractor 
jas tough as our new 
►static models, 
at’s because our new com­
are frame-built. So they’re 
^ned to soak up stress—
?u t stretching the drivetrain. 
V ./r e  also designed to give 
pore high-speed torque 
other hydrostatic tractors. 
So the pulling power doesn’t 
get lost in the transmission.
And since our new compacts
are made in the USA, nothing 
gets lost in translation either.
Like parts and service. Or a 
dealer network close to 3000 
strong.
But what really sets our new 
hydrostatics apart from the rest, 
is the wav they take to attach­
ments. (On or off in less than 
5 minutes.)
And the way our unique two 
pedal system gives you smooth 
speed and direction control
with less fatigue.
So if you’re looking for a com­
pact with guts, let us help you 
out of the clutch. Ask your dealer 
for more facts on our 16-, 20- and 
24-hp hydrostatic diesels. Or 
write, John Deere, Dept. 79, 
Moline, IL 61265.
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THE DEIII
Woods, the 
world’s largest 
manufacturer of 
tractor powered 
rotary mowers 
has done it 
again. This time by offering a conve­
nient, reliable mower with all of the 
advantages of today’s “out front’’ 
mowing technology including an 
optional grass vacuum attachment.
Before you buy your next mower get 
to know more about the MOW’N 
MACHINE. You can do that by visiting 
a Woods’ dealer for a demonstration.
Or fill out and mail this coupon for a free 
catalog. Do it today for sure.
o
uuHI
from Woods
inn'Liu
Please send complete information 
on the Woods line of 
MOWN MACHINES.
Division of Hesston Corporation
O e g c r  iiiin o is 6 10 6 i
NAM E_____________________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________________
CITY ._______________________________________________
STATE______________ Z IP _______________ PHONE__________ /
Mail this coupon to Woods Mowers Dept. F M . Oregon. Illinois 61061
Woods mowers are backed with 40 years of dependable quality
